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INTRODUCTION 
BY 

We Be YEATS 





INTRODUCTION 

I 

'I know nothing but the novels of Balzac, and 
the aphorisms of Patanjali. I once knew other 
things, but I am an old man with a poor mem- 

ory.' There must be some reason why I wanted 
to write that lying sentence, for it has been in my 
head for weeks. Is it that whenever I have been 
tempted to go to Japan, China or India for my 
philosophy, Balzac has brought me back, re- 
minded me of my preoccupation with national, 
social, personal problems, convinced me that I 
cannot escape from our Comtdie Humaine? We 
philosophize that we may reduce our minds to a 
single energy, and thereby save our souls and feed 
our bodies. We prove what we must and assume 
the rest upon hearsay. No two civilisations prove 
or assume the same things, but behind both hides 
the unchanging experience of simple men and 
women. When I read the travels of Purohit 
Swsmi, or of his Master, BhagwSn Shri Hamsa, I 
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am among familiar things. Seraphita has prepared 
me for those adventures, those apparitions, and I 
remember that the knights and hermits who pre- 
pared the ground for our Comkdie Humaine pre- 
ferred, it may be, such adventures to philosophy, 
such apparitions to dogma: 

'One wise friend and one 
Better than wise being fair.' 

2 

Shri Purohit Swami at the beginning of this 
century was a Mr. Purohit, student of the Uni- 
versity of Bombay. He had inherited from his 
Maratha fathers the worship of DattBtreya, the 
first Yogi, spiritual Father of all Yogis since, or, as 
we would say, their patron saint. He had seen him 
in his dreams, but such knowledge is insufficient; 
dream words are few and hard to understand; he 
needed for guide some man who could point out 
from personal experience what meditations enrich 
the waking mind. For a time he ceased to read. 
When he fixed his attention upon the Lord Datta- 
treya even the Bhagavad-Geetl distracted him. 

The students had come to associate scholarship 
with a weak body and shabby clothes, and there 
was a reaction towards athletics; he had prided 
himself on being scholar, athlete, dandy, but be- 
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cause women, notorious disturbers of medita- 
tion, attracted him, and were attracted, he ate 
little, grew a beard and dressed out of the fash- 
ion. Finding that among holy people his mind 
grew quiet, he frequented temples and places of 
pilgrimage; because contact with a supernatural 
being is never attained through the waking mind, 
but through the act of what is called the 'uncon- 
scious mind', he repeated thousands of times every 
day: 'We meditate upon the splendour of that 
Being. May it illuminate our intellects', until he 
spoke those words in his sleep, or silently while 
engaged in conversation. At a temple in Nar- 
sob8 W8di he met a beautiful courtesan who had 
come seeking a cure for some ailment, found the 
cure, but whenever she attempted to return to her 
lover, fell sick at  the border of the territory, and 
now sat there, and would while life lasted, dressed 
in a white robe, praising her Divine Master to the 
notes ofher lute. She had prayed, not foreseeing its 
consequence, not only for physical, but for spiri- 
tual health, and the 'unconscious mind' had heard 
her prayer. 

But because he could not persuade those Mas- 
ters he found acceptable to accept him, he sank 
into despair. He sat weeping in his room; a friend 
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knocked at the door, asked him to meet a certain 
Shri Nattkgr Swami, now known as Bhagwan 
Shri Hamsa, who had just arrived. 'We ascended 
the stairs of the Keertikar building', he writes, 
'and were admitted into a small room at the top 
floor. As I entered, the SwHmi, who was sitting 
upon a tiger's skin, rose. Our eyes met.' And 
Shri NHttklr Swami, though so far as Mr. Purohit 
knew they had never seen each other, said: 'We 
meet again after a long time'. He was the elder 
by four years. He came of a wealthy family, and 
his father, dreading that his son would become a 
wandering monk, as had uncles and ancestors, 
had made him marry at the age of sixteen; but 
one day while he sat reading upon a river bank, 
his soul awoke, and throwing book and European 
clothes into the river, he began a life of austerity. 
The country people account for his sanctity with 
a story as incredible to modern ears as any told 
of the childhood of some European saint, but 
symbolising an alliance between body and soul 
our theology rejects. A certain beautiful married 
woman at the age of twenty had, with her hus- 
band's consent, become a pilgrim. After wander- 
ing from Himiilaysn shrine to shrine for many 
years, she had found a home in a ruined temple 
at Brahmsvarta. Some called her the mad 
woman, and some, because of the cotton mat 
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that covered her loins, 'the lady of the mat'. 
She had but two possessions, that cotton mat and 
her lute. Shri NiitEkZir SwZimi's father went on 
pilgrimage to Brahmsvarta with his son, then 
but a child. Father and son visited the Lady of 
the Mat. The child climbed on to her knees. She 
said: 'Leave him with me; I will take care of him'. 
The father did not dare to disobey, but was 
alarmed because she had no food but a daily 
piece of bread brought her by a water-carrier. 
When he returned next day with food, the child 
would not touch it, because the Saint had fed 
him from her breast. She fed him for a fortnight, 
then gave him back to his father, saying: 'He will 
know when a grown man what I have done for 
him'. One day the Saint called the water-carrier, 
told him that she was about to leave the world. 
Because he wept, she gave him her mat as a relic, 
told him that he must bring her lute to the boy 
she had fed. Then as she played and sang, the 
waters of the Ganges became disturbed; first little 
waves, then great waves; the more she sang, the 
greater grew the waves. When they touched her 
feet, she handed the lute to the water-carrier. A 
moment later they had swept her away; then, 
upon the instant, all was still. 

Mr. Purohit took up once more the life of a 
student. When he had passed, to please his father, 
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his final law examination, he was summoned by 
Dattatreya in a dream. He and his Master set out 
for Mount GirnBr, where the footprints of Dat- 
tstreya are shown upon a rock. He repeated all 
day: 'We meditate upon the splendour of that 
Being'. At the foot of the Mountain, he vowed to 
throw himself from the cliff if his Divine Master 
remained hidden. As they climbed the seven thou- 
sand steps, he neither ate nor drank, though he 
had starved himself for weeks, and he had con- 
stantly to lie down to rest. At the full moon of 
25 December 1907, the birthday of Dattatreya, 
they reached the summit. He fell asleep upon the 
sacred footsteps as the sun set, and did not awake 
till the moon was in the sky. As he awoke he knew 
that Dattatreya had in his sleep accepted him, 
and when he felt his forehead, he found in the 
centre the first trace of that small mound that is 
the Indian equivalent to the Christian Stigmata. 
He had attained Sushupti, or unconscious Samcidhi, 
a dreamless sleep that differs from that of every 
sleeper in some part of the night, every insect in 
the chrysalis, every hibernating animal, every 
soul between death and birth, because attained 
through the sacrifice of the physical senses, and 
through meditation upon a divine personality, a 
personality at once historical and yet his own 
spiritual Self. Henceforth that personality, that 
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Self, would be able, though always without his 
knowledge, to employ his senses and, as in the 
East the bodily movements are classified as 
senses, to direct his life. He was not isolated, how- 
ever, as are men of genius or intellect, for hence- 
forth all those in whom that Self had awakened 
were his neighbours. 

Already while his attainment was incomplete, 
when he had not even reached the top of the 
steps, he had seen a beautiful slender woman, 
with dark bright eyes and red lips, leaning against 
a tree, and as she vanished, received her benedic- 
tion, and now as he descended, another of the 
Masters of Wisdom, a bright-eyed man, appeared. 

Although accepted, although henceforth not 
Mr. Purohit but Shri Purohit Swami, he refused 
to accompany his friend who had in a medita- 
tion known as Savikalpa-Samcidhi been ordered to 
seek Turiyci, the greater or conscious Samcidhi, at 
Mount KailBs, the legendary Meru; he thought 
himself unworthy, that he had not freed himself 
from the World, and could but carry it upon the 
journey. 

4 
Sometimes they came in contact with that 

Europeanised India England has created with 
a higher education, which is always conducted 
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in the English language. Shri Purohit Swami saw 
to his Master's comforts, left him stretched out for 
sleep in a first-class carriage, went to find a third- 
class carriage for himself, but there was not even 
standing room. He decided to return to his Mas- 
ter, but found an empty carriage. His Master had 
left the train and was sitting upon a bench, naked 
but for a loin cloth. A Europeanised Indian had 
denounced him for wearing silk and travelling 
first class, and all monks and pilgrims for bringing 
discredit upon India by their superstitions and 
idleness. So he had stripped off his silk clothes, 
saying that though they seemed to have come 
with his destiny, they were of no importance. 
Then, because the stranger was still unsatisfied, 
had given him his luggage and his ticket. They 
were able, however, to continue their journey, for 
just when the train was about to start, the Euro- 
peanised Indian returned and threw clothes, lug- 
gage and ticket into the carriage. He had been 
attacked by remorse. When they reached their 
destination, Shri NBtEkBr Swami sat down in the 
prescribed attitude, passed into Sama'dhi, and Shri 
Purohit SwBmi, openly rejoicing, sang his praises 
-Divine and Human Master, one in that dark 
or bright meditation : 

'Lead me to that Kingdom of Thine 
Where there is no pleasure of union 
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Nor displeasure of separation, 
Where the self is in eternal happiness. 
Thou alone can thither lead the ailing soul' 

-verse after verse, until his Master came out of 
meditation with a cry: 'Victory, victory to the 
Lord DattBtreya'. 

5 
Much Chinese and Japanese painting is a cele- 

bration of mountains, and so sacred were those 
mountains that Japanese artists, down to the in- 
vention of the colour print, constantly recom- 
posed the characters of Chinese mountain 
scenery, as though they were the letters of an 
alphabet, into great masterpieces, traditional and 
spontaneous. I think of the face of the Virgin in 
Siennese painting, preserving, after the support- 
ing saints had lost it, a Byzantine character. 

To Indians, Chinese and Mongols, mountains 
from the earliest times have been the dwelling- 
places of the Gods. Their kings before any great 
decision have climbed some mountain, and of all 
these mountains KailHs, or Mount Meru, as it is 
called in the Mahdbhdrata, was the most famous. 
Sven Hedin calls it the most famous of all moun- 
tains, pointing out that Mount Blanc is unknown 
to the crowded nations of the East. Thousands of 
Hindu, Tibetan and Chinese pilgrims, VedHntin, 
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or Buddhist, or of some older faith, have en- 
circled it, some bowing at every step, some falling 
prostrate, measuring the ground with their bodies; 
an outer ring for all, an inner and more perilous 
for those called by the priests to its greater pen- 
ance. On another ring, higher yet, inaccessible 
to human feet, the Gods move in adoration. Still 
greater numbers have known it from the Mahci- 
bhdrata or from the poetry of Kalidiis, known 
that a tree covered with miraculous fruit rises 
from the lake at its foot, that sacred swans sing 
there, that the four great rivers of India rise 
there, with sands of gold, silver, emerald and 
ruby, that at certain seasons from the lake- 
here Dattiitreya is himself the speaker-springs a 
golden Phallos. Miinas Sarowar, the lake's full 
name, means 'The great intellectual Lake', and 
in this Mountain, this Lake, a dozen races find 
the birth-place of their Gods and of themselves. 
We too have learnt from Dante to imagine our 
Eden, or Earthly Paradise, upon a mountain, 
penitential rings upon the slope. 

Shri NgttkZir Swiimi visited other sacred places 
in the HimZilayHs before starting for Mount KailZis, 
travelling sometimes alone and almost always 
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by unfrequented routes. He recalls the narrow 
escape of himself and his Nepalese guide in the 
Dehradun Forest from an infuriated elephant, by 
dropping from a precipice to lie stunned at its 
foot; but once he had started, his travels record 
local customs, his pleasure in scenery, some occa- 
sional hardship-for a time little that one does 
not find in Ekai Kavizuchi's ~ h r e e  Years in Tibet. 
Sometimes he and his three coolies sleep on the 
ground, sometimes in a temple or cave; some- 
times there is difficulty about food, or about a 
mule or ass to carry it; sometimes he notices that 
the guest-house is full of fleas; once he is so cold 
he has to surround himself with lambs, two at his 
head, two at his back, and six or seven about the 
rest of his body. Sometimes he forms a brief 
friendship with a Tibetan official or fellow-pil- 
grim. Pilgrims for untold years doubtless have 
had such adventures. Now and then something re- 
minds us that we accompany a holy man. Once 
he and his coolies were caught by a score of 
mounted robbers. For a moment he was dumb 
with terror, then he became suddenly calm, 
closed his eyes, turned towards Mount Kailss, 
bowed in adoration of his Master, sat down in the 
Yogi posture that is called Padmcison and waited 
in silence. The robbers fell silent also. Then one, 
the strongest and fiercest, asked his name and 
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business, and what money he carried. He ex- 
plained, or tried to explain by signs, that he was 
a pilgrim and had no money. The robber called 
four of the other robbers, said he would kill him 
and his coolies and take their clothes. Whereat 
Shri N;itEk%r Swami called upon the name of his 
Master, thrust his neck forward to await the blow 
of the sword, and went into meditation. When he 
awoke, his eyes wet with tears of adoration, the 
robber was kneeling before him, his head upon 
his thumbs; the other robbers, their swords 
sheathed, were fanning the swooning coolies. 

At Lake Manas Sarowar the supernatural begins 
to stir the pot. He had, according to his vow, to 
spend two weeks upon its bank, bathing twice a 
day in its icy water, taking but one meal a day, 
and at  that nothing but the tea Tibetans mix 
with butter, and speaking not a word. At five in 
the morning of the last day of penance he heard 
a voice towards the west, the direction of Mount 
Kailss, a woman's voice as it seemed, singing 
the Minduha Upanishad's description of the four 
states of the soul: the waking state corresponding 
to the letter 'A', where physical objects are pre- 
sent; the dreaming state corresponding to the 
letter 'U', where mental objects are present; the 
state of dreamless sleep corresponding to the let- 
ter 'M', where all seems darkness to the soul, be- 
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cause all there is lost in Brahma, creator of 
mental and physical objects; the final state corre- 
sponding to the whole sacred word 'AUM', con- 
sciousness bound to no object, bliss bound to no 
aim, Turiyci, pure personality. He searched the 
shore but could find no one; even his binoculars 
showed it empty. He sent his coolies to inquire at 
the neighbouring monastery, but nobody could 
tell them of the singer. Then he paced the sands, 
thinking of the voice, but when he had gone a 
hundred yards, was startled to see before him the 
print of a human foot. He told his coolies that 
they must gather up the baggage and follow, that 
he had set out for Mount Kailas. He followed the 
footprints for two or three miles along the south 
shore, but near the rocky western shore they 
grew indistinct and disappeared. He went on in 
the direction they had taken till stopped by an 
ascent too steep for his exhausted body. 

After two days travelling, one day through 
storm and hail, spending the nights in a cave and 
in a foul hut made out of loose stones piled up on 
four sides, a great single slab for roof, he began his 
penitential circuit. At the eastern side the guide, 
pointing to a cave a thousand feet above his head, 
said that a great Hindu saint lived there, but 
that he knew no way to reach it. Shri Nattksr 
Swami and the guide began to climb, but before 
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they had gone a quarter of the way the guide 
was taken ill. The Swami told him to return to 
the coolies, that he and they must remain a week 
in a Buddhist guest-house, then if they heard 
nothing of their master, return to India. 

The ice began fifty yards below the cave; that 
past, came a perpendicular cliff with notches 
for hand and foot cut in the rock, and seven feet 
from the bottom the mouth of the cave. He 
climbed, and crawling through darkness, found 
a dim lamp and an oldish naked man, sitting 
upon a tiger's skin. He prostrated himself in re- 
verence and said: 'Lord, it is your grace that has 
brought this servant to your hallowed feet'. The 
naked man laughed and said: 'Achha, Vatsa, Uthake 
baitho', which means-'My darling, get up!' He 
was told that he might ask for anything except 
for age, name and parentage. He asked in Hindi, 
Marathi, in English, and the answer came always 
in the same language, perfect in grammar and 
accent. He noticed that whatever the language, 
that language alone was used, no foreign word 
admitted, and became convinced that his host 
knew all languages. I t  was he who had sung the 
Mandukya Upanishad and made those footprints 
on the sand, and it was because of that old ac- 
quaintance that he had called him darling. Shri 
NBtCkiir Swlmi stayed there for three days, eat- 
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ing nothing, but drinking water, and during those 
three days his host neither ate nor drank. Then 
he returned to his coolies, and having told them 
to await for a week, set out alone for Gaurikund, a 
little lake high up upon Mount Kailss, wherein he 
was to cast sand from the southernmost point of 
India and so complete his pilgrimage. Pilgrims 
such as he perpetuallyencircle that religious India, 
which keeps Mount Kailss within its borders, that 
all the land may be blessed by their passing feet. 

After two nights spent in hollows of the ice, his 
overcoat about his head, his feet drawn up to his 
ribs, he came back defeated, but set out again the 
next day, and after a climb of five thousand feet, 
reached the lake, and there, twenty feet from 
the shore, broke through five feet of ice, cast in the 
sand, sat down, passed into meditation awaiting 
the object of his pilgrimage, the physical presence 
of his Divine Master, DattHtreya. He has de- 
scribed his uncertainty as to whether he would 
live or die, recorded the exact placing of his staff, 
what points of the compass he had first looked at, 
what words he spoke, his different postures, a 
tiger's skin that he had brought for his seat; de- 
tails all settled by tradition. For three days he re- 
mained in meditation, gradually the mental im- 
age of his Master grew dim, voices spoke. Three 
times he heard the words: '0 my child, 0 my 
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dear', but he knew that if he opened his eyes 
while the mental image remained he would fail. 
What were voices to him if he could not see the 
physical form? At last the mental image suddenly 
vanished. He opened his eyes, and Dattatreya 
stood before him, made him perform certain fur- 
ther ceremonies, admitted him to the Giri order 
of Sanyasins, promised to keep his heart from 
straying to physical things, and named him 
Hamsa, which means 'Soul', but is also the name 
of those emblems of the soul, the white-winged, 
red-beaked, red-legged water-birds of Lake 
Manas Sarowar. 

7 
Shri Purohit Swami claims that his Master 

gained at that mountain lake, Ti+&, whereas 
he himself had but gained upon Mount Girnar 
a dreamless sleep, Sushupti. The philosophy and 
technique of both of these states are described in 
the Toga-Sutras or aphorisms of Patanjali, writ- 
ten somewhere between the third and fifth cen- 
turies of our era, but containing a far older tradi- 
tion, or in the voluminous commentaries, written 
between the middle of the seventh and the ninth 
centuries. The Spirit, the Self that is in all selves, 
the pure mirror, is the source of intelligence, but 
Matter is the source of all energy, all creative 
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power, all that separates one thing from another, 
not Matter as understood by Hobbes and his 
Mechanists, Matter as understood in Russia, 
where the Government has silenced the Mech- 
anists, but interpreted with profound logic, almost 
what Schopenhauer understood by Will. If I 
think of the table on which I am writing, my 
menta.1 image is as much Matter as the table 
itself, though of 'a subtler kind',l and I am able 
to think correctly, because the Matter I call 
Mind takes the shape of this or that physical 
object, and this Matter, physical and mental, has 
three aspects-' Tamas', darkness, frustration, 
6 Rajas', activity, passion, 'Satva', brightness, wis- 

dom. In Patanjali and his commentators there 
is a detailed analysis of the stages of cdncentra- 
tion that would be Hegelian did they include 
the Self in their dialectic. The first is the fixing of 
attention upon some place or object, the navel, 
the tip of the tongue. Any object will serve so 
long as it belongs to oneself and is an immediate 
perception, not something inferred or heard of; or 
one may fix attention upon the form of some 
God, for a God is but the Self. But one cannot fix 
attention without some stream of thought, so if 
the object be the tongue, one thinks of the tongue 

'Subtler', 'finer', because it penetrates all things. Or- 
dinary matter cannot go through the wall, mind can. 
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as symbol or function. As I write the word, I 
think at once of Blake's 'False Tongue' which is 
the 'vegetative' sense, then I remember that 
according to Patanjali meditation upon the 
tongue awakens the perception of taste or colour 
or sound. The taste, colour and sound so per- 
ceived attains supernormal perfection as fact 
and idea draw together. Should one choose a 
God as the theme of meditation, the majesty of 
his face, or the beauty of his ear-rings, may, as 
trance deepens, express all majesty, all beauty. 
The second stage is this identity between idea 
and fact, between thought and sense; an identity 
that recalls the descriptions of dreams in the UP- 
anishads. The third stage is Sushupti, a complete 
disappearance of all but this identity. Nothing 
exists but that ravening tongue,' or that majesty, 
that beauty; the man has disappeared as the 
sculptor in his statue, the musician in his music. 
One remembers the Japanese philosopher's say- 
ing, 'What the artist perceives through a medium, 
the saint perceives immediately'. 

In the fourth stage the ascetic enters one or 
more of these stages at will and retains his com- 
plete memory when he returns; this is Turiyci, 

The tongue represents colour and sound, perhaps be- 
cause the ascetic can see the point of nose or tongue, but 
not his eyes or ears. 
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but as yet only in the form called Savikalpa; full 
Turiyd or seedless Samcidhi comes when all these 
states are as a single timeless act, and that act is 
pure or unimpeded personality, all existence 
brought into the words: 'I am'. I t  resembles that 
last Greek number, a multiple of all numbers, 
because there is nothing outside it, nothing to 
make a new beginning. I t  is not only seedless but 
objectless because objects are lost in complete 
light. Darkness is the causal body of existence. 
Objects are its serrates and dentures. One re- 
members those lines of Coleridge: 

'Resembles life what once was deemed of light, 
Too ample in itself for human sight? 
An absolute self--an element ungrounded- 
All that we see, all colours of all shade, 
By encroachment of darkness made?' 

If Turiyd be attained, the ascetic may remain 
in Life until the results of past lives are exhausted 
or because he would serve his fellows. While such 
binding to the past remains, or duty to the living, 
it must, one would think, be incomplete, some- 
thing less than absolute Self. Probably such an 
ascetic regards complete 'seedless' Samcidhi as an 
ideal form, an all but unattainable ideal that he 
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must approach through Life after Life: a central 
experience, touched or it may be but symbolised at 
some moment when some quality of Life flowers. 

The life of an ascetic is a preparation for medita- 
tion. He repeats the name of some God thousands 
oftimes a day, frequents a shrine, is convinced that 
he must offer there all the devotion, all the passion 
aroused in his present life, or in his past lives by 
friend, master, child and wife. If he finds it im- 
possible at once to transform sexual into spiritual 
desire, he may beseech the God to come as a 
woman. The God may send some strange woman 
as his emblem, but should he come himself, the 
ascetic wakes at  dawn to find his empty bed 
fragrant with some temple incense, or patches 
of saffron paste upon his breast; but, whether the 
God send or come, every need soon fades, except 
that for unity with God. Nor is supernormal 
sense confined to the moments of concentration; 
he will suddenly smell amid the ordinary occu- 
pations of life, perhaps in the middle of winter, 
an odour of spring flowers, or have an unimagin- 
able sense of physical well-being that is de- 
scribed as a transformation of the sense of touch, 
or meet in empty places melodious sound, or a 
fine sight. I have been told that somewhere in 
India sits a musician into whose mouth pupils 
put food and drink. He was accustomed to listen 
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to such sounds and imitate them, but one day 
the hand he had thrust out towards the string 
stopped in mid-air and became rigid; from that 
day he has remained drunk and lost in Sushupti. 

The ascetic who has not freed his mind of 
ambition and passion may pass not into Sush- 
upti, but into a distortion of the second stage of 
concentration, analogous to that of dreaming- 
sleep; sense and thought are one, but the bond 
between that unity and his ego remains un- 
broken. He is in the condition of the witches who 
project afar their passion-driven souls in some 
animal shape, while their bodies lie at home, or of 
that woman in Murasaki's book who killed, with- 
out knowing it, her enemy in a dream. On the 
other hand, the ascetic who has attained 
Turiyd, enters this second stage wide awake, 
and as there is nothing outside his will, he can 
shape a new body to his need, or use the body of 
another. The old ascetic of the cavern was in this 
stage when he sang and left his footsteps on the 
sand. Those who have attained 'seedless' Sam- 
ddhi, are said to be physically immortal; they 
do not die, but make themselves invisible. The 
story-tellers describe them dissolving their bodies 
while they seem to bathe, or leaving, like Christ, 
an empty tomb: at will, they pass into the Source. 

An ascetic who has rid himself of passion may, 



though unfitted for Turiyd, seek, like many Greeks, 
wisdom through those self-luminous and coher- 
ent dreams that seem to surround, like a ring 
of foam, the dark pool of dreamless sleep. If 
devoted to some God, or to some other image of 
the Universal Self, he may pass that ring, obtain 
Sushupti in its highest form, the dreamless sleep of 
the soul in God. When he returns to waking life, 
he is still an instrument of that other Will; those 
upon whom his attention falls may grow more 
fortunate, but his own fortune will be no better; 
a miracle may happen under his eyes, but, be- 
cause it must be as though waking, he still slept, 
he neither knows nor may inquire whether his 
sacrifice has played a part. He may even, as I 
imagine, be ignorant of common things, be some- 
what childish as though he cannot see by day- 
light, resemble in all things the pure fool of Euro- 
pean tradition. After death indeed, he attains 
liberation, becoming one of those spirits that 
have no life but to obey that Self, who creates all 
things in dreamless sleep: 

' There is in God, some say, 
A deep but dazzling darkness: as men here 
Say i t  is late and dusky, because they 
See not all clear. 
0 for that Night, when I in  him 
Might live invisible and dim!' 
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The ascetic seeking Savikalpa-SamcZdhi identifies 
it with Satva, but calls Sushupti, which he identifies 
with Tamar, the Samcidhi of a fool, because in that 
state he is ignorant, and because he is liable to 
fall back upon it, as though sinking into lethargy, 
but he who thinks Sushupti the supreme self- 
surrender, must, I am persuaded, identify Sush- 
upti with Satva, the waking life ofsense with lamas. 
Savikalpa-Samddhi is, as it were, ringed with the 
activities of life, Sushupti ringed with dreams, and 
both rings are Rajas, while Savikalpa-Samcidhi and 
Sushupti are alternatively light and darkness. 
Neither is in itself the final deliverance or return 
into the Source, for Rajas, Tamas, Satva consti- 
tute 'matter', or 'nature' without beginning, with- 
out reality. The Vedlnt philosophers, unlike 
Buddha, direct our attention to bright or intelli- 
gible perfection, but seek timeless perfection, 
seedless Samcidhi, beyond it in the isolated Soul, 
that is yet in all souls. 

9 
In  I 8 I 8 Hegel, his head full of the intellectual 

pride of the eighteenth century, was expounding 
History. Indifferent, as always, to the individual 
soul, he had taken for his theme the rise and 
fall of nations. Greece, he explained, first delivered 
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mankind from nature; the Egyptian Sphinx, for all 
its human face, was Asiatic and animal; but when 
(Edipus answered the riddle, that Sphinx was 
compelled to leap into the abyss; the riddle, 
'What goes first on four legs, then upon two, then 
upon three?' called up man. Nature is bondage, 
its virtue no more than the custom of clan or 
race, a plant rooted outside man, a law blindly 
obeyed. From that moment on, intellect or 
Spirit, that which has value in itself, began to pre- 
vail, and now in Hegel's own day, the climax had 
come, not crippled age but wisdom; there had 
been many rehearsals, for every civilisation, no 
matter where its birth, began with Asia, but the 
play itself had been saved up for our patronage. 
A few years more and religion would be ab- 
sorbed in the State, art in philosophy, God's Will 
proved to be man's will. 

I can imagine Balzac, that great eater, his 
medieval humility greater than his pride, answer- 
ing: 'Man's intellect or Spirit can do nothing but 
bear witness; Nature alone is active-I have 
heard the clergy talk of Grace, but that is be- 
yond my knowledge-I refuse to confine Nature 
to claw, paw and hoof. I t  is the irrational glory 
that reaches perfection at the mid moment, at the 
Renaissance of every civilisation. Raphael and 
Michael Angelo closed our sixth century, for our 
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civilization began when Romanesque displaced 
Byzantine architecture. Great empires are 
founded by lovers of women and of money; they 
are destroyed by men ofideas. ~ h e f e  is a continual 
conflict-I too have my dialectic-the perfection 
of Nature is the decline of Spirit, the perfection of 
Spirit is the decline of Nature. In the Spiritual 
dawn when Raphael painted the Camera Signa- 
tura, and the Medician Popes dreamed of uniting 
Christianity and Paganism, all that was sacred 
with all that was secular, Europe might have 
made its plan, begun the solution of its prob- 
lems, but individualism came instead; the egg 
instead of hatching burst. The Peau de Chagrin1 and 
Catherine de Medici contain my philosophy of His- 
tory. Genius and talent have torn Europe to 
pieces. Diuina Commedia summed up and closed 
the Europe that created Mont Saint Michel, 
Chartres Cathedral, the Europe that went upon 
its knees or upon all fours. Comkdie Hurnaine has 
closed the counter-movement, that kept her upon 
two legs. In  my open letter to the Duchess de 
Castries I foretell the future. What was before man 
stood up, an impulse in our blood, returns as an 
external necessity. We shall become one through 

Hegel's lectures were not published until 1837, seven 
years after the publication of the Peau de Chagrin. Balzac 
probably derived his thought from classical sources. It is 
more like Vico's than Hegel's. 
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violence or imitation; and, because we can no 
longer create, gather, as Rome did, the treasures 
of the world in some one place. As we grow old 
we accumulate abstract substitutes for experience, 
commodities of all kinds, but an old pensioner that 
taps upon the ground where he once crawled is no 
whit the wiser for all his proverbs. You should 
have gone to Hugo with that romantic dream. 
When I was young I wanted to take opium-Paris 
had just discovered it-but I could not, because 
I would not surrender my will. My Comddie 
Humaine will cure the world of all Utopias, but 
you were born too soon.' 

That last sentence would have been untrue. 
Balzac's influence has reached some exceptional 
men and women. Hegel's Philosophy of History 
dominates the masses, though they have not 
heard his name, as Rousseau's philosophy did in 
the nineteenth and later eighteenth centuries, 
and has shed more blood. 

Here and there in the Upanisha& mention is 
made of the moon's bright fortnight, the nights 
from the new to the full moon, and of the dark 
fortnight of the moon's decline. He that lives in 
the first becomes fire or an eater; he that lives in 
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the second becomes fuel and food to the living 
(Schopenhauer's essay upon Love reversed). He 
that moves towards the full moon may, if wise, go 
to the Gods (expressed or symbolised in the sen- 
ses) and share their long lives, or if to Brahma's 
question-'Who are you?' he can answer 'Your- 
self', pass out of those three penitential circles, that 
of common men, that of gifted men, that of the 
Gods, and find some cavern upon Meru, and so 
pass out of all life. Upon the other hand, those 
that move towards the dark of the moon, if they 
are pious, as the crowd is pious, if they can offer 
the right sacrifices, pray at the right temples, can 
go to the blessed Ghosts, to the Heaven of their 
fathers, find what peace can be found between 
death and birth. The Upanishads denied any es- 
cape for these. The new thinkers arrayed their 
ascetism, their complete individuality against the 
tribal dancers, spirit mediums, ritual poetry, 
orgiastic ceremonies, soma-drinking priests of 
the popular religion: 'As for living, our servants 
will do that for us'. 

The bright fortnight's escape is Turiyci, and in 
the dark fortnight, the ascetic who, unlike the 
common people, asks nothing of God or Ghost, 
may, though unworthy of Turiyci, find Sushupti an 
absorption in God, as if the Soul were His food or 
fuel. 



Man is born into 'a mortal birth of twelve 
months or thirteen months', into the lunar year 
that sometimes requires an extra month that it 
may keep the proper seasons, from which it is 
plain that every incarnation is divided into 
twelve or thirteen cycles. As the first and last 
crescents are nearest the Sun, the visionary must 
have seen in those cycles a conflict between Moon 
and Sun, or when Greek astronomy had reached 
India, between a Moon that has taken the Sun's 
light into itself, 'I am yourself', and the Moon lost 
in the Sun's light, between Sun in Moon and 
Moon in Sun. The Eastern poet saw the Moon as 
the Sun's bride; now in solitude; now offered to 
her Bridegroom in a self-abandonment unknown 
to our poetry. A European would think perhaps 
of the moonlit and moonless nights alone, call 
the increasing moon man's personality, as it fills 
into the round and becomes perfect, over- 
throwing the black night of oblivion. Am I not 
justified in discovering there the conflict be- 
tween subjectivity and objectivity, between self 
and not self, between waking life and dreamless 
sleep? 

The year of twelve or thirteen months that 
constitutes a single lifetime was thought of as a 
day or night in a still greater year, and that year 
divided in its turn into months, and so on until 
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we reach some greatest year. One must imagine 
everywhere enclosed one within another, circles 
of Sun in Moon, Moon in Sun. Mixed with these 
mythological or symbolic periods were others 
founded upon the astronomical phantasy of 
Greece. Certain cycles must have begun when all 
the planets stood toeing a line, like young ath- 
letes. If the equinoctial Sun encircles the Zodiac in 
thirty-six thousand years, as Alexandrian Greece 
imagined, why not consider that but one month 
in a still greater year? Indifferent to history, 
India delighted in vast periods, which solemnised 
the mind, seeming to unite it to the ageless Hea- 
vens. The Indian would have understood the dia- 
lectic of Balzac, but not that of Hegel-what could 
he have made of Hegel's optimism?-but never 
cared to discover in those great periods a con- 
flict of civilisations and of nations. Even the Great 
Year of Proclus, though that is cold and abstract 
compared with the conception that has begun to 
flit before modern minds, was impossible to the 
Indian's imagination. Preoccupied with the seeds 
of action, discoverable by those who have re- 
jected all that is not themselves, he left to Europe 
the study and creation of civilisation. This he 
could do, perhaps because the villages that nur- 
tured his childhood were subject to no change 
but that of the seasons-their life, as it were, the 



symbolical syntax wherein we may write the His- 
tory of the World. 

Greek and Roman speculation generally made 
the Great Year solar, but the symbolism is little 
different. The two extremes corresponded to the 
Sun's passage through Capricorn and Cancer. In 
the first the world was nourished by water- 
Philaus called it 'the lunar water'; in the second 
by the 'Fire of Heaven'. 

I find my imagination setting in one line 
Turiyci--full moon, mirror like bright water, 
Mount Meru; and in the other Sushupti, moon- 
less night, 'dazzling darkness'-Mount GirnSr. 

Does not every civilisation as it approaches or 
recedes from its full moon seem as it were to 
shiver into the premonition of some perfection 
born out of itself, perhaps even of some return 
to its first Source? Does not one discover in the 
faces of Madonnas and holy women painted by 
Raphael or da Vinci, if never before or since, a 
condition of soul where all is still and finished, 
all experience wound up upon a bobbin? Does 
one not hear those lips murmur that, despite 
whatever illusion we cherish, we came from no 
immaturity, but out of our own perfection like 
ships that 'all their swelling canvas wear'. Does 
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not every new civilisation, upon the other hand, 
imagine that it was born in revelation, or that it 
comes from dependence upon dark or unknown 
powers, that it can but open its eyes with diffi- 
culty after some long night's sleep or winter's 
hibernation? 

'For this one thing above all I would be praised as a man, 
That in my words and my deeds I have kept those laws 

in mind 
Obmpian Zeus and this high clear Empyrean 
Fashioned, and not some man or people o f  mankind, 
Even those sacred laws nor age nor sleep can blind. 

. . . should a man forget 
The holy image, the Delphian Sybil's trance 
And the world's navel stone, and not be punished for it 
And seem most fortunate, or even blessid perchance, 
Who could honour the Gods, or join the sacred dance.' 

W. B. YEATS 

P.S.-I have made much use during the writ- 
ing of this essay of Shri Purohit Swami's An 
Indian Monk (Macmillan) , of his unpublished 
translation of the Toga-Sutras of Patanjali, and 
of the standard translation of the same work 
published by Harvard University. I thank Shri 
Purohit Swami for answering many questions. 
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A BIOGRAPHICAL 
NOTE 

hagwan Shri Hamsa was born at Dhulia on B the I 5 th of June I 878. He was the younger 
son of PBndu Tztya Natekar, a well-known 

pleader. As he lost his mother at the age of four, 
his father and elder brother took care of him. 
When Pandu Tztyz learned from an astrologer 
that his son would become a Yogi, he forbade 
him to read the Geeti and found him a wife. He 
was married in his sixteenth year. But one day 
sitting on the banks of the Indrgyani at  Dehu, 
he decided to renounce the world. He began to 
practise austerities; he read the Guru-Chan'tra, the 
Life of Dattztreya-repeated the Ggatri Man- 
tram, took milk for his sole food. After three and 
a half years of this life, he went on pilgrimage 
encircling the whole of India, and visited once 
every year Mount GirnZr, where the footsteps of 
Dattstreya are shown to pilgrims. Then in 1908 
he made the pilgrimage to Mount Kailgs de- 
scribed in the following pages. 

w. B. Y. 









THE HOLY MOUNTAIN 

M ount Kailzs and Lake Manas are the 
two beautiful and holy places of pil- 
grimage on the other side of the Him- 

HlaySs, in Western Tibet. For long I had eagerly 
anticipated a visit there, and that wish was ful- 
filled after four years of craving, by the Grace of 
Shri Sadguru, my Master. 

On my way to Mount Kailas I visited several 
other sacred places in the Himalayas-Shri Badri- 
NLrByen, Kedar, Gangotree and Pashupati. In 
all, my HimHlaySn pilgrimage occupied four 
years, and during that time I learned how to sur- 
mount all sorts of difficulties, inclemencies of the 
climate, lackofgood food, and all the toils ofa tour, 
often alone, across treacherous rivers, through 
hills, in dense jungles and little-known villages. 

Travelling alone for the most part, and gener- 
ally by cross-paths, difficulties and perils beset 
me which the ordinary pilgrims escape. 'Why did 
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you go on such a pilgrimage in such a fashion?' 
the reader may enquire. My reply is, that during 
these four years I was consumed with an ideal. I t  
led me on . . . and on. 

A full account of the situations and perils 
through which I passed during this tour may lay 
me open to the charge ofexaggeration, but there is 
no exaggeration. The Grace of Shri Sadguru was 
my saviour all through-both of body and soul- 
and that Grace gave me strength and power to 
emerge unharmed at  the end. With faith in His 
Grace-Glory be to Shri Sadguru-I make bold 
to narrate a few of those incidents that made up 
my memorable pilgrimage. 

One afternoon my old yet strongly-built Nepal- 
ese guide and myself were passing through a part 
of the Dehradun forest, merrily chatting and en- 
joying the luxuriant scenery. On our way through 
a close green thicket we paused to gaze at  a herd 
of blue monkeys, when suddenly, by instinct, we 
turned. Bearing down upon us, a wild elephant 
lumbered not more than twenty yards distant. 
The elephant had grown lusty, sweat was pouring 
down his forehead, his trunk uprooting shrubs 
and throwing them over his wide back. I t  was the 
first time that I had seen a wild elephant in the 
full freedom of nature, and I stood astonished. 
But my guide was in quite another mood; he saw 
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the danger and only thought of how to escape 
from it. 

Luckily I was brought to myself by the guide's 
urgent voice, and plunging into the thicket, we 
lost sight of the beast. We were wending our way 
again, confidence restored, when there came a 
rustling sound from a few yards behind us. My 
guide gave a quick, terrified glance, then cried: 
6 Sw~miji! run-the elephant is chasing us'. We 
ran for our lives, the guide in front and myself be- 
hind him. A yard or two separated us from the 
elephant. He was coming after us like an aval- 
anche. In  front sank a steep precipice; behind, 
the elephant, his trunk waving. He was about to 
pull me down, catching hold of my kafani (San- 
ygsin's gown), and trample me under his feet. 
We looked at  each other-my guide and myself 
-and then, as one man, threw ourselves down 
the precipice. 

My guide lay unconscious for eleven hours; his 
legs were bruised green and blue. I was uncon- 
scious for a day. I had fallen heavily on my feet. 
My head felt as though it had sunk down into my 
waist, and both my waist and legs swelled. But 
there was no fracture. We sheltered underneath 
a tree, and my guide treated our injuries with 
herbs. His legs were cured by a lotion after three 
days. I took a fortnight for complete recovery. 
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Bowing to the lotus-feet of Shri Sadguru, my 
Master, I had thrown myself down. I felt it 
might be the will of God that we should be saved 
without great injury. 

We encountered similar escapades with other 
wild animals, even the tiger and the bear, and 
were continuously exposed to the pangs of hun- 
ger, thirst and cold. Once we missed our way 
through a forest and had to wander seven days 
without meeting a single human being, living 
only on the tender leaves of trees. I thought these 
things happened that I might be trained for the 
still more arduous labours of my visit to Mount 
Kailas and Lake MZnas. 

I do not propose to describe the other sacred 
places I visited on my way, Gangotree, Shri 
KedZrnZth and Badri-Narlyen, as they are de- 
scribed in several tourists' guide-books. I will 
confine myself to my journey to Shri Kailas- 
MZnas. 

Bidding good-bye to my friends I left Bom- 
bay (Victoria terminus) for my tour to Kailgs- 
Manas by the morning Delhi express on 4th 
April 1908. Next morning I halted at Bin2 for a 
few hours, and, taking the Punjab mail at I I a.m., 
reached Lucknow via Cawnpore at 8 p.m. the 
same day. At 9.30 p.m. I took train again and 
reached Bareilly at 5 a.m. the next day, where I 
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caught the train for Kathagodam at 7.30 a.m. I 
reached Kiithagodiim, the railway terminus, a t  
I I .30 a.m. Here my journey by rail ended. From 
Bombay to Kathagodsm I was travelling con- 
tinuously for forty-eight hours. On alighting at 
KgthagodZm I engaged two coolies and a pony 
to take me to Almora only, for I could not secure 
conveyance to Mayavati. I had to pay a rupee 
and a half for each coolie and six rupees for the 
pony, a little more than the usual rate, as those 
were days of famine. I managed to secure this 
conveyance through the Government coolie-con- 
tractor. 

I commenced the uphill journey with an 
empty stomach. At about 5 p.m. we reached 
BheemtZ1, nine miles from Kgthagodgm, and 
put up in a private Hindustani dZk-bungalow, 
the charges being two annas per head per day. 
The Government diik-bungalow was full; besides, 
the charge there was a rupee per day. Owing to 
the fatigue of continuous journeying for two and 
a half days, I stayed over the night at Bheemtal, 
the first halting-place in our hill-journey. 

There is a lake at  Bheemtal of the same name, 
about two and a half miles in circumference, with 
a good road around it. As it was summer, the 
lake was for the large part dry. Europeans and 
wealthy folk own several bungalows round about 
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Bheemtiil, where they usually halt for a couple of 
days on their way to Nainitll. The forest scenery 
around Bheemtal is beautiful. 

As soon as I secured accommodation in the 
Hindustani dsk-bungalow that is for Indians 
only, and my coolies were at work preparing 
meals, I strolled out in the mild, pleasant even- 
ing breeze on the banks of the lake. Tired and 
travel-weary, I enjoyed the breeze to my heart's 
content, pacing on alone and humming to my- 
self. I t  was evening; on the hills little squares of 
light showed where the bungalows were lit up; 
people were making homewards after their boat- 
ing; the tranquil calm of the night had just set in 
after the bustle of the day. . . . I crossed the little 
wooden bridge that spanned the lake, gazing at 
the clear sky above, or into the calm, shadowed 
waters below, or over the hill-tops beyond. My 
head was cool, my heart at peace. I felt refreshed, 
buoyant and extraordinarily cheerful. 

A small bazaar of about twenty shops, includ- 
ing those of grocers, grain-sellers, and' confec- 
tioners, supplies the wants of BheemtZl. There is 
also a telegraph office. I t  is a pleasant little place. 

I managed at BheemtZl to secure for ten rupees 
a new pony to take me to MiiyZvati. I therefore 
dispensed with my old pony. I had already paid 
its owner three rupees. As according to the 
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Government rate the charge for nine miles was a 
rupee and a half, I asked the servant to return 
the balance at Mayiivati, but heard nothing fur- 
ther about it. The people of these hilly parts were 
once known for their honesty. 

I agreed to pay one rupee more to each of the 
coolies, and early the next morning left for Mgy8- 
vati. At g a.m. I reached Dharee, nine and a half 
miles from BheemtB1. Here there is a d8k- 
bungalow and a Government grocer's shop. 
The d8k-bungalow is on the top of a hill, and 
from the verandah commands an excellent view 
of the valley in front. My coolies were as usual 
preparing meals, so I took my bath and sat for 
worship and meditation in the shaded and quiet 
verandah, overlooking the majestic forest scenery 
so common everywhere in the HimHlayls. After 
worship I took my meal and retired for a couple 
of hours. I did not stay here long. Like Bheemtsl, 
there was no habitation. Soon I left for Mornowli, 
a distance of eighteen miles, where we were to 
encamp for the night, my coolies having gone 
ahead of me. 

Through the dense jungle of Mornowli we had 
to cross two rivers. There were hanging bridges; 
but owing to the summer season the water was 
shallow, and we crossed through the stream. At 
a little distance from DhZiree we had to make an 
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ascent, shorter but steeper than the one between 
Klthagodam and Bheemtal. My horse was trot- 
ting at a slow pace and often halted for breath 
underneath some thick-shaded tree. I had no 
companion, and I never felt the necessity for one. 
I was content to muse with my own Self. 

By sunset I had left the steep ascent of Mor- 
nowli and entered the forest, from where the 
dlk-bungalow lay about four miles distant. The 
evening grew dark; a sudden thick black cloud 
gathered in the sky. Through this darkness it was 
difficult to discern even the nearest object. At 
about 8 p.m. rain began, attended by thunder 
and lightning. At intervals I heard the growls of 
the tiger and the barking deer. The hoppers on 
the trees added to the uneasiness of the night by 
their fearsome shrieks. I t  was cold and chill. 

As my coolies were ahead of me, my only guide 
was a boy of sixteen, who tended the horse. He 
was quite a stranger to the place, yet a bold and 
courageous lad. He held my horse by the reins 
and found his way by the occasional flashes of 
lightning. We were drenched to the skin-my 
horse, my attendant and myself. On and on we 
ploughed, shivering incessantly, until 9.30 p.m. 
Then we reached the bungalow. The storm- 
clouds full of thunder, lightning and rain upset 
me. I threw myself at the feet of Shri Sadguru, 
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my Master. Immediately a beatific peace stole 
over my mind. . . . 

The bungalow was full, even the stables; the 
grocer's shop and all private apartments were 
overcrowded. Fires were kindled everywhere. 
But I could not get even a square inch for the 
shelter and rest I needed so badly. I went in 
search of my coolies, and found them under a tree 
near by, shivering in their rain-soaked clothes. 

For two hours I stood by in the rain without 
shelter of any kind, without food, without drink. 
The Deputy-Commissioner of the province had 
encamped in the place; that was why there was 
no room. His Shirastedar (chief clerk), how- 
ever, was kind to me, and, making room for me in 
a corner of his hut, bade me rest. He also gave 
me milk to drink. The whole night long I sat 
in that corner. Outside the rain came down in 
torrents. . . . 

Mornowli-Ghlt is 8000 feet above sea-level; 
hence the climate is very cold. In the thick forest 
tigers and wild beasts abound. I t  is a favourite 
shikaring place for Europeans, who put up in the 
bungalow, which is therefore seldom vacant. 
DeodZr, pine and oak grow abundantly here, 
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and entwined in green, luxuriant verdure, make 
a striking background. Water for drinking is ob- 
tained at a distant spot deep down in the valley 
below. 

The storm at Mornowli was quite unexpected- 
it was the full height of summer-but actually 
it was more severe than those experienced in 
autumn. 'What could it mean?' I pondered. 
'This fierce storm of hail, heavy rain, loud thunder 
and grim lightning in the midst of a parching 
summer?' I felt it was but one of the methods 
Almighty Providence had taken to inure me to the 
perilsof my future journey, and to give me strength 
and power to bear them uncomplainingly. 

Early in the morning we left for Devi-DhurB, 
eight miles from Mornowli, where we intended 
to halt for meals. The first six miles was a gentle 
descent, easy to travel. Then came the ascent of 
Devi-DhurP. We arrived there at  10 a.m. and 
put up for our meals underneath a large tree. 
Water was very scarce owing to the drought 
in KumPon ParganP. Not a blade of verdure 
could be seen; everything was dry, barren 
and dreary-looking. As we sat for our meals, 
a tornado swept over us and ruined our food- 
khichri and ghee-with dirt and dust. But some- 
how or other we managed to gulp down a few 
morsels. 
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Every year a ' fair ' is held in the old temple of 
Devi at Devi-Dhurii. A dak-bungalow and a few 
grocers' shops are all that make up the comforts of 
the place. The Deputy-Commissioner had en- 
camped here also. 

At 2 p.m. I took my horse en route to Maygvati. 
Here we learnt that the Commissioner's en- 
tourage was to return to Almora. I sighed with 
relief. Perhaps now we could get a verandah to 
lodge ourselves at the next halting station, as 
it would be free from the officials' camp and 
office. 

I knew the road, so I started out for DhunH- 
GhHt on horseback alone. I t  was about six or 
seven miles from Devi-DhurZ, and we expected 
to reach it by evening. My horseman accom- 
panied the coolies, who followed behind me. 
After ascending the ghat at a brisk pace, I came 
to a flat plateau at about 3 p.m. The sky was 
interspersed with clouds, which somewhat miti- 
gated the heat of the sun; a cool breeze had also 
set in. As our path was lined on either side by 
rows of trees, it proved to be a pleasant journey, 
and my horse trotted along quite easily. He 
seemed to enjoy as much as myself the cool 
breeze and the shaded road. He paced on lustily, 
with ears standing, stiff neck, tail erect, and chaf- 
ing at the bridal. Buried in thoughts and quick- 



eyed, I gazed at the mountain-tops ahead and 
wondered. 

My one engrossing thought was of Kailas and 
Manas. And, for the moment, I was anxious to 
reach Mayavati. Our way to DhunH-Ghat lay 
through a forest of teak. There was utter quiet 
and calm. I gave myself up to it, and guessing 
this, my horse went his own way merrily. Dusk 
fell, and soon DhunH-Ghat lay only three miles 
away. At one of the turning-points in the wind- 
ing path through the forest my horse paused 
abruptly and chafed at the bridle. I peered 
ahead and, to my surprise, perceived a human 
form. The animal was by now thoroughly 
frightened. The place was notorious as a haunt of 
ghosts, and naturally my first idea was that I had 
encountered one. I felt strangely uneasy. But a 
few minutes later I found, to my relief, that it 
was only a stout trunk, the remnant of a charred 
teak-tree. 

In the evening the dZk-bungalow at DhunH- 
GhHt was reached. Gratefully I unsaddled my 
horse, patted him on the back and gave him 
grass to eat. My coolies followed shortly with the 
horseman. We took our meals, and the coolies re- 
tired to bed. In vain I tried to sleep, and at last 
gave up the effort and strolled out on the veran- 
dah. It was midnight; cool breezes were blow- 
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ing softly round me; tranquillity reigned un- 
challenged either by sound or unusual move- 
ment. I stepped down the verandah and gazed 
underneath the starlit sky, bathed in clear, en- 
livening rays of the moon. From the table-like 
rock ten yards to the front, the valley below 
looked grimly sombre in the night-shade. I stood 
in quiet contemplation, drinking in all the charm 
of the scene. For hours, it seemed, I revelled in a 
flood of bliss springing from my own heart and 
the quiet round me. Only those who are accus- 
tomed to meditate in solitude upon God and 
nature can realise the joy that I felt here. During 
that night I slept only for a couple of hours. 

We rose at 4 a.m., and, after answering the calls 
of urgent nature,' left for Mayavati via Champ% 
vati. Though this route was longer by six miles, 
the shorter route lay through a forest where there 
was every likelihood of our missing the road. At 
noon on the fourth day I arrived at the Advait- 
gshram Miiygvati. 

From Bombay to Mgysvati I made an un- 
broken journey lasting seven days. At MZiyavati 
I stayed for a whole month to rest and equip my- 

' Every BrHhmin is enjoined to observe the following 
duties on getting up from his bed in the morning: Pratas- 
marana (morning prayer), Bhoomivandan (salutation to 
the Earth), Shoucha-Mukhamsrjan (calls of nature), 
SnHna (bath), SandhyP and PoojP (worship). 



self for my further travels. At the AdvaitHshram 
I met new faces; not one of the old people re- 
mained whom I had seen on my former visit. 
The Ashram had an atmosphere of slovenliness, 
indescribably sad and dreary. In Captain Savier's 
days the Ashram was, I had heard, well managed 
and successful. When I first visited the place it 
was presided over by Swami Swarupiinanda. He 
passed away in 1906. I found a great difference 
between the state of affairs then and now. The 
Ashram provides for those who desire to pass 
their days in meditation and solitude. The rate 
of board and lodgings per individual has been 
raised from Rs. 20  to 25 per month. People with 
families can also be accommodated, but they 
seldom take advantage of the concession. 

MZyavati is a mountain range in the Kumaon 
Pargang 7000 feet above the sea-level, about 
seventy-five miles to the east from the railway 
station. A good road leads to this hill, which is 
the finest in the district. The climate is healthy 
and the water cool and wholesome; a thick forest 
of oak, rodumdum, pine, deodar and teak out- 
lines the place, extending over three or four 
miles. The late Swami Vivekananda founded the 
Advaitashram on the top of the hill at a cost of 
Rs. 15,000. Captain Savier, one of Swamiji's 
European disciples, bore a large part of the ex- 
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penses. I t  was in this Ashram that the Captain 
breathed his last, and since then Mrs. Savier, 
who has now grown old, has looked after the 
institution. 

The Advaitashram is located right on the 
summit of the hill. About five hundred feet lower 
down is another neat little bungalow, called 
'Kuteer', standing on the peak of a hillock. I t  
commands excellent views. On the same hill, 
fifty feet lower, is another bungalow with a cow- 
shed and a garden. The garden grows vegetables, 
mostly of the European kind, and flowers. Round 
about the place are avenues where benches invite 
the weary pedestrian. The place is very charming. 

The Prabuddha Bhdrata, a monthly organ of 
VedBnta, is published by this Advaitashram. 
There is also a library where you can get 
monthly periodicals and newspapers. One San- 
yZsin and two Brahmchlrins (celibates), an 
American gentleman practising Yoga, and about 
a dozen servants-these comprise the inmates of 
the place. The Ashram enjoys complete solitude. 
There is no other village within three or four 
miles. At LohlghZt, a distance of three miles, 
there is a post office, and the Ashram keeps up a 
daily postal service through its own servant. 

On  three sides the hill on which the Advait- 
ashram stands is surrounded by high mountains: 
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on the northern side there is a wide plateau. 
From the open yard in front of the Ashram, a 
pleasant sight meets the eye. Towards the north 
the vale stretches afar, covered with green ver- 
dure; from east to west, the mountain-tops rise 
in a semicircular fashion, peak upon peak, snow- 
clad. On every side mountain ranges overtop 
green forests. Clouds scurry to and fro, some- 
times enveloping one in their water-laden vap- 
ours; at other times passing below one's feet. At 
night the place echoes to the howls of wild 
beasts. But mornings and early evenings give a 
picture of exquisite beauty that is met with at no 
other time. While I was there a hail-storm de- 
scended; the ground was snow-white; trees were 
washed green and fresh; all was calm but for the 
warble of birds. In the charm of the hour I soon 
forgot myself. 

While at Mgyzvati I spent my time mostly in 
roaming happily underneath the tall deodars in 
the woodland, or humming to myself on the 
roads. At times, sitting alone on a rock on the 
bank of the rivulet down below, I drank in the 
beauty of nature to my heart's content, and spent 
hours and hours in serene meditation. Being a 
lover of solitude, I seldom mixed with the inmates 
of the Ashram except for a few minutes in the 
library after the evening meals. I could hardly 



spare time for desultory chatting. A talk for a few 
minutes with Mrs. Savier ifshe happened to meet 
me was the only interruption that broke the soli- 
tude of my evening woodland rambles. I t  was 
the solitude that kept me at MPyZvati so long. . . . 

The journey from Bombay to Mayavati did not 
prove troublesome. From KBthZgodZm to Mgyg- 
vati the way did indeed lie through hills and for- 
ests, but to compensate for this there were good 
roads, and on the way many dZk-bungalows and 
shops. And so my seven days' continuous travel 
gave me no great worry. During my month's stay 
at  AdvaitZshram MZyZvati, I collected the 
necessary equipment for the goal of my desire- 
KailZs and MSnas. 

As I entered Western Tibet for the first time, 
having very meagre, if any, information about 
the land and the ways of its inhabitants, I made 
many mistakes, and consequently incurred heavy 
expenses. Had I known, I ought to have engaged 
the two coolies from the KumZon Pargang only 
up to GarbiyZng, and not for good, on monthly 
wages of Rs. I I and 8-8 respectively, as I had 
done. For beyond GarbiyZng these coolies were 
useless to me. They were more ignorant of Tibet 
than myself. Besides, a local servant is necessary 
for preparing meals. At MZyZvati I obtained a 
parcel of biscuits, tins of condensed milk, candles 
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and other necessary commodities kindly sent to 
me by post from Bombay by my friend the pro- 
prietor of the Ram Agency. I had taken a quan- 
tity of warm clothing, so necessary on a Hima- 
layan tour. I used to put on five thick woollen 
garments one over the other, and over them all 
wore my kafani. A pair of woollen trousers 
covered the lower part of my body; my legs were 
wrapped in leggings. I wore boots. My head was 
uncovered, but a nightcap and a silk turban 
would keep the head warm. I also took with me 
blue-pebbled glasses to keep from the eyes the 
intense glare of the sunlit ice, but I used them 
only once. I had a small binocular and a watch- 
two things that later proved of great value. 

The inmates of the Advaitiishram told me it 
was impossible to succeed in my Kailas-Manas 
tour-I was so thin and weak. They tried to dis- 
suade me, but I said: 'I am the child of my Mas- 
ter. Never shall I have a weak heart!' 

The night previous to the day on which I was 
to start in earnest for Kailas-Manas, I sat in 
meditation. Thereafter I felt strong and fresh 
even to conquer the Himalayas and gain my 
ideal. Yet my body was weak. I t  was my mind, 
resolute and firm in conviction, that towered in 
strength above me. Faith in myself, intense long- 
ing, continence and implicit surrender at  the feet 
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of Shri Sadguru, my Master, and the consequent 
divine recklessness in my pursuit after the ideal, 
carried me aloft. I never had a thought, not even 
a passing dream, about my body. With such re- 
solution I started on my pilgrimage to Shri 
Kailas-MZnas. I wrote last letters to those 
anxious for me and laid down my pen which, by 
the grace of God, I was destined to take up again 
after four months. 

Early the next morning I bowed at the feet of 
Shri Sadguru, my Master, and started for Kaills- 
MZnas with two servants. Both of them were 
Brlhmins belonging to that part of the country, 
and one knew a little of the Tibetan (Hoon) 
language. GarbiyZng is I 25 miles from MZyZvati, 
with halting stations at intervals of ten miles. 
Horses can be hired up to KailZs-MZnas, but the 
expense is considerable. I travelled on foot, and 
so it took a fortnight before I reached GarbiyZng. 
At one p.m. I entered Chidl, thirteen miles 
from Mlyavati. I t  was a very hot place. There is 
a dZk-bungalow and a grocer's shop, but no 
good water to drink. On my way I halted at 
Lohlghlt for twenty minutes to post my letters 
and to give instructions to the postmaster about 
my address. My coolies were not willing to pro- 
ceed at  a stretch to Chidl, but they had to follow 
me and managed to arrive at Chid2 at 3 p.m. 
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They were neither clever, agile nor courageous. 
They never kept pace with me for a single day 
during the whole tour to Garbiysng. I was al- 
ways walking ahead, alone and in tune with my- 
self. As I had studied the science of breathing, I 
was able to breathe regularly even uphill and 
downhill. Thus my pace was regulated by my 
breathing. I never ate or drank while walking, 
and so avoided any stomach complaints. My 
coolies usually rested for half an hour after as- 
cending a hill. 

When I say I felt no hardship on my journey, 
I mean that I perceived none. My mind was so 
engrossed in the ideal I cherished-I was so 
eager for it-that I was scarcely conscious of the 
sufferings and trials of the body. 

We put up in the verandah of the dik-bunga- 
low at Chidi. Under a pine near by the servants 
prepared the meals. Common flies were so 
numerous here, and sat so thick on our clothes, 
that we seemed to wear a coat of flies. Fortun- 
ately none went down our throats during meals. 
For the first time in the HimHlaygs, I saw mango- 
trees. I reclined on a tiger-skin the whole day, 
musing over the expected realisation of my ideal, 
and occasionally talked with my servants about 
the future journey. 

At night we slept in the verandah, rather 
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soundly, because of the day's toils of our foot- 
journey. At midnight I heard the occasional 
growls of some animal near at hand; but being 
drowsy I did not heed them further. A short 
while after, one of my servants, hearing the growl 
of a tiger, suddenly got up. I rose too. The 
other servants woke and sat on their beds talking. 
The servant said that it was the tiger's growl that 
he heard. While we listened, fresh growls rumbled 
on the night air. We could hardly sleep after that. 
The following morning, the Government grocer 
told us that the verandah where we had put up 
was a favourite resort of tigers. . . . 

Incidentally, I am here reminded of a similar 
adventure during a former tour in a forest. My 
NepHlese guide and myself were proceeding 
through a forest in the Tehri district. We had 
rested for the night at the foot of a tree and spread 
our blankets and lay down, reclining our heads 
on the roots as our pillows. Between us we kept 
burning a log of wood for warmth. I lay down in 
meditation over the lotus-feet of Shri Sadguru, 
my Master, and soon fell asleep, as I had taken no 
food and walked the whole day. At about I a.m. 
I awoke suddenly and looked round in the light 
of our rough hearth. 

My heart seemed to stop its beating for one 
awful moment. I sat bolt upright, unable to 
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move. There, stretched out with its tail almost 
touching my own feet, and its great head facing 
my coolie, lay a huge tiger. Fascinatedly, I 
watched its striped, glossy back rise and fall with 
the cadence of its breathing as, cosily, it warmed 
itself at our fire. 

My eyes met those of the coolie. Without mov- 
ing an inch, he managed to return the message I 
flashed to him: 'We must not move!' 

The perspiration oozed from my body. I tried 
to collect my senses and prepare for the next 
move of this jungle savage. But at first my brain 
refused to function. Then, with a tremendous 
effort of will, I summoned all my powers to think 
of Shri Sadguru, my Master. Gradually, the 
panic left me. Even with the tail of the tiger 
brushing my legs I was able to forget him. A 
wondrous peace descended over me. While I lay 
down to rest again, the tiger shambled to its feet, 
stretched itself, and stood up to its full height-a 
noble-looking beast. For a while it growled furi- 
ously, thenlashedits long tail on the ground. Death 
was very near me then. But I clung to my Master. 

The tiger smelt round my coolie, then turned 
its baleful amber eyes towards my feet. For some 
seconds it paused as if undecided, then jumping 
over us three or four times, shot away into the 
thicket. 
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It was about 3 a.m. 
When the animal had gone, my coolie turned 

to me: 'Swamiji', he said, 'let us go hence soon. 
The tiger will return in an hour or so. I t  is dan- 
gerous to stay longer!' 

Together we groped our way from the spot 
through the dark night, and after a mile or two 
halted, and once more lay down to sleep. 

The remembrance of this miraculous escape 
from the jaws of death through the Grace of the 
Divine Master makes my heart overflow and 
tears run down in love at the feet of Shri Sadguru, 
my Master. Tulsidas has truly said: 'What can 
the wrath of the whole world do to him, whom 
the Lord protects?" 

From Chidl onwards, we passed down a steep 
descent of three miles which we found more diffi- 
cult than an uphill march. By 6 a.m. we had 
reached the banks of the Sharyu-Gangs. Here I 
bathed and performed my morning prayers and 
worship. We then took tea and proceeded. I t  was 
at this place that I had a further miraculous 
escape. The stone on which I stood while bath- 
ing slipped from beneath my feet because its 
sandy bed had been carried away by the rush of 
the stream. As I could not swim, I sank deeper 
and deeper in the river, and would have been 
swept out into the mid-stream had I not suddenly 



been dashed on to a rock surrounded by water. 
Somehow, I managed to stand firm upon it and 
called out to my servants, who then were able to 
take me ashore. On reaching the bank, my heart 
was full of gratitude to the Almighty for having 
saved me, and I felt that this providential escape 
from death foretold a successful visit to Shri 
KailHs-Miinas. I felt strong. 

Sharyu-Gangs was crossed by a bridge--one of 
those hanging bridges so common over the rivers 
in the HimHlayL. At 9.30 a.m. we reached 
GornyH, ten miles from ChidB, after a short up- 
hill journey. There is the usual dgk-bungalow 
and grocer's shop here. The place enjoys a cool 
climate and there is good water. Here, for the first 
time, did I see banana-trees in the HimHlayh. 

At Gornyg I met Pundit KedZrnHth, the Pat- 
wlri ' of the place, who had specially come there 
to look to the wants of the Deputy-Collector and 
his entourage. The Punditji gave me milk, curds, 
ghee and other provisions. He had passed the 
first Sanskrit examination at BenHres and was 
well-read in religion and in Sanskrit literature. 
As the bungalow was occupied, a temporary 
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cottage was prepared for me between two big 
shady trees. Punditji and myself talked on re- 
ligious matters the whole day. I seldom engaged 
in any controversy for reasons which, though not 
perhaps very strong, to me seemed important. In 
the evening I met a young pleader from AlmorH, 
and we talked till midnight on social and re- 
ligious subjects. I also met here a schoolmaster 
on his way to Bhot. A Brahmin family from 
Mahiiriishtra is said to have migrated to this part 
of the Himalayas some six centuries ago, in com- 
pany with a Kshatriya king. Pundit Kedgrnathji 
belonged to this Brahmin family. Mahsrhhtra 
Brahmins are said to inhabit Gangoli-Hat. Now, 
of course, they are Brahmins in name only; cen- 
turies of forest life having converted them into 
hill tribes. 

The HimZlaygs are known as the 'Uttara- 
Khand'. The diet of the Brahmins of these parts 
is not strictly vegetarian, except in the case of 
Pundits. Their ways of life are like those of the 
hill tribes. They even take the work of coolies. 

While at Gornyii, one evening, I went out 
alone for a ramble in the forest, and was standing 
on the edge of a precipice projecting towards the 
west. I t  was the hour of sunset. All was quiet. 
The vale to my right was shaded by the mountain 
in front; the plateau on the left was still shining 
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in the mellow evening sun; gentle breezes blew 
cool and soft. The whole scene roused in me 
feelings of adoration, and I soon lost myself in 
meditation over my Master, now reflected or 
symbolised in the glory of the sun. At 8 p.m. I 
returned to my cottage and took my meal. I lay 
down, repeating the name of the Lord till mid- 
night, when I fell asleep. 

At 5 a.m. we four-myself, two servants and 
the schoolmaster-continued our journey further. 
We reached Pithorfigad at  8.30 a.m. I t  is the seat 
of the Tahsil and a centre of trade. The town is 
semicircular in shape and is protected by an old 
fort. The place was the station of a military garri- 
son under Nepalese rule. There is a post office 
and a dfik-bungalow. The province is also known 
as Sor Pargang. Pithoragad is a fertile Tfiluque 
growing rice, wheat and ragi, and possesses a 
good market. I t  is a centre of activity for the 
Christian mission, which has added to the Con- 
gregation of Christ nearly 4000 souls for a 'mess 
of pottage', after the usual fashion. At Pithora- 
gad I purchased provisions not likely to be avail- 
able elsewhere on my further journey. 

There is a Tahsildar at Pithoragad. After our 
meals we left the place at 2 p.m. for Sor, the seat 
of the Pargana in Almora district. From the 
top of the hill I gazed around me. I saw fields 
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irrigated with water which glistened in the sun 
and moved freely through them. The fields were 
waving with the green verdure of MundhwH corn 
and sloping over hills like the steps of a staircase. 
From the top of the hill one could see clearly the 
town of Pithoragad lying at the foot. On our fur- 
ther journey I used to travel every day a 'Padsva' 
and a half, i.e. fifteen miles. By evening we 
arrived at Nawar, and put up in a Pathashala or 
school about a mile from the town. 

The Pathashala was located on the top of the 
hill; the spring of water was 400 feet below in a 
vale at  the foot-'Khad', as a valley is called in 
that part. As the coolies seemed fatigued, I went 
down the valley myself in the dark night to fetch 
water. I brought my kamandalu (a Sanyasin's 
water pot) full, as that was the only large vessel 
we had. On my way to the spring I felt some- 
thing rush between my feet, but, owing to the 
darkness, I could not see what it was. Assuredly 
it was not a serpent. 

In one of my former tours in the Gangotri- 
Jamnotri tract, I remember myself and my guide 
were passing through a meadow overgrown with 
tall grass up to the knees. To the left rose the 
mountain range and to the right was a steep 
precipice. I went on enjoying the beautiful scene 
of the evening and thinking of my Master. My 



foot happened to tread on the tail of a huge 
cobra. Automatically I stepped back. The ser- 
pent stood erect and hissed furiously. Then he 
attacked me and struck his hood on my right 
cheek, then rushed away, partly satisfied, but 
fell down the deep precipice and was shattered 
to pieces. I t  was five feet long and six inches thick, 
had yellow scales with dark spots, and large, 
round beaming eyes. I t  was a splendid speci- 
men. Though his hood only touched my cheek, 
I felt giddy for a while, and vomited frequently 
green and blue. A short while afterwards I com- 
pletely recovered myself. 

Here at  Nawar a few faggots and dried cow- 
dung was all the fuel that we could secure, and 
so the khichri that I prepared was only half- 
boiled. Furthermore, I had no plate from which 
to dine, so I washed a slab of stone and used it 
instead. All the water in my kamandalu was 
finished, and again I had to fetch water. At this 
the younger of my servants offered to go for me, 
and after stumbling several times on the way, he 
succeeded, after an hour's absence, in returning 
with a kamandalu full! We slept in the verandah. 
The floor was very uneven, and I could not rest. 
During the journey I used to sleep very little-at 
times only a couple of hours. At about 4 a.m. I 
had a dream, in which I had a vision of my Mas- 



ter. In that dream I also saw a close friend of 
mine from the Bombay side, for whom I had 
given not even so much as a thought ever since 
I had left Bombay. 

Leaving at 3 a.m., we arrived at daybreak at 
Kan%li-Chhin~, four miles from NawHr, and, 
finishing our morning duties, we bought provi- 
sions from a grocer and continued our journey 
till 9.30 a.m. We halted here for meals in a field 
under a mango-tree near the village of MithodH. 
The water was cool and pleasant. Refreshed, we 
started for Askot. At 3 p.m. we took the steep 
ascent of three miles. I t  was cloudy and a wind 
was blowing. We mounted higher and higher till 
we reached the top at 6 p.m.-an arduous ascent. 
From head to foot we were bathed in perspira- 
tion, and felt as if our legs were giving way. At 
the top, my friend the schoolmaster and myself 
reclined on a wide slab and enjoyed the cool 
breezes. I looked round through my binoculars 
and saw clearly the town of Askot. On the top of 
the hill in front was a four-storeyed mansion ris- 
ing high above the few hundred houses at the 
foot. The fields were all green, and there was a 
garden of mango, plantain, tangerine and other 
fruit trees. When I saw that beautiful garden I 
said to myself that I would pitch my camp in 
that garden after reaching Askot. I looked out 
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for my coolies and caught sight of them smoking 
their pipes under a teak-tree at mid-way. From 
the hill-top the village at the foot appeared like 
a tiny spot at the farthest end of the curving road, 
and my coolies, though at mid-hill, looked like 
tiny black flies. I whistled and beckoned them to 
come up, but no response came from them. They 
came, however, at 7 p.m., panting and quite ex- 
hausted, though none of them carried a load of 
more than thirty pounds, while my clothes alone 
weighed nearly twenty pounds. 

The coolies rested for fifteen minutes and inti- 
mated that they were too exhausted to proceed 
the four miles to Askot. Besides, it was already 
evening. Eventually we lodged for the night at a 
village with only three houses, a mile and a half 
lower down. We feared we would have to fast, 
but, fortunately, we procured four seers of wheat- 
flour for a rupee from one farmer, while the school- 
master got four potatoes from another. At 10 p.m. 
we took our meals and slept in the open field. By 
now the sky was beginning to look overcast; rain 
clouds were gathering. As there was also, accord- 
ing to the peasant, the danger of tigers roaming 
at night, we put up in a rice-thrashing hut near 
by; but we could get no sleep, for the rice-insects 
pestered us all throughout the night. At 5 a.m. 
we left for Askot, and at a few furlongs met a 
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milkman who led us by the short cut. We reached 
Askot at  8 a.m. I t  is ten miles from Kanlli- 
ChhinB. Askot has a post office and a market. 

Askot is a town granted in Jahagir to the 
Rajaw~d,  the holder of the Jahagir, and fetches 
an annual income of Rs. 20,000. The Rajawld 
has to pay a tribute of Rs. 1200 per annum to 
the British Government. The tract is a fertile one 
and the climate very temperate. Rice, wheat, 
maize and sugar-cane are grown in abundance. 
There are large groves of mango-trees, and even 
the Alphonso and Fernandez (two precious kinds 
of mangoes) are raised here. Askot means 'Aishi- 
Kot' ( i .e .  eighty forts). In  old days eighty Raja- 
wads ruled over this province; the Piil kings, the 
first of whom was Bhupendra Sing Pal, grew in 
power, and defeating all the others, took over to 
themselves the whole province. The western 
frontier of Nepal lies at  a distance of five miles 
from Askot. 

I had intended to halt at  Askot only for buying 
provisions, and thought of taking our meals on 
the banks of the Gori-Ganga, three miles lower 
down, so that we could manage to reach Bal- 
wakot by evening. But at  Askot I met Prince 
Jethalal, who insisted on my staying with him at 
least for one day. We were accommodated in an 
old postal house, and were given sufficient sup- 
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plies. After bath and worship I took my meals at 
noon. Inside the house the heat was oppressive, 
especially as it faced the west, and so I passed all 
the time in the mango-grove under the trees. 

In the evening as I was reclining in the shade 
on a tiger skin spread over a blanket, looking to- 
wards the open sky in meditation of the Almighty, 
Kumar Jagatsing, the political Peshkar of Askot, 
accosted me. He had come to see me. His beam- 
ing eyes and noble countenance gave indications 
of his amiable and high character. He knew Eng- 
lish, and though our conversation went on in 
Hindi, we occasionally spoke in English. After 
formal greetings he questioned me about my 
native place, parentage and such other matters, 
and I gave him such information as I thought 
advisable. He looked intently on my face for a 
few minutes and then, bowing, requested that I 
should stay at Askot for four or five days more. 
He suggested that I should leave for Tibet in 
July or August; but owing to the season being 
autumn, with its terrible Himalayan rains, com- 
bined with the heat at Askot, I could not agree 
to the idea. My friend the schoolmaster sug- 
gested that GarbiyZng, being cool and more pic- 
turesque, would be a good place of resort. I 
accepted this suggestion, and the Peshkar Sahib 
also agreed. The Peshksr promised a note to the 
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Patwlri and to his agent at GarbiyBng, who 
would accommodate us in his official bungalow 
there. Though getting a salary of Rs. 50 per 
month from the British Government, the politi- 
cal Peshkiir enjoys large powers of administra- 
tion over the Bhot. He is really the lord of the 
place, and so to say, plays the part of the British 
Secretary of Trade with Tibet. KumHr Jagatsing 
came from the ruling family of Askot. 

I t  was only at Askot and Gornyii that I slept 
soundly since I left MHySvati. 

After spending a day in Askot, at 3 a.m. the 
next morning I resumed my journey once more. 
By sunrise we reached the river Gori-GangB, on 
whose banks we rested and took tea. For a while 
I loitered on the hanging bridge over the river. 
At the other end of the bridge is a junction of two 
roads, the one on the left running to the Pindari 
Glaciers, the river's source, and that on the right 
leading to Garbiyiing. Our way lay along this 
river, and three miles further down we arrived 
at the confluence of the two water-ways, Gori- 
Gang2 and Kali-GangH. I t  was indeed pleasant 
traversing the bank of the Kiili-Gangs, passing 
at  times through thick rows of trees. 

At 9.30 a.m. my friend the schoolmaster and I 
decided to take our meals near by. Seated under 
a large tree, we awaited the arrival of our coolies. 



We waited and waited, our eyes anxiously watch- 
ing the path, till mid-day. A few minutes later 
we met a 'Mawsshi' (farmer) who told us that 
two coolies had passed by nearly two hours 
ago. 

We started off immediately, asking whomso- 
ever we met if they had encountered our coolies. 
At last we reached the Dharmashalii on the river, 
the solitary building at  Balwskot. The village lay 
a mile and a half away from the road. Red-eyed, 
weary, aching in our limbs, we went on, finally 
meeting our coolies on the riverside, a mile and 
a half from Balwakot. They were resting, ex- 
hausted and weary. 

My friend the Kuti schoolmaster met his col- 
league from GarbiyBng, so leaving him, I went 
down to the KZli-Gang2 to bathe. The water, 
ice-cold, was swelling. Seated on a piece of rock, 
I splashed the water freely over my head, and 
felt considerably refreshed. 

After a welcome meal, we rested until 3 p.m. 
There were five of us now; our new companion, 
the Garbiyiing schoolmaster, having been in the 
Bhot for a long time, was better acquainted 
with the part of the country and its people than 
his friend from Kuti. 

That evening we slept in an open field near 
the village of Kiilkl. I have always preferred the 
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sky for a roof to huddling in a dirty and dingy 
DharmashSlg or peasant's cottage. 

A Khampg (trader) of Darma had encamped 
but a few yards from us in the same field. He 
possessed a herd of goats. At g p.m. we were 
busily engaged preparing our meals when the 
herd stampeded towards us. A tiger had pounced 
upon one of the flock, and the remainder, frantic 
in their fright, ran amuck. We called aloud and 
hallooed with all our might, at  which the tiger 
slipped away into the darkness without taking a 
single victim. We slept soundly that night. 

We reached DarZchull at 9.30 a.m. and halted 
in a chowki for the whole day. Pundit Lokamani, 
the To&-Munshi of the place, was extremely 
courteous to me and spared no effort to ensure 
my comforts. He held pilgrims, saints and Siidhus 
in great respect, and was always hospitable to 
them. 

Darlchula, situated on the river KZli-Gangg, 
is a large town, being the residence of the Bhutiiis 
in the Bhot during the winter, and of the political 
Peshkar of the British Government for eight 
months. The right bank of the river marks the 
British and the left the Nepglese frontier. On the 
other side of the KBli-Gangii resides the Nepalese 
officer called the Lieutenant. The climate of 
DarHchulii is uncomfortably hot, and conse- 
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quently flies are numerous. From Askot to Darl- 
chula is a fairly easy route, except for the de- 
scent near Askot. When one journeys from DarH- 
chulH to Askot, the climb almost takes away 
one's breath. 

There is no hanging bridge over the Klli- 
GangH, but a strong rope is suspended across the 
river over two stout posts, pitched on either bank. 
A cradle is attached to the rope, which is pulled 
by others from one end of the ropeway to the 
other. A few people, however, cross the river by 
way of the cradle without any help from others. 

After bathing in the Kiili-Gangii and perform- 
ing worship, Pundit Lokamani invited me to his 
house to share his meal. After a short repose for 
an hour, we talked of Tibet, KailHs and MPnas. 
The Punditji, who had visited Mount Kailiis, 
narrated the many incidents of his tour. He 
gave me much useful information for my future 
journey. 

That night I was again invited to a meal by 
Pundit Lokamani, and I relished the good fare he 
provided. I t  was the first well-prepared meal I 
had partaken since leaving the Bin2 station. 

Punditji's wife was a gracious lady, with a re- 
ligious turn of mind. I was pressed by Lokamani 
to stay with him for a few days, but I could not 
accept the invitation. Nevertheless, I promised 
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on my return from Kailis-Msnas to avail my- 
self of his hospitality. 

The next morning at 3 a.m. our party of five 
left for Khels, about ten miles distant. We had to 
climb a steep ascent stretching three miles, and 
it was 10 a.m. before we reached KhelS. The 
tract from Askot to Darichuli is indeed a hot one. 

We lodged in the hut of a forest Chowkidar, 
and later, when we had time to explore, found 
there was a post office, a grocer's shop and a 
Government sarai at the place; the ghee here 
was the best of its kind. 

I dined with a Public Works officer in the 
afternoon, and he registered extreme surprise at 
the little quantity of food I took. 

My friends the two schoolmasters told me 
that further onwards from Kheli the climate 
was very cold. 

At 3 p.m. we concluded our noonday's rest and 
prepared to leave. Two roads lead from Kheli, 
the one towards Darml Pargani, the other to- 
wards Chowdls. We set off at 5 p.m. with the 
object of covering as much of the steep ascent to 
Chowdls as possible before 8 p.m. Half a mile 
from KhelZ we encountered a slope and came at 
length to the Dhowli-Gangii, spanned by a 
strong wooden bridge. Although it was summer, 
the river was in flood, owing to the sun melting 
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the snow over the mountains and the water 
finding its way to the rivers. 

My mouth was parched, and I drank deeply 
of the clean, ice-cold water of the Dhowli-Gangs. 

The steep ascent of Chowdas begins on the 
opposite bank, and until 7.30 p.m. we could 
cover only a mile and a half. Then, thoroughly 
tired, we lodged by the water's side near a 
Mawashee's hut. We slept on a bed of grass out 
in the cold. 

We resumed our journey at 3 a.m. 
At night one of the schoolmasters requested 

the peasant to supply us with fuel, ghee, milk and 
wheat-flour, but he flatly refused, though we 
offered to pay him well. The other schoolmaster 
then pointed towards me, and told him that I 
was a SHdhu sorely in need of food. At once the 
peasant and his wife bowed down to me, and 
begged that I should excuse their poverty. They 
had nothing to offer. I told them that I did not 
want anything. Thereafter, the schoolmasters 
again went to the Mawashee and asserted that 
they were Government servants, and that he was 
therefore in duty bound to give them supplies. 
At this the man, without even a grumble, brought 
the necessary provisions, and we paid him the 
cost. What greater proof could there be that 
'Might is Right'? 
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The ascent of Chowdh, three or four miles in 
length, is perilously steep. At its summit lies the 
Bhot tract, a part of the Almora district. The 
Bhot is made up of three parts-Darmii-Patti, 
Chowdzs-Patti and Vyzs-Patti, each with a 
Patwlri over it. 

We entered into the Chowdiis-Patti, two miles 
further on reaching the village of Plngu. Here, 
for the first time, I saw BhutiH people. The men, 
women and children of the place regarded me 
with unfeigned surprise, and inquired about me 
from the Garbiylng schoolmaster. Understanding 
their language and ways, for he had been 
amongst them for ten years, he told them that 
a Szdhu from Bombay was on a visit to Kailb- 
Manas, and that he had met me on the way near 
Dariichuli,. 

We sought rest under a large walnut-tree till 
8.30 a.m. The walnut-tree is very beautiful and 
as large as a banyan-tree, although it does not 
possess the hanging roots of the latter. 

A rich old Bhutil approached us, and said 
that because I was a Sadhu, he would be glad to 
entertain me and provide me with food. I de- 
clined the offer, however, promising to halt on 
my return journey and accept his kindness. 

We proceeded further, arriving in due course 
on the River Jeevati (Jayanti). Here I bathed, 
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performed my worship and took tea. We reached 
Sons3 at I I a.m. after mounting an ascent of a 
mile and a half. We made our way to the Pat- 
wsri of ChowdHs-Patti, who resided there; he 
supplied us with provisions and, our appetites 
appeased, we put up in the nearby grove of wal- 
nut-trees. 

While my coolies and the schoolmasters were 
preparing meals, I chatted enjoyably with the 
PatwBri. He knew a little English, having had 
two years of schooling at  AlmorZ. He could 
speak Hindi fluently. He was a young man, 
efficient in his work, yet of a gentle disposition. 
He was delighted to see me. 

We left at 3 p.m. and arrived at  T i j ~ ,  three 
miles distant, by evening. Rain was falling, and 
we were fortunate enough to secure accommoda- 
tion in the hut of a trader who was an acquaint- 
ance of the Garbiyang schoolmaster. At night we 
were troubled by the corn-insects; but we were 
truly thankful to be sheltered from the wind and 
rain. The water conduit from the hills passed 
close to the hut. 

To reach Tij3 we had to make a two-mile de- 
scent, for it lay at the foot of the hill beside the 
road. At Rung, a nearby village, a Bhutia had 
died only that day, and here I was given the 
opportunity of witnessing the ceremony of the 
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last sacrament practised among these people. I t  
was a strange affair, too. The dead body is 
hacked into pieces, tied in a bundle and placed 
on a bier which is carried in a musical procession, 
comprising both men and women, to the place 
for cremation. Every family must bring fuel to 
the consuming fire. 

That night I was seated alone in the open, 
meditating to myself, the snow-capped moun- 
tains gleaming before me, when a group of four 
or five young girls came running towards me, 
whispering to one another in their strange lan- 
guage. I was preoccupied, and in no mood to be 
disturbed. I thought, if I ignored them, they 
would go away. Instead, they began to laugh 
aloud, and I might never have discovered the 
reason of these painful attentions had not the 
schoolmaster, who had overheard their conversa- 
tion, come to my assistance and explained that 
the girls had taken a fancy for me and wished 
me to prolong my stay. Just then a young 
B h u t i ~  accosted me, and asked me in English 
whence I came. I regarded him in surprise and 
replied also in English, that I came from Bom- 
bay. He was obviously puzzled that a 'Bgjee' 
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(SSdhu) should speak English, and thereafter he 
talked in Hindi, confiding to me some of his own 
history. Meanwhile, the young girls drew nearer, 
and one of them threw her arm round the 
BhutiZ's neck and sat close by him. I retired 
hastily inside, and later the schoolmaster told me 
that in this part of the country young girls, and 
grown-up women also, mixed freely with men, 
but that seldom was evil meant. He tried to per- 
suade me to let the girls sing and dance for us, 
but I being adverse to his proposal, the matter 
was dropped. 

The next day, at 1 1  a.m., we resumed our 
journey after having bought supplies, there being 
no store at our next halting station. By 6 p.m. we 
reached Gallagad, a distance of six miles. We had 
to cross an unbridged river-a troublesome and 
hazardous feat for travellers and postal runners. 
We found a Government sarHi here, but it was so 
infested with dirt and fleas that I preferred to 
sleep under .a tree in the open. At 3 a.m. we 
again continued our journey. 

The road to Malpa was a difficult one, and, 
though only ten miles long, took us nearly nine 
hours to traverse. On one side of our path rose 
high, towering mountains; on the other dropped 
sheer, perpendicular precipices, with the Kali- 
Gang2 flowing below at a depth of 4000 feet. 
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Withal, it was narrow and pebbly, interspersed 
freely with steep ascents and sudden descents. By 
the Grace of my Master, we reached MglpZ at 
I 2 a.m. safely. 

This part of the journey is formidably difficult 
for BhutiZ tradesmen, their mules, horses, goats 
and goods often slipping off the narrow path to 
plunge deep down into the valley to inevitable 
doom. 

As I walked ahead, my coolies and the school- 
master seemed extremely anxious for my safety, 
and exhorted me to move with the utmost 
caution. I marched on steadily, however, with 
God overhead and Shri KailZs-MZnas within. 

From Gallagad to MalpZ we journeyed by the 
new route, the old road being so much more 
troublesome. Not a drop of water is available on 
the way, hence its name-NirpZni Pass (water- 
less pass). This route is not now used. 

We arrived at MZlp3 at I 2 a.m. in the burning 
heat of the sun. There was a DharmashZlZ on the 
banks of the River KZli-GangZ. But I was in a 
quandary. Outside it was parching hot; inside 
nothing but dirt and fleas. Which was preferable? 
My coolie swept a place clean, and I sat there 
roasting in the sun. 

Fifteen minutes later I prepared a drink by 
mixing condensed milk with water. I drank 
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thirstily and felt remarkably refreshed. I then 
took my daily bath and performed prayers and 
meditation. We dined at 2 p.m., after which I 
reclined for a while. 

At 5 p.m. I set out for a stroll on the banks of 
the Kali-Gangl, leaving the schoolmaster chat- 
ting in the Dharmashala with a trader who, he 
found, was an acquaintance of his. 

Malpa is situated in a valley cut by the rapidly 
flowing Kali-Ganga, and the evening here pre- 
sented a sombre scene. I t  was eerily quiet in the 
valley. Only the rushing water broke the grim sil- 
ence. The mountains around loomed like massive 
forts, inspiring awe in the heart of the onlooker. 

For some time I roamed along the banks of the 
river, meeting none of the wild animals which 
are known to abound in this part. 

When, eventually, I returned I found a Bhutil 
had returned from shikaring with some deer's 
flesh. I was ravenously hungry after my walk and, 
the meal being ready, I took my full share. We 
chatted for a while and then retired for the night. 
But I could get no sleep-the fleas were too vio- 
lently active during the hours of darkness. 

We resumed our journey at q a.m., and reached 
Budhi at 9.30 a.m., having had to negotiate two 
ascents of a mile and a half each. We remained 
the day at Budhi. 



Budhi and Mglpg enjoy varying climates, the 
one excessively cold, the other hot. 

The Bhutis trader of the place gave us his open 
courtyard and a tent to shelter us from the sun. 
At night rain fell, and we had to make a hasty 
removal to the stable. But once again fleas and 
the rank odour of the place brought a restless 
night. 

At 3 a.m. we set off again, and after mounting 
a steep ascent-the one between Budhi and 
Garbiygng-reached the summit at 6 a.m. The 
schoolmasters were exhausted by the uphill 
journey; while the coolies, panting and breath- 
less, could go no further for the time being. Their 
feet refused to move, and at every half-dozen 
yards they had to stop to regain breath. I halted 
once only at midway for fifteen minutes, yet I 
was breathing fast and somewhat exhausted. We 
managed the ascent before daybreak; after sun- 
rise it would have been an almost impossible 
task. 

The hill leads at  the top to Vygspatti. On look- 
ing down, my eyes were delighted at the beauti- 
ful scenery of nature. A fine plateau extended 
far and wide, enjoying cool and healthy climate, 
green with verdure; streams of clear and cool 
water streamed down from the high hills on to 
the valleys and fields below; on the other side 
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rose a thick green forest of Bhurjapatra. I t  was 
the hour of early morn when nature is balmy 
with the breath of life. 

I felt an exquisite joy surge within me. This 
was pleasure unspeakable. . . . I seemed alone in 
the world-at one with nature. 

On my way I passed a beautiful stream of 
water, and thought of taking my bath and per- 
forming my daily observances. The water, how- 
ever, was so cold that my limbs were benumbed. 
Immediately I dressed again, and in Yogic pos- 
ture (Asana) for meditation, sat on a tiger's skin 
spread on a large stone slab. The Lord of the 
Day was just coming over the horizon; the God- 
dess of Morn, clad in crimson cloth with blue 
bodice, seemed to await eagerly the arrival of the 
Lord; dew-drops on the tender blades of grass in 
the fields were shining like pearls; and the high 
mountain peaks round about seemed to vie one 
with another to welcome the glorious sun. The 
charm of the whole scene was superb: snow- 
capped mountain-tops reflecting the ruddy rays 
of the morning sun and shedding their mellow 
light on the green forest of Bhurjapatra and 
Cheed (kinds of trees). 

The sweet warble of birds provided divine 
music to enhance the charm. 

Once did I look around me before I sat for 
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meditation. The hour of early morn-the silence 
and repose, the ineffable beauty of nature- 
soon bore me aloft into a higher life. My mind 
became calm and serene; and with the centre of 
vision fixed between the eyebrows, I was soon 
wrapped in meditation over the lotus-feet of my 
Master. I became unconscious of my body, and 
was all in love and bliss in that sacred land of 
spirituality . 

Two hours later we resumed our journey. 
I reached Garbiyhg at 8 a.m., and my first 

task was to enquire at the post office if any 
letters had arrived for me. The Patwiiri of the 
place and the political Peshkgr's servant had, I 
learnt, gone to Kuti, so I put up in the house of 
the schoolmaster, there being no accommoda- 
tion at the post office. 

I met at the post office a Dravidian Siidhu 
whom I had seen at MZyZvati, and who had set 
out for Lake Manas at  my suggestion only four 
days ahead of me. He unburdened to me his tale 
of grief, but I had no mind to listen while he was 
in unseemly mood. When he insisted in continu- 
ing, I had to tell him quite firmly that I could 
bear with him no longer. 

Garbiyiing, at I 0,000 feet above the sea-level- 
the same height as that of Shri Badri KedHr- 
marks the terminus of the British frontier. I t  
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possesses a well-to-do population with about a 
hundred and fifty houses. The monsoon here is 
temperate, but there is a heavy fall of snow. 
From June to September the season is pleasant; 
later in the year intensely cold. 

I t  was here I learnt that the way to Tibet was 
still frozen and the Lipu Pass completely blocked 
by ice and bitterly cold. I had, therefore, to re- 
main at GarbiyHng for twenty days. 

I was fortunate enough, however, to procure 
the Peshksr's bungalow. There was no Dhar- 
mash312 here, and the houses of Bhutia people 
were uninhabitable. A Government grocer's shop 
was a scarcity here, and supplies were most diffi- 
cult to obtain. Indeed, it was impossible to get 
good provisions, even if double the usual price 
were paid. My friend the schoolmaster of Gar- 
biying rendered much help in securing provisions. 
The head men of the caste gave me 'Jgphat' 
(provisions) sufficient for three people for two 
meals, to be sent with servants at  intervals. 

At GarbiyHng rice cannot be satisfactorily 
cooked, and consequently I was obliged to eat 
wheat-bread and lentils-curry ('Diil-Rotee') , 
both for morning and evening meals, with occa- 
sionally wild vegetable. Milk was, of course, an 
unknown commodity here. 

We suffered considerably from lack of good 
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food, especially as the good climate and the good 
water made one feel abnormally hungry. 

Agriculture and trade form the main occupa- 
tions of the Bhutiii people. Except for two or 
three months in the year, they are absent on busi- 
ness in Tibet, NepHl and India, though formerly 
they seldom went beyond Gallagad. Summer is 
unbearable to the Bhutias. During the last fifty 
years they seem to have made remarkable pro- 
gress from their semi-barbaric condition. They 
are cruel by nature; singing and dancing are 
their chief amusements. Young people of both 
sexes, married or single, mix freely with each 
other in sport, merriment and dance. Women 
manage the homes and fields, while men look to 
trades. 

During my visits even to the well-to-do people, 
I found their residences invariably dingy and 
dirty, exuding a foul stink of flesh and drink. 
Fleas run about their clothes. . . . 

Bhutigs are average in build, neither too tall 
nor short: their women folk are stout and healthy, 
with fair complexions. They wear silver orna- 
ments and drink and smoke like males. Girls re- 
main unmarried till twenty or twenty-five. I t  is 
difficult to make out what kind of religion these 
people profess, but they are great worshippers of 
demons and ghosts. Their customs and cere- 
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monies seem an admixture of those found in 
Tibet and India. 

Bhutia women are specially fond of dance and 
song, chanting their love-themes in the Gurkhsli 
dialect. BhutiPs, like the Westerners, hold public 
balls at night-known as 'Rung-Bung'. These are 
accompanied by drink, smoke, dinner, dance and 
music. Love-marriages are in vogue here, and 
their romances usually begin at these Rung- 
Bungs. Divorce is allowed. 

The Bhutias have their own castes and caste- 
feuds, but are compelled to pay tributes to the 
British, Tibetan and Nepalese Governments. 
Mundhwa and java form the staple produce. 

My stay of twenty days at  Garbiyiing was a 
pleasant one. Every morning I visited the con- 
fluence of the Kiili-Gangs and the Tinker, about 
six furlongs from Garbiygng, for bathing and 
meditation. At the confluence I found a quiet 
retreat for thought amidst rows of green trees 
and snow-clad mountains. The region of the 
Himalayas is the only place fit for practising 
austerities. Our sages in ancient times meditated 
there in the grand recesses of nature, practised 
severe austerities and attained the Knowledge 
Absolute. I t  was by their meditations and aus- 
terities here in the sacred Himalayas-the Home 
of Wisdom-that they produced the immortal 
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Sanskrit works on religion and philosophy which 
even to-day are the Light of Life to the whole 
world. 

In my daily meditations here amidst the 
charms of nature I was scarcely conscious of 
time. I t  was my good fortune that I found 
opportunity at such a place for my meditations. 

The real Himiilayas begin with the perpetual- 
snow range; Gangotri, Kedar, Badri-Ngriiyen, 
Amarnath (Kashmir) and Mukti-Ngth (Nepal) 
lie only in this region. 

I t  took me nearly two months to reach Gar- 
biyang from Kiithagodiim, the way being through 
hills, dales, forests and across rivers. Yet these 
days kept me fresh and vigorous in mind and 
body; the cool clear water, the charms of nature, 
worship, and meditation upon my Master were 
refreshing bodily and spiritual food. The inten- 
sity for the Ideal had so much grown in me that 
my heart had made a bondsman of my body, and 
was merrily dragging it on and on over hill, dale 
and cascade towards its own haven-Shri Kailas- 
Mgnas. 

For the first few days at  Garbiyang I bathed 
with hot water owing to the piercing, biting 
wind. But later on I resumed my cold-water 
baths. I purchased a Bhutiii blanket for seven 
rupees. I t  was thick and must have been thirty 
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pounds in weight. Formerly such a blanket could 
be bought for two or three rupees, but now the 
exports of wool to Cawnpore have grown enor- 
mously and the price of blankets has risen in 
proportion. 

Here, at GarbiyHng, Nature spread her charms 
in varied bounty. At times I seemed to move be- 
tween clouds; at  others I saw silvery rain clouds 
running from south to north under my feet. 
Again, at times, thick black clouds passed very 
near, like an umbrella waved over my head. 
On one side rose mountains clad snow-white; 
on the other, pleasing to the eye, extended rich 
green fields of waving java. Mountains to the 
right, mountains to the left, mountains to the 
front and mountains to the back! One felt as if 
these monuments of nature vied with one an- 
other, peak upon peak rising one above the 
other, delighting the eye with grandeur. 

The place where I sat for meditation in the 
mornings is beyond compare. 

On the other side of the KZli-GangB, in the 
territory of the NepHlese Government, rises a 
small hill about one thousand feet high, at  a dis- 
tance of six furlongs from GarbiyBng. On one side 
of the hill flows the KZli-GangZ, and on the other 
the Tinker. At about fifty yards lower down to- 
wards the west, the rivers meet. Four hundred 
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feet above the level of the water lies a flat ex- 
panse of land, and five hundred feet higher, a t  
the top of the hill, is a village of fifty houses 
called Chhiingru. 

As the Kali-Gangii flows on the northern side 
of the hill, beyond extends an open plain far and 
wide. A similar flat vale stretches to the north- 
east. All round are green fields and tall forests of 
Bhurjapatra and Cheed, fortified, so to say, on 
all sides by a rampart of mountains. Perfectly 
white snow-capped peaks at the top and green 
waving fields right at the bottom-a scene charm- 
ing in itself. 

While my eyes were ceaselessly feasting on 
these wonders of bounteous nature, my ears were 
revelling in the sweet symphony produced by the 
unison of the warble of birds and the deep rush 
of the commingling streams-harmony exquisite, 
the Sound Eternal. The clouds passing over 
created pictures of light and shade that were so 
pleasing to the eye. How blessed did I feel, en- 
rapt in adoration over the lotus-feet of my Mas- 
ter, a t  such a wondrous place in the still and 
balmy hours of every morn! A remembrance of 
this happy state still thrills my heart. 

One day, after my meditation was over, I 
gazed freely at a bird on the tree in front of me. 
I t  was hopping from bough to bough and whist- 
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ling in merriment. Suddenly the adorative mood 
rose within me, and I passed into rapture in joy 
and bliss inexpressible. Tongue fails to describe 
the joy-which is cognisable to experience only. 

The charms of the place and the joys of medi- 
tation chained me: twenty days slipped by like 
so many minutes. The well-appointed bungalow 
in which I resided belonged to the political 
PeshkBr. Round it was an extensive yard-a 
favourite resort of mine on clear moonlit nights. 
My Dravidian friend-Gurungdl Baw8-seemed 
not to appreciate the pleasant atmosphere of my 
bungalow, and preferred the town some distance 
away. I gave him a woollen kafani to protect 
him from cold. He had contracted the opium 
habit common to a few Szdhus and was restless 
and impatient when he had not the wherewithal 
to satisfy his intense craving. He was often short 
of food too, and frequently I took him to meals 
with me. Fifteen years he had lived the life of a 
Sgdhu; but he was a Sadhu only in name. He 
was extremely sensitive to bodily pains and com- 
forts: I could pity him-that was all. 

At 10 p.m. one evening, a fortnight after I 
came to Garbiysng, I was pacing in the courtyard 
after my meal, pondering over the sweet name of 
my Master, when an abrupt thought reminded 
me that on the eighth day hence I should start 
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for Tibet. The idea eased my mind. That very 
night I had a dream of good omen. The next day 
I broke the idea to my friend the schoolmaster, 
who thereupon informed me that a KhampH, 
with a herd of goats, had come from Tibet that 
morning, and though the road was not quite 
clear, it would be so within a week. He also said 
that I might get company on the journey, and 
hoped my tour would be an easy one. Within 
three or four days, as the snow melted, the regu- 
lar traffic began, and a few BhutiHs from the 
Chowdiis ParganH came to Garbiyiing on their 
way to Tibet. On the eighth day as arranged, I 
left for Tiikliikot (in Tibet) in company with a 
rich Bhutil trader of Piingu. At 8 a.m. we 
reached ChhBngru, where I halted with the 
Padhiin (head) of the village, as I had promised 
him that I would stay with him for a day on my 
way to Tiiklgkot. The next day, after our midday 
meal, we left for Tinker-myself, two coolies, 
GurunadH, a Nepalese HawHldBr, and a police 
sepoy. The way to Tinker is very rough, and lies 
by the side of the river, though with a slope in the 
middle through Nepalese territory. Tinker is 
seven miles from ChhHngru. 

The previous evening GurunZdH had ex- 
changed hot words with my coolies, and so was in 
a fretting mood. He fasted in anger the whole 
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day, and would not even take meals the next day. 
I tried in various ways to appease him, but his 
irritation increased. He would not, he said, ac- 
company us to Kailas-Manas, though our people 
assured him that in our company his journey 
would be comfortable. He was not in a mood to 
listen, so we resumed our journey without wait- 
ing for him. The road to Tinker was steep and 
rough in ascent. We felt exhausted before we 
reached our destination at I 2 a.m. We ate jagree 
and drank water, and took rest. Half an hour 
later we espied GurunLda coming towards us, at 
a distance, groaning and leaning on his stick at 
every step. We welcomed him and treated him to 
jagree and water, and were specially courteous 
to him the whole day. But he often grumbled at 
the coolies, so long as he was with us. 

At Tinker we stayed a day and a half, our 
Nepalese Haw%ldk proving himself very useful 
in obtaining necessary lodging and good food 
through the Padhiin of the place. Then the 
Nepalese and the police sepoy returned to 
ChhLngru, and we resumed our journey-my- 
self, two coolies, Gurunada and the BhutiL 
trader. The Bhutis merchant had with him two 
Hunii (Tibetan) servants and seven Zubus car- 
rying cloth bundles, and four horses. By evening 
we reached a DharmashalB about two and a half 
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miles from Tinker, and stayed there for the 
night. 

The DharmashHlZ lay at the foot of the Tinker 
DhurZ (pass). I t  is always easy to go over passes 
and steep heights in the early hours of the morn- 
ing, so we put up here for the night. The Dhar- 
mashala had several rooms, but was dirty. We 
had to pass the night there. Our BhutiH trader un- 
loaded his cloth bundles and spread a tent cloth 
over them. Near by I saw a heap of leather sacks, 
about fifteen feet high, full of groceries. These 
were the goods of my BhutiH trader, unloaded 
from his herd of two thousand goats which was 
encamped there. 

Tinker DhurZ is one of the several passes that 
lead to Western Tibet and is generally fre- 
quented by Bhutiii traders. As it had rained 
heavily the previous night and the roof of the 
house leaked freely, I had perforce to sit the 
whole night with an umbrella over my head. 
Even then my clothes were soaking wet. Light- 
ing the fire was beyond question, the ground was 
so drenched; we had therefore to fast. GurunHdH 
suffered much from cold and rain. 

We intended to resume our journey at 3 a.m., 
but we had to travel the whole day over the pass 
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through snow and ice and therefore took tea and 
meals early, as it is impossible to contend with 
the ice on an empty stomach. My Bhutiii friend 
the merchant hired for me from Tinker a horse 
for one rupee for six hours. Tinker Dhurii is 
18,000 feet in height, and the steep ascending 
pass extends for about five miles. We started at 
4 a.m., myself and the Bhutiii merchant on 
horseback, the others on foot, with the animals 
marching ahead. The sky was overcast with 
heavy clouds and mist was hanging thick in the air. 

Tibetan goats, yiiks, horses and other animals 
are very useful to travellers as guides. They walk 
along very cautiously, smelling the ground. They 
know, either by scent or instinct, the pits and 
ponds on the way, which are generally covered 
over by ice, and in their march avoid them. I t  
is, therefore, the common practice among Bhutiii 
traders to march with these animals ahead. One 
of our horses was an expert traveller's guide, and 
his owner, the Bhutig merchant, told me that 
the animal had often saved his life and goods 
from destruction. 

At Khelz I saw the 'Zubu' for the first time. I t  
is like the 'Yiik' (the wild bull)-a hybrid of the 
yiik and the domestic cow. We arrived at the top 
of the Tinker Pass at I 2 a.m. and stood on a 
height of I 8,000 feet. I t  was snow-white all round. 
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My feet were covered with snow two or three 
inches above the ankle. I wore blue-pebbled 
glasses to minimise the glare of the sun-rays re- 
flected from the ice. On  reaching the top of the 
pass, I sent away the horse, took the glasses from 
my eyes, and turned round for a moment. I t  was 
grand and sublime to behold. I was instantly re- 
minded of the chapter in the Bhagavad-GeetS 
which treats of how Lord Shri Krishna showed 
the Virata Swarupa (Cosmic Revelation) to 
Arjuna, who, being unable to take it in with his 
mortal vision, prayed for a higher divine vision. 
This Himalayan scene has ever since been 
riveted in my memory. I shivered with cold- 
yet the grandeur and sublimity overtook me and 
cast out all bodily discomforts. The weather was 
normal, there being no rain nor storm except 
occasional snow-fall. We stood on a high moun- 
tain range, with deep ravines and precipices to 
the north and south, forming, as it were, the 
dividing line between India and Tibet. The 
crossing of this perpetual-snow range is a most 
arduous task, and frequently men and animals 
succumb in the attempt. In  the course of our 
journey uphill one of the horses slipped off his 
feet and fell. In  a minute his legs stiffened, his 
tongue hung out, and his eyes were contorted. 
The bindings were cut and the saddle was taken 
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off; it was only after great and continuous efforts 
that the animal could be made to stand on its 
legs. By the Grace of Shri NBrByen we got to the 
top of the Tinker Pass safe and sound. For a few 
minutes I gazed intently at this grand scene of 
nature. Here, in this land of eternal snow, I could 
imagine the feelings which a soul, taken away 
from the mortal coil, might experience on being 
ushered into the land of Heaven! I t  is impossible 
to describe further the effect of this sublime scene 
on my mind. 

We waited fifteen minutes on the top of the 
Dhurl for the sake of Gurunlda and my coolies, 
who were still coming up. Because of the uncer- 
tainty of the weather and the fear that a snow- 
and rain-storm might bring destruction upon us, 
we resumed our way and marched ankle-deep 
through snow; my limbs oft became benumbed 
with cold. With the long staff in my right hand, 
I walked on for an hour and a half by the side of 
one of the horses through ice and snow. At last 
we came to a pebbly road, and the Bhutil mer- 
chant and myself went in front. At 3.30 p.m. we 
reached at last the end of this difficult part of the 
journey, and sat for rest by the side of a water 
spring. I felt exhausted and, for a few minutes, 
lay on the ground motionless. My stomach was 
crying aloud with hunger, but the food was with 
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the coolies. My Bhutis friend, however, kindly 
gave me two pieces of bread and a handful of 
dry grapes. We chewed our food at leisure and 
waited for the others. Nearly an hour later, my 
coolies and GurunBdB reached us. GurunBdZ had 
two violent motions on the way and was terribly 
exhausted with headache and fatigue. The 
coolies also seemed quite done up, and on reach- 
ing the spring threw themselves headlong on the 
ground, saying they could not keep alive any 
longer. I felt very anxious for them. We then 
mixed ghee, jagree and sattu-flour (a mixture of 
various flours) together and gave it to the coolies 
and GurunBdZ. After this repast they seemed to 
be restored a little and looked fresher. But Guru- 
nada was panting, and it was only after some 
hours that his breathing became normal again. 
Normal breathing is possible up to a height of 
9000 feet; beyond this limit the air is more rare- 
fied, and breathing becomes faster until one is 
exhausted. While marching, we used to hold 
black pepper in our mouths so that they would 
not grow parched. By the side of that spring we 
rested for two hours. Thereupon we resumed our 
journey together over a wide, flat plain with not 
a shrub or a tree to relieve the eye. Six of us and 
the seven animals-these were apparently the 
only living beings in that wild, dreary plateau. 
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At 5-30 p.m. we saw Tlklakot on the top of a 
hill. Biting winds now began to blow in our faces. 
Though Tgkliikot seemed so near, yet we could 
not reach the place before 7.30 p.m. We travelled 
continuously for fifteen hours this day. On reach- 
ing Tlklakot we found the River Karnlli was 
flooded. Nor was there a bridge. We had to cross 
the river on the backs of the animals. On the 
opposite bank was a big cave carved out in the 
rock with several Gumphiis (rooms) in it. I 
stayed in one of these rooms for the night, after 
having it swept clean of the accumulated refuse. 
My friend the BhutiH merchant put up in an- 
other Gumphs after unloading the animals, for 
they were to be sent back to Tinker that very 
night, no fodder being available for them at 
Tlklakot. The animals were very hungry, having 
travelled all the way from Tinker through the 
arduous pass. The coolies, GurunldB and the 
tradesman and his servants were soon eating 
Sattu and Jan (a kind of drink prepared from 
Java). 

Here we met with half a dozen Tibetans. They 
were dead drunk. Working their ogre faces, they 
threatened to kill us if we did not immediately 
leave Tibetan territory. They posed as Tibetan 
officers. When we did not move, they grew tur- 
bulent. I t  was 8.30 p.m. I could not understand 
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a word of what they said. The Bhutia trader, 
however, explained something to them, and they 
went away for a time. The Tibetans are a wild 
people, and a foreign traveller is likely to feel in 
constant dread of his life amongst them. My 
coolies and all of us were so exhausted that we 
did not take the trouble to prepare tea or food, 
but immediately retired to sleep. But I could not 
sleep; my body was aching the whole night. 

I came out of the Gumpha the next morn- 
ing at  5 a.m., to go to the river for bathing. 
Before I had proceeded far, however, a Tibetan 
approached me and said in his language that the 
Zumpan Sahib wanted me immediately. I took 
him to my Bhutia friend, who explained that I 
would see the Zumpan Sshib after meals at  noon. 
I t  was very cold, and a chill, bleak wind blew; the 
water of the river, I was told, was unhealthy. So 
I gave up the idea of taking my bath that day. 

A short while thereafter the BhutiH came to my 
G u m p h ~ ,  where I was reading the Avadhoota- 
Geets as usual and GurungdZ sat in another cor- 
ner for meditation. Here about twenty Tibetan 
men, women and children stood before me. 
These people pestered one of my coolies who 
knew their language with all sorts of questions. 
They stared at me and at  Guruniida, and laughed 
and joked amongst themselves. Two or three old 
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men were apparently remonstrating with them. 
I thought they were joking at  my coolie because 
he stammered. In their eyes GurunadB was a 
true SBdhu, because he wore long matted hair on 
his head, put Rudrlksha beads on his person, 
and because his whole body was besmeared with 
ashes; besides, he had the Sanyasin's wooden 
bowl. My attire was quite otherwise. My hair 
was short, I wore no RudrBksha, I carried a brass 
kamandalu and I did not besmear my body with 
ashes. So these Tibetan people thought me some 
prince from India disguised as a Szdhu. My 
clothes, my clean kafani, and the fact of my en- 
gaging coolies as servants, added to their sus- 
picion. On the Bhutia arriving he was asked a 
number of questions regarding me. He told them 
that I was only a Sadhu, a learned and very ami- 
able man on pilgrimage to Kaills-Miinas. The 
Tibetans then dispersed. My BhutiB friend then 
told me that he was going to the Zumpan with 
fruits for him and would talk to him about me 
and solicit a free passage for me. He asked me to 
go to the Zumpan in two or three hours' time. I t  
was then g a.m. The piercing cold and the biting 
wind had made cracks on the lips and faces of my 
coolies and GurunBdB. I found that my lower 
lip had also cracked; blood was coming from it 
freely. 
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For fuel we bought prickly shrubs worth two 
annas and purchased from the Bhutig trader 
wheat-flour, ghee and Muga lentils. Then my 
coolies prepared meals and we took our dinner. 
We were thinking of going to the Zumpan when 
we met the men sent for us. GurunHdB, myself 
and the coolie who could speak Tibetan went to 
meet the Zumpan at I 2 noon. 

The Zumpan's residence was at a height of 500 
feet from our place. The route was steep and 
exhausted us. The Zumpan's attendants ac- 
companied us to point out the way. The main 
entrance of the residence seemed more like the 
private mansion of an Indian chief or JahHgirdlr 
than a fort. The outer walls were striped in white 
and brown paint. The construction was of earth- 
work only. On the west projected a terrace ad- 
joining an apartment with holes for windows. 
The whole thing seemed to me like a Gadhee (an 
earthwork fort) in Khgndesh. We were led from 
the main door through a narrow, dark, winding 
lane to another large entrance guarded by two 
stout dogs. The dogs were about three and a half 
feet in height, with jaws larger than those of a 
bull-dog; they had long and soft hair, were full- 
developed in neck and chest, with slender waist 
and long, shaggy tails. The animals were each 
tied to the side of the door with three stout iron 
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chains passed through belts round their necks. 
On seeing us they rose aggressively and growled 
somewhat like tigers. Tibetan dogs are quite at 
home in icy regions. Passing through the second 
door we saw two long wings, one on either side: 
in one, four Hunias were grinding sattu; in the 
other sattu-wine was being prepared. We climbed 
upstairs by a ladder. Then the Tibetan attendant 
asked us to sit down, and proceeded up to the 
third storey on a shaky ladder. The place where 
we sat was extremely dirty. 

A few minutes later Parma Bhutia-my friend 
the Bhutia trader-came down to me and said 
that the Zumpan Sahib was in a good mood and 
desired to see me-that he had given the Zumpan 
Sahib the necessary information about me. The 
two Liimas who were talking to the Zumpan 
having departed, we were called up to the third. 
storey. The Zumpan stood on the terrace with 
his face towards the river; near him was Parma 
Bhutia; a little distance away stood a Tibetan 
who from his dress and deportment, I presumed 
to be a servant of the Zumpan. 

I was introduced duly to the Zumpan Sahib 
by my friend ParmH BhutiS. The Zumpan 
bowed to me, and I blessed him in the usual 
fashion of Sadhus, raising my hands. The Zum- 
pan wore Dokchya (boots reaching the knee) 
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of red velvet, a brocaded Bakhu (long robe) and 
a tall embroidered cap on the head. In his hand 
he carried a rosary of beads. 

Neither very fat nor very lean, the Zumpan 
bore an aristocratic countenance. He beckoned 
me to follow him to a neat, clean, though small 
hall which he used as his office, drawing-room 
and worship-chamber. Dans (Tibetan rugs) were 
spread profusely on the ground, with mattresses 
and cushions laid over them. Small Sedan-stools 
were also placed in front of the mattresses to be 
used while dining. The Zumpan inquired about 
the coolie and GurunBdB who had accompanied 
me. Parml Bhutia acted as our interpreter. The 
Zumpan seemed pleased with me. He showed 
me with complaisance the silver bead-counting 
machine and the silver and gold utensils (Neer- 
Bnjan) used for daily worship. The symbols 'Om 
Mgmi PBmi Hum' were engraved'on the bead- 
counting machine. As we talked on religious 
subjects, our interpreter the BhutiB found his 
task very difficult. After a short, desultory con- 
versation I made a request for the permit, where- 
upon the Zumpan immediately gave me a per- 
mit bearing his official seal for four persons. At 
this moment a BhutiB merchant came there and 
made a present of fruits to the Zumpan-plan- 
tains, Alphonso mangoes, almonds, dried grapes, 
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etc. The Zumpan accepted the dry fruits and 
offered the green fruits to me. I accepted the 
mangoes gladly. In my tour to Kailas-Manas 
I used to eat one mango every day. Fortune 
favours the strong in faith. While departing, the 
Zumpan gave me a rupee as Dakshini (an 
offering to a pious Sidhu) and expressed his hope 
that my journey to Kaills-Manas might be a 
pleasant one. I blessed him in my turn. The 
Zumpan Sahib came as far as the ladder to bid 
me good-bye. I had spent nearly an hour with 
him. 

I was really very fortunate, for Tibetans are a 
suspicious folk. But my friend the Parma Bhutii 
had assured the Zumpan that I was not a spy in 
disguise. Obtaining the permit is usually a very 
complicated and difficult business, my friend the 
Bhutiii told me. But in my case I got within thirty 
minutes the permit for visiting KailZs, Khochar- 
niith, TeerthZpuri, Lake Manas and other places. 
The Bhutii said that the Zumpan was pleased 
with me and strongly impressed in my favour, to 
which I remarked that it was the Grace of my 
Master, who was my saviour all through. 

There is a large Buddhist monastery on the hill 
on which the Zumpan's residence stands. About 
three hundred Limis reside in the monastery 
and worship the image ofBuddha kept there, with 
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great pomp. The monastery also contains a large 
library. Near by was a prison-house for Tibetan 
convicts, who are punished very severely, and 
are accorded excessively harsh treatment. 

I could not minutely study the system of 
administration in Tibet, first because of my ig- 
norance of the Tibetan language, and, secondly, 
because the object of my Himalayan tour was 
purely religious, viz. pilgrimage to Mount Kailas. 
What information about the political conditions 
I could gather was only by way of general talk 
and friendly intercourse. The Zumpan is a 
Tibetan officer like the Divisional Commissioner 
in British India, having authority over and ad- 
ministrative charge of a province. The Garpan 
is a superior officer-like the British Governor- 
over three or four Zumpans. He is assisted by a 
Shepchit with a Lama-the latter two officials 
being entrusted with the work of dispensing jus- 
tice. GBrtok is the seat of residence of the Garpan 
of Western Tibet. 

I managed to see the inside of the prison- 
house. A young Hunil  dacoit was sentenced to 
death and the sentence was being carried out. 
He was tied up in a sack of yak-leather and 
roasted to death in the parching Tibetan sun. In 
Tibet summers and winters reach extremes of 
heat and cold. Among the Tibetans cutting off 
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hands and feet is also a common form of punish- 
ment. So intense was the heat inside the prison 
that I was exceedingly thankful to leave it. 

As I had to prepare for the future journey, I 
stayed at Tlkllkot for four days. The tract round 
about TZkllkot is dry, except for the few patches 
of green fields of java (barley) on the banks of 
the blue KarnBli, and the prickly shrubs used 
as fuel. There is no fodder for cattle. At Tlkllkot 
the days are hotter than at  Garbiylng, but the 
nights are severely cold. Fodder for cattle and 
food for men-both have to be stored for the year. 
Fuel is very scarce; the dung of the yak, horse, 
mule, ass and goat is dried and used as fuel. 
Exorbitant prices are charged for all manner of 
things. Provisions can be bought, though at 
heavy prices. Further on they are absolutely 
unavailable. I had therefore to buy provisions 
immediately which would suffice us over four 
weeks. I bought sattu, wheat-flour, four pounds 
of ghee of wild cow, six tins of condensed milk 
and three pound tablets of Tibetan tea-for all 
this I had to pay thirty rupees. I asked my friend 
the Bhutia merchant to procure for me a mule- 
teer or a yak-owner who could serve as my atten- 
dant, at the same time using his animal for carry- 
ing the load of provisions. But I was told that no 
animal was then available, first because fodder 
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was not to be had on the hills in that season; 
secondly, because marauders used to frequent 
the parts near KailHs-Mlnas; and thirdly, be- 
cause, among Tibetans, the person engaging the 
hired animal had to make good the price of the 
animal to the owner if it was lost in the course of 
the journey. What guarantee could I-a poor 
monk-give to make good the possible loss? A 
y%L, mule or a horse generally cost one hundred 
rupees. I spent two days in trying to make some 
arrangement or other, but in vain. On the third 
night, however, I resolved to start for Shri KailHs- 
MHnas the following day, come what may, so the 
next morning, with my eyes turned towards the 
river flowing below, I thought over my resolu- 
tion and decided to start after the noonday meal, 
even if no conveyance was available. Then Parma 
BhutiH introduced a middle-aged HuniH who, he 
said, was willing to accompany me to Kaills and, 
besides, owned an ass for carrying my load. The 
man was well acquainted with the passes and 
routes, and was willing to bear the sole responsi- 
bility of the loss of his ass. I t  was like a help-mate 
sent from on High. I bowed down in adoration 
at the feet of my Master, who was my saviour all 
through. The BhutiH then settled the terms at 
Rs. 15 per month, to which I agreed. The man 
demanded a month's wages in advance and 
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swore that he would not desert me, whatever 
happened. I advanced him the money readily. 
Later I learned that the man agreed to these 
terms only because he was hard pressed by cir- 
cumstances. My new servant suggested that we 
should start at  2 p.m., and I agreed, as that was 
the hour I had considered suitable in the morn- 
ing. I was so impressed by this timely help-such 
an unexpected God-send-that the following 
verse from the ' Diisbodha' of Shri Riimdiis 
Swsmi at  once occurred to me:'The mind's aims 
are fulfilled and the obstacles are chased away, 
if the Lord sheds His Grace'. Here in me I 
realised the truth of this verse. With eyes flowing 
with tears of love, and heart full of adoration, I 
bowed once again at the lotus-feet of my Master. 

We completed our meals at 12 a.m. and were 
quite ready to resume our journey. I waited and 
waited for my Hunia carrier, but he did not turn 
up. At last at  6 p.m. he came, saying that he had 
been detained long at the Zumpan's office, where 
he had been to pay the instalment of dues. As it 
was already evening, the man suggested going 
only a short distance and lodging for the night in 
his house across the river, a mile and a half away. 
We agreed to the plan and started at 6.30 p.m. 
-myself, two coolies, Guruniidii and this Tibe- 
tan guide with his ass. At sunset we crossed the 
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river by a wooden bridge and passed the night in 
a cave. My Tibetan guide went to his home to 
make further preparations for resuming the jour- 
ney next morning. He gave us a few prickly 
shrubs for preparing our meals. Tea was pre- 
pared and we took it. Gurunldl and myself were 
chatting, when ParmH Bhutil came to us and 
introduced an old Sadhu who accompanied him. 
I offered a seat to the Sadhu and asked my coolies 
to prepare tea. I learnt from the BhutiH that the 
old SLdhu was no other than Morpankhi B%wH, 
who had been making annual pilgrimage from 
Muttra to Kailas for the last twelve years. I 
blessed my fortune at having the opportunity of 
seeing this venerable old Sgdhu. 

I t  was the BQwL's vow to visit annually Kaills- 
Mgnas for one Tapa (twelve years), and to spend 
each year a month and a half at Kailgs in medi- 
tation of the Lord Shiva. This was his twelfth 
year, and Morpankhi BlwH was returning from 
his last visit to Kailzs-Manas. On his way back he 
met ParmZ BhutiH at TZkllkot, who spoke to him 
about me. So the Biiwi had hurried specially to 
see me. Until the tea was ready we talked. The 
B2wH gave me a pinch of Kailh earth as a Pra- 
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s8d (a pious gift) from Kailiis, which I rever- 
ently placed over my head. He also gave me 
VishapZshHn, a medicine to produce heat in the 
body in case of excessive cold. I offered the Biiwii 
tea and sattu, which he took. After smoking he 
blessed me and bade good-bye. He stayed with 
me for one hour and a half. I went up to the 
bridge to see him off and wave a loving farewell. 

Morpankhi BHwZ was a thin man of about 
sixty years of age. His hair was long, matted, and 
tied over his head. From head to feet he was be- 
smeared with ashes. He wore white canvas shoes 
and carried kamandalu which had ghee in it 
and a pair of tongs. He used to travel sixty miles 
every day, and could go from Durchin to THk- 
lHkot in a single day. He had gone to KailBs only 
a couple of months before me, at  a time when 
the whole of Lipu Pass is frozen with ice, and 
even goats find it hard to cross. Some years back 
he used to wear a cap with peacock feathers, and 
so was called Morpankhi BHwH-the BHwZ with 
peacock feathers. The political Peshkgr of Askot 
had spoken to me about this BiiwZji. He was re- 
puted in that province to have a good knowledge 
of herbs and drugs. I found this to be true. 

We slept in the cave and the next morn- 
ing at 5 a.m., after our daily calls, we took tea. 
The guide came and we resumed our journey by 
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the road along the Karniili to Giirtok. In Tibet 
there are no good roads, nor can one travel with- 
out guides. Within four miles of Tskl~kot  there 
was a kind of footpath. Further on there was 
none. A local guide was thus a necessity. I t  was 
already cold when we started out. We shivered 
incessantly and, to add to our discomforts, fine 
gravel on the path pricked the feet. The sunrise, 
however, warmed us a little. After we had 
covered four miles, our ass slippedover a narrow 
and soft part of the road into the river, which, 
though shallow, had a strong stream. I t  was be- 
ing borne down by the current, and we thought 
it would be lost. My coolies and the guide ran 
along the bank after the floating ass. After about 
twenty yards it was washed up on a piece of rock, 
almost lifeless. The guide jumped into the river 
and somehow pulled it to the bank. Luckily, the 
river was not in full flood. I t  was 9.30. . . . 

Owing to the cold, the guide's limbs appeared 
to be frozen, blue and green. He put on his 
leather bakhu and lay down for half an hour, 
after which he felt better. With great difficulty 
our loads of provisions were brought over from 
the other bank of the river. The bundle of match- 
boxes and some of the sattu were wet, but we 
spread them and our clothes in the sun. I had 
secured a fresh supply of sattu from T ~ k l ~ k o t .  
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I t  had taken us nearly seven hours to reach 
here. 

We resumed our journey at  3 p.m. Not a soul 
met us on the way. At 7 p.m. we arrived at  Kar- 
damkhlr, a village with only two or three houses. 
We had to lodge for the night in the open. I ate a 
mixture of tea, sattu, jagree and ghee, but found 
my stomach grew flatulent, so I ever after avoided 
taking sattu. A dozen biscuits, three pints of 
tea sufficed me for the day. Owing to the intense 
cold I did not feel hungry, though I used to walk 
thirteen miles every day. Even so, I kept my 
health and strength. My coolies, however, ate 
with increasing appetites. 

Kardamkhlr lies twenty or twenty-five miles 
from Tlkllkot. Here I met with many Tibetan 
ylks and sheep. Various are the types of Tibetan 
sheep; one is little over a foot in height, with very 
soft wool. They, especially the young, are very 
beautiful to look at. At Kardamkhlr we slept in 
the open; it was cold, and the wind blew fiercely. 
To  counteract this we had put on thick clothes, 
but they were full of little insects, special pro- 
ducts of this place. They used to bite us like fleas. 
Outside was fierce cold; inside there were these 
insects-so we were doubly harassed. However, 
I took off my clothes and lay down, covering my- 
self with a Bhutil blanket; yet I shivered continu- 
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ously and my teeth chattered. At this a HuniH 
woman brought me a dozen lambs and told me 
to put them by my side to ward off the intense 
cold. Accordingly I slept with these little lambs 
around me, two to the front, two at  the back, 
two by the head and four or five at the feet, 
covering myself as well as my queer bed-mates 
with a blanket. I could then sleep for a few hours. 
The little animals were still close by my side 
when I awoke. 

The trade season of Tibet had just begun by 
the end of June, but was not yet in full swing. 
The Bhutiiis, Hunils and Jumlis had not yet be- 
gun their annual journey. I hardly met anyone 
on the way. At 5 a.m., after tea, we resumed our 
journey. On overcoming the short ascent about 
two furlongs from Kardamkhlr, we came upon 
an extensive plain with neither shrub, tree nor 
spring to relieve the eye! All around mountains 
stood like grim sentinels. I t  was the hour of sun- 
rise, when the glorious Lord of the Day was com- 
ing over the eastern horizon. All was tranquil. 
The ice-tipped mountain-peaks reflected the 
ruddy rays of the morning sun, and shone like 
emblazoned moulds of copper. The east on our 
right was gorgeous with sunrise; in front of us a 
wide and open plain extended; beyond it rose 
high peaks, peeping at  us-strangers to the 
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place-from beyond the clouds. On our left ex- 
tended mountains far and long, revelling in a 
storm of hail. No sound of birds could be heard 
to break the calm repose of this scene. The five of 
us marched slowly along, awed by this grand 
scene of nature. But the prick of gravel on the 
road soon wearied the feet, and my coolies often 
sat down for rest. My Tibetan guide too felt ex- 
hausted. We rested for half an hour and resumed 
our journey. 

The Tibetan plateau is 16,000 feet above the 
sea-level. Here breathing is difficult, and even a 
short march brings on fatigue. In Tibet often- 
times biting winds blow fiercely during days as 
well as nights; and the skin gets cracked and 
blood flows. 

After we had travelled six or seven miles we 
came across a running brook and stopped on its 
bank for lunch. For protection from the wind 
there was a convenient wall. Thin green grass 
flourished weedily by the banks of the stream, and 
my carrier's ass was delighted with it. I t  brayed 
exultantly. 

In Tibet there are no Dharmashiiliis for travel- 
lers, but walls are erected at  short distances. 
These walls are made of stones piled upon stones 
and afford shelter from the fierce Tibetan winds. 
Tea was prepared. I took tea with biscuits and 
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my coolies took tea and sattu. Then we prepared 
ourselves for further journeying. My Tibetan 
guide began his meal a t  9.30 a.m. and had not 
finished though it was over five hours since he be- 
gan. He consumed about ten pints of tea, about 
a seer1 of sattu and some flesh. The Tibetans take 
their food on wooden tables or stone slabs. The 
process is somewhat as follows. About ten pints 
of water are heated and tea and flesh boiled in it 
together; the tea is then served out in a FaruwZ 
(wooden bowl), and sattu is mixed with it. This 
mixture is eaten slowly; ten or twelve morsels at a 
time with a Faruwg full of tea. Then comes an 
interval of rest for fifteen minutes; again tea and 
the mixture; again rest. This goes on till the din- 
ner is over. At times pieces of flesh are eaten with 
rock-sal t . 

My guide finished his eating at 2 p.m., and I 
asked him to prepare for further journeying. He 
offered an excuse, saying that it would be quite 
dark before we could reach the next pass, which 
was frequented by DBkus, and we would, there- 
fore, have to stay in that dangerous place for the 
night. He suggested we had better wait till even- 
ing, when the KhampH who had left just after us 
from TZklZkot would overtake us, and then re- 
sume our journey with him early in the morning. 

lone  seer is two pounds (avoirdupois). 
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At first I found this idea plausible and agreed to 
it. One of my coolies, however, who had been to 
Tibet twelve years before, pointed out that the 
place where we were putting up was in fact the 
haunt of Dgkus (marauders), and the Dakus had 
attacked him here on his last journey. I pro- 
tested to the guide on hearing this news, but 
he would not yield. So we had to stay there the 
whole of the day. 

We had to roast in the sun from noon till even- 
ing, perspiring amidst hot winds, with reddened 
eyes. At intervals the cold, bleak wind bit us to 
the bone. 

At about 3 p.m. we saw two men mounted on 
yaks moving towards us from a great distance. 
We thought at first that the Khampa was corn- 
ing. But there were no herds of goats, and Kham- 
pZ seldom travels without goats. A short while 
after the two men on y%ks also disappeared and 
we felt dejected. My guide set out pebbles in 
front of him on the ground, counted a few num- 
bers, drew some figures on the floor and posed in 
an astrologer's fashion to prognosticate the Kham- 
pa's arrival. Soon he told me that the Khampg 
would come by evening. I had no mind to listen 
to him, and we sat on till evening, roasting under 
the sun. I had an umbrella overhead and medi- 
tated upon the lotus-feet of my Master with my 
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face northward. Gurunldii covered himself with 
a Marwgri blanket, and my coolies lay under 
their blankets, restless from the sun. Near by my 
guide snored in sleep. 

I t  was 6 p.m., yet the Khampl had not turned 
up. All the guide's talk about the Khampl was a 
deliberate lie. The fellow pretended to be dis- 
appointed and suggested that we should sleep 
there the night and start early the next morning. 
I spoke not a word to him! 

I t  was 7 p.m. My guide went by the river-side 
to the east in search of his ass, which had strayed 
far for grazing. The coolies and Gurunadl were 
listlessly looking round. I was watching the sun 
going down in the west and pondering on the 
wisdom and glory of the Creator of the Universe. 
Cold, biting winds had just begun to blow, and 
a star here and there shone out in the sky. 
Just then Gurunsda felt somebody coming to- 
wards us from the east, and told me so. We 
looked in that direction and found two men on 
horseback fast riding in our direction. In  less 
than fifteen minutes they had arrived within a 
few feet and began staring at us and our goods. 
One of them was a man of about forty years of 
age, and the other about twenty-five. Each car- 
ried a gun, sword, spear, poniard and hatchet. 
They were stout, with shaggy wild hair on their 
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heads, and of flat countenance. They looked 
cruel. Their Tibetan horses were also short and 
stout. On seeing these armed men we were at 
first alarmed. From their speech and gestures I 
could gather that they wanted to know who we 
were, where we were going and what we had 
got. One of my coolies knew Tibetan, but he was 
too terrified to speak. Gurungda raised his hands 
towards them in an attitude of blessing, while I 
uttered, 'Klshi Lama, Manas Sarowar-KailBs'. 
At my words the young man smiled. I was sitting 
in my usual posture of meditation. A few minutes 
later both were bowing down to us from their 
mounts before proceeding on their way beyond 
the hill, to fade from sight. 

As they rode away my guide appeared carry- 
ing a bunch of prickly shrubs in one hand, and 
with the other leading the donkey by the ear. At 
once my coolies related the incident of the two 
horsemen. His manner was distinctly disquieting. 
My suspicions concerning him were considerably 
strengthened by his excuse for staying there that 
day. Thereafter I viewed him warily and placed 
little trust in his words. 

I t  was now severely cold, and bleak winds 
blew. My coolies prepared our meals, while the 
guide attended to his own wants. He had finished 
his supper at least five minutes before we had 
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appeased our own appetites, and I was struck at 
this unwonted quickness. Since then I found 
that at  night he ate little and slept early. 

At last we retired to rest. On the floor I spread 
a mat, a tiger skin, a blanket and, over all, a 
sheet of white cloth-this was my under-bedding. 
Fully dressed, we used to cover ourselves with a 
rug and a Bhutia blanket. Our sleeping posture 
was to lie face downwards, drawing hands and 
knees towards the chest. 

Before sleeping, I impressed upon Gurunada 
and the coolies that it was His Grace that had 
brought us thus far and would carry us through; 
all we had to do was to place full and implicit 
faith in His Grace. I eventually slept, meditating 
in adoration over the lotus-feet of my Master. 
Near us lay the guide, his faithful ass standing at 
his head throughout the entire night. At inter- 
vals we would rise in order to shake off the layers 
of snow which fell incessantly and settled in 
heavy layers upon our coverings. Never shall I 
forget the night. Strong winds were blowing, 
snow was falling, and the cold was appalling. 
Any part of the body, if exposed for the briefest 
space, became benumbed and paralysed. 

Ten hours of the parching heat of day were 
followed by ten hours of freezing cold during the 
night; besides which there was the ever-present 
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dread of the returning Diikus. Little wonder that 
such a strain kept us uneasily wakeful! 

When we rose at 4 a.m. each one of us was en- 
cased in a solid layer of ice half an inch thick. 
Only my guide seemed unmindful of such arctic 
conditions. There he lay, snoring hard amidst 
this shower of ice. 

That day we were destined to suffer extremes 
of severe heat and cold. I was the first to leave 
my ice-bed. I sat for a while, the blanket tightly 
around me. I t  was the hour of early morn. All 
was calm and quiet; the sky occasionally over- 
cast by clouds, with here and there a star twink- 
ling in the lightening heavens. Above the lining 
of a cloud shone the moon, half luminous, and 
near her the star of Venus. The scene created in 
my soul queer ripples of joy. The early hour of 
morn, the union of the moon and the brilliant 
Venus, the lining of clouds, tranquillity reigning 
supreme, snow-capped peaks high up, the vast 
plains below, and sky crowning all. Any descrip- 
tion of this cosmic scene must surely fail to give 
even a faint impression of the rhapsody of plea- 
sure and joy which can be realised by experience 
only. I was lost in the ocean of bliss. I felt that 
the unbearable sufferings of the alternating cli- 
mate of the last twenty hours were more than 
amply recompensed. 



I have already related that my guide offered 
some excuse to prolong our stay in this place for 
a day. We found later that the true reason was 
that his ass required rest and the green grass by 
the banks of the brook, it being impossible to 
procure fodder until we reached Kailgs. 

We resumed our journey at 6 a.m. The road 
was very rough, strewn with large round pebbles. 
On one occasion I slipped and fell down, but did 
not sustain serious injury. Thereafter we marched 
with increased caution. Two hours later we had 
to cross a river. The water, though shallow, was 
freezingly cold, and bit even the toes that were 
but dipped into it. My young coolie lifted me 
upon his broad shoulders, while GurunHdii sat 
on the back of my guide; thus did we cross the 
river. The stream was only six yards in breadth, 
but the river-bed was wide, and where the stream 
broke into small currents each a foot or two wide, 
we jumped over them. The dry pebbles and 
shingles of the river-bed prevented our feet from 
slipping; but by 9 a.m. the parching sun over- 
head and the hot sands under our feet became a 
real affliction. After twenty minutes of manoeuv- 
ring we were out of the river-bed and sat for rest 
at the foot of the hill we had to mount. 

Just before we commenced the uphill journey, 
we heard close behind us the clatter of horses' 
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hooves. No sooner had we turned to investigate 
than we were surrounded by twenty to twenty- 
five DBkus mounted on horseback, fierce in as- 
pect and quite capable, apparently, of murder. 
Indeed, there seemed every likelihood that we 
should all suffer instantaneous death, and the 
thought parched my tongue and paralysed my 
nerves. 

Then, by a miracle, I regained control of my- 
self. Thoughts of death vanished. With closed 
eyes and face towards Shri KailSs-Manas, I 
bowed in adoration to the lotus-feet of my Gra- 
cious Master, my saviour all through. Then I sat 
down immediately in Padmasan (a Yogic pos- 
ture) preparing myself for meditation. What 
GurunBdH, my coolies and the guide must have 
felt, I had no time to think. For what seemed an 
eternity, there was deep silence-even the ruf- 
fians ceased fretting on their horses. Calmly I 
waited. I had no fear. Was I not at  one with my 
Master? 

The minutes flew by unheeded. Then there 
was a swift movement in the gang of Dgkus. 
From out of their numbers a middle-aged man 
detached himself. He was probably the strongest 
built of them all, and his countenance the fiercest. 
Sword in hand, he came up to where I sat, en- 
quiring by gestures who I was, where I was going 
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and what I had got with me. By signs I told him 
that I was a SHdhu from Kgshi (BenHres) on pil- 
grimage to Mount Kailgs, and had no money 
with me, but only sattu. Thereupon, brandishing 
his sword, he signed to me that we would all be 
cut down and our clothes and other articles 
taken away. Then he beckoned to four of his cut- 
throat companions to come down with their 
swords. I now felt that my end was near at  hand. 
. . . Calmly I prepared myself. Was this to be 
the end. . . .? A tense moment when time seemed 
to stop. . . . Then.  . . I cried the sweet name of 
my Master and bowed down in mind, in reverent 
adoration before His lotus-feet and to Shri 
KailHs and Lake Mgnas. . . . I closed my eyes 
in cool and quiet meditation, with my head 
projected a little forward. 

What could have happened in those breath- 
taking seconds that were like ages? I know not. 
I t  was like a dream-vision. I remember that I 
saw the chief of the Dgku band standing by my 
side with his sword drawn over me. Then I must 
have fallen into an ecstasy of adoration; for 
twenty minutes later, when I came to myself, my 
eyes were full of tears of love, my throat was 
choked with joy, and my whole frame throbbed 
in ecstasy! I tried to cry aloud, but my tongue 
clave to the roof of my mouth. Again I forgot my- 
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self in rapture. On coming to myself five minutes 
afterwards, I found the whole scene had changed ! 
The man who a few minutes ago stood with his 
naked sword drawn over me, now knelt down 
before me with his head bent, resting on the 
thumbs-a suppliant posture; a little behind, to 
my left, lay his sword; the four men who had dis- 
mounted had sheathed their swords, and were 
fanning the coolies, GurunZdZ and my guide; 
the rest of the DPku band stood in wonderment, 
holding their horses by the reins. Wonderingly, 
I gazed round me. On all sides a miracle had 
taken place. I stood up. The Dakus mounted 
their horses, and their chief, who stood in front 
of me, informed me by gestures that I had no- 
thing to fear now, and begged my pardon for his 
uncouth behaviour. Thereupon he offered us 
tea-tablets, sattu, flesh and his horses for our 
future journey. As I wished to go on the pilgrim- 
age on foot, I refused to have the horses; tea I 
already had, and flesh I abhorred-so I accepted 
only the sattu. I then asked by signs the chief of 
the Dakus what prevented him from cutting me 
down. He explained by signs that as I sat calmly 
with my eyes closed, my face looked to him like 
the sweet, innocent face of a child . . . his heart 
was moved and captivated, and the sword slipped 
from his hand. At this explanation of his, I was 
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at once lost in loving adoration upon my Master. 
I fully understood the promise of Lord Shri 
Krishna in the Bhagavad-Geeta. 'Of those blessed 
ones who worship Me in love in one-ness, turning 
not otherwhere, with minds steadfast, do I bear 
the sole burden.' 

The DZku band had ridden off towards Kar- 
damkhiir, but one of their number galloped in 
the direction of Lake Miinas. I now turned round 
to my coolies, but found all in a state of uncon- 
sciousness. I called them by name and shook 
them, at which they sat up and inquired whether 
the DBkus had gone away, and whether they were 
free from the jaws of imminent death. I assured 
them that if God never willed their death, how 
could mere mortals, however potent they may 
be, take the life out of them? At this they felt and 
showed relief; their faces, erstwhile pale with fear, 
now beamed brightly. What a sport of Fate! We 
were on the very brink of death, but Time, the 
Reaper, was yet to come. Our feelings which 
bubbled up when the DZkus--death itself--came 
upon us, could better be imagined than de- 
scribed. The DZkus are a very fierce and cruel 
people; formerly they were like cannibals de- 
vouring human flesh; they would not be content 
with stripping naked the wayfarers, but revelled 
in manslaughter. They held that a turn round 
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Kailas was a full and complete absolution, for 
all their sins of theft, marauding and slaughter. 
The habitation and 'sphere of influence' of these 
Dgku people extends over Eastern and Western 
Tibet, the Chinese borders and the Tartary 
frontiers ! 

We did not remain here long, for our guide in- 
formed us that on the summit of the hill lay Lake 
Rgkastiil, on whose shores we could anticipate a 
comfortable bivouac. I t  took us nearly one hour 
to scale the hill, and during our climb we en- 
countered hares, wild rats and Tibetan FiyHs. 
The FiyH is common only to Tibet, and is a 
brown-coloured, soft-haired animal much like 
the hare. Its skin is very pliable and is used by 
Tibetans for the making of caps. 

At I I a.m. we received our first glimpse of Lake 
Riikastal over the flat plain across the hill. Be- 
yond we could see Mount Kailas, hazy and faint. 
Mgnas Lake was not yet in sight. 

The Tibetans nurture a belief that difficult 
passes and steep heights are the favourite haunts 
of Gods and Goddesses; and at  all such places 
mounds of stones are raised, having a pole fixed 
in the centre and attached to which flutter 
coloured rags. Tibetans approach these mounds, 
chant or hum some prayer, add a further stone 
or two to the pile, and tie another rag to the 
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pole. This practice is common with the people of 
Bhot too. 

VII 

When we came in sight of Kailh, my Tibetan 
guide stood as if turned to stone. For five full 
minutes he remained in prayer, his face turned 
towards Kailas and the mount near by. He en- 
treated us to pray also, so facing Mount KailHs 
I bowed down to Shri KailBs-NBth. 

Resuming our journey, eventually we came by 
the southern shore of the lake, Rgkastgl. Travers- 
ing the eastern bank for some time, we halted 
and put up on the sandy beach. We were all ex- 
hausted, the coolies particularly, by the con- 
tinuous uphill march, the sun growing hot over- 
head, and mainly by the ever-present strain of a 
possible attack by the fierce DBkus. Moreover, 
the sand under our feet was growing increasingly 
hot. 

For a few minutes we lay down in the sand 
and enjoyed the refreshing waft of the wind be- 
fore preparing our meals. 

My guide went in search of fuel-prickly 
shrubs and dried dung-while the coolies made 
an improvised fire-place by placing three stones 
close to each other, and a separate one for the 
guide. 
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Fire was lighted by flint, and the coolies pre- 
pared tea by burning the prickly shrubs, which, 
though quite green, burn well and form the 
common fuel in these parts. 

I washed my hands, feet and face in the lake, 
and turned to look towards Mount Kailas, whose 
peak shone bright in a clear sky. The realisation 
of my cherished object, for which I bore so much 
physical and mental suffering, seemed near at 
hand-the haven of my pilgrimage, Mount 
Kailas, stood before my eye, though still at a dis- 
tance. The idea, the hope, exalted me, and soon 
I forgot the worry and exhaustion of the journey. 
I sat down on the beach of Lake Rakastal with 
my eyes fixed upon Mount Kailas, meditating 
upon the lotus-feet of my Master. Kailas' peak 
shone clear till my meditation was over. 

The peak of Mount KailHs is in the shape of a 
dome. At that hour the sun shone clearly on its 
summit, which resembled a radiant ball of bur- 
nished silver. I was reminded of the golden dome 
of the temple of Shri Chidambaram, in the 
Madras Presidency, and its inexpressible beauty 
when shining in the sun's rays. There is one great 
difference between the two. The golden dome of 
the temple of Chidambaram is man-made, while 
the silvery peak of Mount Kailas is the work of 
nature. 
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I now turned my eyes round about the wide 
lake. Not a tree grew on the shore, and all was 
dreary. The lake itself looked serene. I will de- 
scribe it at length when speaking of Lake Mlnas 
later on. 

After my meditation was over, I took tea and 
biscuits. My coolies finished their meals and we 
resumed our journey for MPnas at 1.30 p.m. 
Kailgs was invisible in clouds and snow-storm. 
We proceeded by the right bank of Lake Rlk- 
astll. The ass could get no fodder beyond Kar- 
damkhiir, and so had to be fed when we fed. We 
gave him sattu and tea. This meal was insufficient, 
of course, but it could not be helped. Further on 
in the journey we had to cut short our own 
rations. 

At 4 p.m. from the hill the Lake Mgnas came 
in view. At the sight of this sacred and venerated 
lake, we all bowed down in joy. Every one of us 
poured out his heart in worship. For fifteen 
minutes we were all under the charm, the spell 
of adoration; not a word passed our lips. Our 
eyes were flowing with tears of joy, and we felt 
that all our labours, trials and difficulties had 
been recompensed. I am sure that the sight of 
this magnificent Lake Manas will arouse similar 
feelings in everyone, whoever he may be, Hindu 
or what you will. . . . 
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The range of hills running from east to west 
forms the dividing line between Lake Rakastal 
and Lake MHnas. I t  was from one of these hills 
that we caught the first sight of Miinas. The dis- 
tance between the two lakes is one mile-the 
breadth of the range of hills south to north at the 
bottom. Mount Kailiis lies north-west, north of 
MHnas. Standing on the top of the hill separating 
the two lakes, I turned round for a moment. 
Facing the west I saw Kailas to the front, 
RHkastHl to the left, Manas to the right, and 
snow-clad Mount GervH-MgndhHtH at my back. 
Gervl-MZndhPtH bears a ruddy hue all over, ex- 
cept the summit, which, being snow-capped, looks 
pure white. Once again I gazed my fill all round. 
What a grand and magnificent scene! I stood 
mute for half an hour. Verily, my eyes drank in 
to the full the superb beauty of this exquisite 
triad of nature-Lake Rakastal, Mount KailZs 
and Lake Miinas. I was at  once lost in rapture, as 
was always the case whenever my eyes met with 
such scenes. How can words describe the glory 
of the cosmic body of Shri Nzrlyen-the image 
of God wrought in the whole Universe? 

At 5.30 p.m. we reached the shores of Lake 
MHnas; and after having it cleaned, lodged in one 
of the GumphHs there. Water was fifteen yards 
from the Gumphii. That day I asked my coolie 



to prepare the full course of meals, and with great 
difficulty he succeeded in preparing ChapHtis 
(wheat-cakes) and masur-lentil-curry. We all 
bathed in the clear waters of the lake and then 
took our meals with pleasure after offering to the 
Almighty. The meal over, I sat on my tiger's 
skin spread outside the cave, looking with my 
binocular northwards towards the lake. I could 
witness the scene at sunset. During the ten or 
twelve days that I stayed at Lake Manas, I had 
the good fortune to witness the varied scenes- 
inexpressibly beautiful-f sunrise and sunset, 
moon-lit nights and snow- and hail-storms. 

Turning my binocular towards RSkastBl, I 
found that it was thirty to thirty-five miles in cir- 
cumference and larger in extent than Manas, its 
creeks stretching far landwards. On all sides it 
was surrounded by hills, with not a single tree on 
its shores. The water was brackish and impure, 
yet cold and wholesome. In the centre of the lake 
was a small hillock with a Gumpha on it, known 
to be the residence of two LHmHs who were prac- 
tising penance there. These Lam% never came 
out of the Gumphi. During autumn, when the 
lake was frozen over with ice, sattu and tea 
sufficient for the whole year round was carried to 
the Gumphi on goats' backs and stored there. 
The gentle ripples dancing on the surface of the 
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waters when the wind is blowing make a beauti- 
ful picture. Fish and other aquatic creatures are 
said to inhabit the lake, but I saw none. All 
around the lake it is dreary, with not a tree to 
relieve the eye. Mirage lures the vision. The 
Sutlej has its source in Rakastal. From the ad- 
joining hill the lake appears serene and sombre, 
and like a curtain draws a sense of quietness over 
the mind. 

Next I turned my binocular towards Lake 
MHnas. A pair of Hamsa were playing on the 
waters. What a holy and sacred lake the Manas 
is! Circular in shape, it is surrounded by hills on 
all sides, with no trees on the shores, just as with 
RHkastHl. How exquisite would have been the 
beauty had the lake been lined round with tall 
trees! The water of Lake Manas is sweet, cold 
and crystal clear, besides being very healthy. On 
the four sides of the lake are four Buddhist mon- 
asteries, with the image of Buddha worshipped in 
each. A LHmH with a few disciples is in charge of 
each monastery. I expected to find near the lake 
a temple consecrated to the Lord Shiva, but on 
enquiry I found that nowhere in Western Tibet 
are there, at  present, images to Hindu deities ex- 
cept at  Khocharnlth. MSnas Lake looks calm, 
charming and sublime; the ripples on the surface 
are very pleasing, and kindle - sacred, religious 



and joyous emotions in the heart. The Hamsa 
birds gambol during day in the crystal-clear 
water in numbers together, and retire to their 
homes on the hills for the night. During my stay 
on the lake I saw no other feathered creature but 
the fine-looking sacred Hamsa. This bird sub- 
sists on water-cress and water creatures. When 
sailing smoothly over the waters with his neck 
and beak erect, the Hamsa looks the finest pic- 
ture of beauty. I never saw the bird on land. It is 
a little taller than the duck and shorter than the 
stork, and its limbs are so finely proportioned that 
it looks symmetry itself. I t  is a long-distance 
aviator. Perfectly white in colour, with a silvery 
gloss, the Hamsa has red beak and ruby eyes. I 
never saw its feet, for the bird never came on 
land. I had read that the Hamsa drank only milk 
out of a mixture of milk and water, but I could 
not verify the fact to my own satisfaction. The 
Hamsa is known not to frequent the lake in 
winter. 

Packs of hares from the bordering crevices of 
the hills frisked and played about on the shores 
of the lake. When these tiny, tender, swift and 
innocent animals came hopping about in num- 
bers, it seemed as if small pebbles were spattered 
about by the wind. At times I saw flocks of fifty 
hares. The lake is about thirty-five miles in cir- 
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cumference, and is surrounded by a shore of 
white sand. 

Lake Miinas is the home of sanctity, the abode 
of peace. I t  is the very heart of Nature, full and 
throbbing. The region seems to be not of this 
earth, but of Heaven, of the blessed Land of the 
Soul. The snow-capped mountains around are 
reflected in the still, crystal-clear waters of the 
lake. Sunrise and sunset, the canopy of the sky 
during the day and the shining moon and stars 
at night-all these are scenes of ineffable beauty. 
I feel certain that any amount of description, 
however finely writ, would never even so much 
as approach an idea of the splendour of the 
actual scenes. At such a beautiful and solitary 
place the mind loses itself and there is harmony 
full and complete. 

A month earlier, the Swiss traveller, Dr. Sven 
Hedin, had been to the lake. During his stay of 
over a month he had opportunities of watching 
the varied scenes of nature there. He writes of 
the lake thus: 

'Oh! what a wonderful lake it was! I have no 
words to describe it. To my dying day I shall 
never forget it, and even now it is in my mind as 
a legend, a poem and a song. Nothing that I can 
recall through all my wanderings can compare 
with the overwhelming beauty of this night jour- 
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ney. I t  was like listening to the silent and mighty 
throbs of the heart of Nature, to feel her pulse 
grow numb in the clash of night and revive in the 
morning glow. I t  seemed as though this land- 
scape, ever changing as the hours creep slowly 
by, were unreal; as though it no longer belonged 
to this earth, but lay on the borders of the 
world beyond, nearer to Heaven, the region of 
dreams and phantasies, of hopes and longings, 
a mysterious fairyland, rather than to this 
earth of men and sinners, of worldliness and 
vanity.' 

I stayed on the shores of the lake for twelve 
days for my AnushthHna.1 The morning and 
evening baths meant regular calls of death. 
With my Koupin (a Sanygsin's rag round the 
waist) on, I used to dash into the water up to the 
waist and dip in my head. The head or any part 
of the body, if exposed out of water, became, as it 
were, lifeless. On  the shore my coolies were ready 
with my clothes, which I immediately put on. I t  
was not before I had lain down for a few minutes 
covered over by my BhutiH blanket that I could 
get warm enough to sit in posture of meditation. 
My coolies felt happy for the first two or three 
days, but afterwards they grew tired of the soli- 
tude there; and naturally too, because they were 

AnushthBna is a religious observance for a fixed period. 
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of the world worldly. Such a beauteous solitude- 
solitude after all-was unbearable. Besides, I was 
not to speak-that was my vow; so they grew tired 
and longed to get away. I fasted the whole day, 
and at I I p.m. at night took only tea. I t  was at 
this hour alone that we met and saw each other. 
By the Grace of my Master, my Anushthana 
ended successfully. On the last day of the Anush- 
thsna at 5 a.m. I heard strains of melodious 
music sung by a human voice coming from the 
west. In rapt attention I listened and thought it 
the voice of a woman. I decided, a little later,that 
the chant of Shri Mandukya Upanishad was be- 
ing sung. Through the binocular I searched in 
the direction from whence came the melodious 
sound, but saw no human figure on that beach of 
sand. I strained my eyes and gazed all round, 
but there was no trace of any human figure. The 
music lasted for half an hour, then it ceased, and 
the incident began to trouble me. What could 
have been the meaning of this sweet chant of the 
Mandukya Upanishad in this solitary region? 
Was it an hallucination? Or was it the strains of 
some high-souled Mahatma while bathing in the 
lake? Or could it have been the music of a fairy 
nymph or a spirit of the other world? I could not 
make out anything and grew restless; and so at 
6 a.m. sent one of my coolies to enquire at the 
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adjoining Buddhist monastery. Returning, he 
told me that the LZmZ had been away from the 
monastery for the last four days, and may have 
left for TZklZkot. Failing to get any clue, I grew 
more and more restless. Revolving over the inci- 
dent to myself, I was pacing southward, with my 
eyes fixed on the sand beneath my feet. I was 
absorbed in myself and was blind to the charms 
Nature puts on at early morning. The very 
scenes which up till now held me captive, as it 
were, no more were charms for me, so rapt was 
I in myself. Did Nature regret my new blindness 
towards her charms? No, not at all, say I. 
Mother Nature was not complaining; no, she 
felt pride in me, her nursling, that I had, instead 
of being led away by the evanescent and outward 
charms of her creation, engrossed myself in 
seeking after the Real, Absolute, Eternal Spirit. 
And happy a t  the yearnings of my heart, she 
proffered me a boon later fulfilled on Mount 
Kailas. 

VIII  

I had scarcely paced a hundred yards on that 
sandy beach when, to my surprise and delight, I 
beheld before me the marks of human footprints. 
The idea came to me at  once that these must 
have been the footsteps of a great Sage, a Ma- 
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hatma, who had bathed in the lake. At once I re- 
solved to follow the footsteps, beckoning my 
coolies to follow me with bag and baggage. One 
of them came ahead of the others and I con- 
fessed to him that I had set out for KailHs, that 
they should accompany him. The coolie returned 
to the Gumphs, packed our belongings, and 
handed them over to the guide. 

Fifteen minutes later I heard the sound of 
human voices. I thought the MahHtmH for whom 
I longed was calling me from behind. I turned 
-the guide had thrown down the baggage from 
his ass's back and set off in the direction of 
Takllkot again. My coolies were standing by the 
baggage, calling aloud for me. I beckoned to 
them and to Gurunada to follow me, and went 
on tracing the footsteps. Across the southern 
shore I came to the western, where, after a few 
yards, the sandy beach disappeared and I came 
upon rocky ground. I had travelled now about 
two and a half miles from the Gumphg, and, to 
my disappointment, the footsteps grew fainter 
till, at a quarter of a mile farther on, they ceased 
altogether. The footsteps led on to Mount KailHs. 
Here I was confronted by a steep rocky ascent. 
I was completely baffled. What could I do? AS 1 
had lived on nothing but tea during the last 
twelve days, I felt exhausted; and as all trace of 
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the hope which led me on had vanished, I sank 
down in a swoon. 

My coolies came running to me; and when my 
consciousness came back I saw that the Tibetan 
guide had returned with his lean ass loaded with 
the baggage. He complained angrily of the con- 
duct of the coolies, but I made signs that he 
should hold his peace for a moment. 

I t  was 8 a.m. My coolies prepared tea, but I 
took it after offering it to my Master and to the 
Mahltmz whom I was longing to see. I ate some 
biscuits and felt refreshed. 

My coolies had been prudent enough to bring 
with them their water-pots and my kamandalu 
full of water. Otherwise they would have had to 
return at  least a mile back to get water. Such 
foresight I saw in them for the first and last time. 

While we partook of our food, my guide's ass 
was regaling itself on the dried dung near by. I 
was moved to tears at the sight, and asked my 
coolies to give half a seer of sattu mixed with tea 
to that patient, industrious and starving animal. 
How could sattu serve it? But there being no 
alternative, we somehow managed to keep its 
body and soul together. 

After a short rest we continued our journey. 
Four or five miles distant across the plain be- 
yond the hill, we discovered a small cave which, 
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for the time being, we made our headquarters. 
Near by was a Gumphs, with the image of 
Buddha inside. I t  was called Chhu Gumpha and 
occupied by a Lama. 

Manas Lake was half a mile ahead, lower 
down, under a steep descent. Close by our lodg- 
ing place were two springs of boiling hot water, 
the vapours issuing ten to twelve feet high. 

We stayed in the cave for the night, as Gurun- 
ad3 was suffering from headache and fever. He 
took only tea and lay through the whole night 
moaning and groaning. I could not suppress my 
anxiety for him, and thought of waiting till 
morning to see if his condition improved. 

A strong hail-storm was raging on Mount Kailh; 
the sky was overcast with thick black clouds, 
and although it was just 4 p.m. there seemed no 
sign of the darkness breaking. On the top of the 
hill we thought we heard the sound of some- 
body whistling. I asked my guide if he could ex- 
plain, and he informed us that it was a servant of 
the Lama, residing in Chhu Gumpha, who was 
whistling to his sheep. Soon we glimpsed a herd 
of some 2000 sheep approaching him. 

Lamas are rich folk owning yaks, thousands of 
sheep, and carrying on a rich trade in wool. 
Their wealth is reckoned in sheep and yaks, just 
as the riches of our Rishis of old times consisted 
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solely of cows and bullocks. The difference lay 
only in this: that the Rishis never traded, while 
the Lamas do. 

In  the evening we finished our meals and were 
chatting a while prior to retiring for the night, 
when suddenly a violent storm broke out, accom- 
panied by the fall of heavy hail. I t  raged for two 
hours, and though under the shelter of the cave, 
we could not altogether escape its fury. The 
storm abated at last, and thereafter we knew all 
the torments of snow, wind and an indescribably 
intense cold. Our sufferings can better be ima- 
gined than described. 

At g p.m. we had rolled ourselves in our beds. 
The night was dark; a calm followed the storm 
which had burst, and the wind was blowing fast. 
I saw a human figure standing before me. I 
pointed out this to the guide. He told me that it 
was a Tibetan woman from the adjoining Chhu 
Gumpha who had come to beg a handful of 
sattu from us, as she knew we were pilgrims on 
the way. I was a little surprised at this; however, 
I asked my coolies to give her two handfuls of 
sattu. My guide then suggested not to give her 
that much, as he knew a lot of other people from 
the Gumpha would soon follow and our supply 
would be exhausted. I hardly minded his fears 
about so many beggars turning out that cold 
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night and asked the coolies to serve her two 
handfuls, which they did. She was glad and, bow- 
ing to us four times, went away saying, 'Jyu, Jyu'. 
But the guide was right. In less than half an hour 
we were confronted by twenty beggars-men, 
women and children. My guide remonstrated 
with them, but they refused to move away, and 
at  last I told my coolies to distribute half a 
handful of sattu to each of them. At this the 
beggars were greatly pleased, and went away in 
merriment. To appease their hunger these beg- 
gars had been obliged to venture out on such a 
dreary night, battling against the elemental 
forces of nature! Every living being-not man 
alone, but from the tiniest insect up to the wild 
tiger and lion-is a slave to this passion of 
appetite, the craving of the belly. My thoughts 
ran on. In penury and distress, man is mindful 
and conscious of the existence and power of the 
Almighty; but given strength, affluence, and suc- 
cess, instantly he belittles his Maker and goes 
forth, egregiously strong and omnipotent in his 
own vanity. But always will retribution over- 
take him in due time. . . . 

GurunBdB felt better the next morning, and at 
5 a.m. we took up our journey once more. The 
sky was clear; Mount Kailiis could be seen full 
and clear, and the morning winds had begun to 
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blow. I t  was a pleasant, auspicious hour, and 
even my sick companion felt sufficiently strong 
to march forward. We walked on till I I a.m., 
when the sun grew hot and parching winds set 
in, forcing us to rest in the plain for half an hour. 
Here we saw herds of Tibetan deer running past 
us at a distance of fifty feet. We rose to wend our 
way when, at thirty yards from us, we saw some- 
thing like a cloud of dust rising from the ground. 
My Tibetan guide told me that it was a pack of 
wild Tibetan horses coming towards us. 

We watched this strange sight curiously, but, 
perceiving our movements, the animals veered 
round and dashed along in a southern direction. 
I followed them through my binocular. I t  was a 
pretty sight-to watch these short yet stout, 
hardy and swift creatures with their thick long 
hair, galloping with necks erect and tails raised 
aloft. These horses seldom approach human 
habitations, and it is only with the greatest 
difficulty that they are caught and tamed. In 
packs they march on, foodless often for two or 
three days. 

At 12 a.m. we reached BarkhZtarjan. The 
houses here are built of raw earthen bricks with 
no proper roof but a tentage above. Most of the 
people live in Chholdgries (tents), numbering 
about thirty-five in all. The post office and a 
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trader's house were of brick, and a third was in 
course of building. 

The Tibetan Government's post office is 
meant for official purposes only, and is not avail- 
able to the public at large. I t  is maintained 
mostly for the sake of Government communica- 
tions between Lhassa and Gartok. The post office 
is known in Tibet as 'Tarjan'. 

Lhassa lies twenty or twenty-two days' march 
from Barkhatarjan towards the east, and is the 
twentieth or twenty-second halting station. I t  is 
said that the postal runner between Lhassa and 
Gartok is tied and sealed to his horse lest he dis- 
mount between one halting station and another. 
If at  the end of his journey the seal is found to 
have been tampered with, the man is liable to 
heavy punishment. 

Hunias live in Chholdaries, made of strong, 
thick and warm blankets prepared from the hair 
of yaks. They are impervious to rain and afford 
good shelter against wind and snow. 

On arriving at Barkhltarjan at I 2 a.m., we en- 
camped in a plain near the town. All round the 
town were scattered the bones and dung of ani- 
mals. My guide, however, cleaned a little space 
for me, and I sat there under the scorching sun, 
amidst the filthy odour. No sooner did we en- 
camp than a group of men, women and children 



gathered around us. The girls stared at the 
coolies and myself and whispered one to the 
other; the small children appeared to be afraid 
ofus; while the aged folk looked at us with sus- 
picion. These people pestered my coolies with 
questions. One of them invited my Tibetan guide 
to his house. He wanted my permission, and I 
allowed him to go, but asked him to secure for 
us some fuel before leaving the camp. He went, 
but sent a few prickly shrubs with one of my 
coolies. I had to pay two annas for this. . . . 

Whatever may have been the experience and 
opinion of travellers like Dr. Sven Hedin con- 
cerning the Tibetans, I am very much preju- 
diced against them, save for a few exceptions. 
Credulous by nature, the Tibetans seem to be 
mean, cruel and unscrupulous, ignorant even of 
the common courtesies of human dealings. Like 
BhutiZs, they possess no honesty of word. If, 
happily, one gets a good guide and servants, it is 
well and good; otherwise, travellers will find 
themselves sorely hindered! Amongst these semi- 
barbaric people there is little appreciation 
of nature, yet Tibet can boast some wonder- 
ful scenery. This part of the country abounds 
also in rich mineral ores and salts. Between RZka- 
st21 and MZnas a rich ore of gold is said to exist. 
For the exploration of this negotiations were 
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proceeding between the Tibetan and Chinese 
Governments. The Shepchit, a Chinese officer, 
was guarding the place. 

The climate and water in Tibet are of the 
healthiest. The people trade in wool, rock-salt 
and other salts and minerals. Their occupations 
consist of manufacturing woollen blankets, graz- 
ing sheep and yaks, and dacoity-the last occu- 
pation is very prevalent. 

Polyandry is in vogue here. The Zumpan of 
Taklakot and his five brothers were all six 
wedded to a single wife. A man can marry any 
female except his mother or sister. These people 
profess Buddhism. 'Devil-dancing,' hunting, 
drinking and eating sattu form their chief 
amusements. When 'devil-dancing' the dancers 
put on masks, coloured and painted hideously, 
and dance with tinkling bells on their feet, keep- 
ing time with the drum. This dance is interesting 
to the foreign traveller, and I had the oppor- 
tunity of witnessing one such ceremony at Gar- 
tok. I had no opportunity to see a Tibetan wed- 
ding or a funeral. The inhabitants of Western 
Tibet are a well-built and brave people, of yel- 
lowish complexion, with flat cheeks, small eyes 
and low nose. They do not possess a very attrac- 
tive general appearance: neither are their females 
known for beauty. Once I had occasion to see 
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the daughter of an officer of Barkhstarjan who 
was reputed far and wide for her physical beauty. 
I was not impressed by it, probably because my 
standard and conception were quite different from 
theirs. As compared with others of her sex, how- 
ever, I must admit this particular girl was de- 
cidedly beautiful, though with short hair. Tibetan 
women, of course, braid their heads with the 
hair of yak long enough to reach the ankles. In 
their hair they put coloured glass beads, and tie 
them on with brass or tiny silver bells. They also 
wear silver and glass ornaments round their necks. 
Their dress consists of Dokchyz below the waist 
-a kind of trouser combined with a woollen, 
hemp or leather shoe for the feet. A long, warm 
shirt covers the upper part of the body, like that 
worn by Mohammedanwomen; a loose cap for the 
head hangs down the middle of the back over 
the shoulders. Generally, women wear no head- 
dress. The Lsmss cut their hair short, while the 
people grow theirs long and bind it in braids 
like the Chinese pig-tails. No PurdZ is observed 
among the women in Western Tibet. The rich 
folk travel on horseback. Horses are the common 
form of conveyance, while yHks are used for 
carrying goods. The Tibetans, though stout, are 
not accustomed to carrying loads and do not 
make good coolies. 
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For half an hour after our arrival at BarkhBtar- 
jan we were the objects of curiosity to the people 
of the town. They stood round gazing at us and 
talking among themselves, spinning wool with 
their hands on little portable spindles. Bhutia 
and Tibetan men and women always carry these 
spindles about with them and spin even during 
leisure hours. 

No sooner had this group of curious visitors 
left, than the beggars came to trouble us. We did 
not mind them. I took tea, biscuits and con- 
densed milk and reclined for rest. The coolies 
and Guruniidii also took their repast. 

The Tibetan process of making tea is very 
peculiar. They put leaves of tea in boiling water 
and then add a little rock-salt; the tea is then 
poured into a tubular vessel like a piece of hollow 
bamboo, and to it is added butter of yak and 
sattu; the whole is then churned by a ladle which 
moves up and down until the contents are well 
mixed. The tea is then ready for drinking. The 
churning vessel somewhat resembles a stopper- 
less syringe, the piston working like the ladle. I 
was engaged in my daily reading of the Shri 
Avadhoota-GeetH, when my guide came in dead 
drunk. He proposed going to Darchin, to which I 
agreed. 

T~kliikot lies about fifty and Barkhatarjan 
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twenty miles from Manas Lake; Darchin is 
twelve miles from Barkhltarjan. Darchin is a 
village at the foot of Mount KailSrs, to the south. 
There is a small Buddhist 'Matha' (monastery) 
here, with one or two chholdlries. In  Tibet there 
are no good roads, not even clear paths or tracks. 
To ascertain mileage one has to guess. I carried 
no instrument with me nor had any other means 
to measure the distance travelled in miles. 

All surplus baggage we kept at Barkhltarjan, 
where the ass was let loose as there was plenty of 
fodder for it. We started for Darchin at I .30 p.m. 

For the first nine miles our journey was a 
smooth one. But soon a stormy wind blew against 
us; clouds came on thick and it grew dark; drops 
of rain began to fall. We looked about for shelter, 
but there was not a tree nor a hill in that flat 
plain. I opened my umbrella; GurunHdB held 
his begging bowl over his head, and the coolies 
covered themselves with blankets. Within five 
minutes it began to rain. My umbrella was torn 
to pieces and its ribs broken; GurunZdB's bowl 
was smashed in fragments, and hail fell down on 
our heads like shells from guns. In  this plight we 
marched on. For nearly an hour we plodded 
through the shower of hail shells, thinking of 
Shri NZrZyen and Shri KailZs NZth. We were 
drenched to the skin-hail from above and pierc- 
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ing wind below. I cannot adequately describe 
our suffering. 

My guide and myself were walking ahead; half 
a furlong behind us the coolies trudged on, and a 
quarter of a furlong still behind came Gurunidg, 
alone and moaning. Soon GurunBdP could not 
move a step further and sat down. I felt com- 
passion for him, but there was no help. Owing to 
the furious storm we had to walk with our faces 
downwards. I marched on, keeping pace with my 
guide and contemplating over the lotus-feet of 
my Master. At 5 p.m. the storm abated, a gentle 
breeze set in, and the sun shone forth in mellow 
rays. We sat on the southern bank ofthe Indus for 
half an hour till the coolies and GurunPdP arrived. 
Then all of us together crossed the river. The 
bed was twenty feet wide, while the water was 
only waist-deep. Yet it was paralysingly cold. 

We rested on the other side of the river for 
fifteen minutes and then resumed our journey. 
At 6.30 p.m. we reached Darchin, but could not 
get room in the Buddhist LPmi's Gumphi there. 
I had, as it seemed, to sleep once more in the open. 
We bought tea, sattu, jagree and rice from the 
LiimP-the articles were poor, yet very costly. I 
asked my guide to look out for some place of 
shelter for the night. After some effort we dis- 
covered a room-heaps ofstones piled on four sides 
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with a slab placed over them-just sufficient for 
three inmates. I t  was dirty, but there being no 
other alternative, we had to make a virtue of 
necessity and felt the room to be like a royal 
mansion. 

My coolies tried to light a fire for preparing 
tea, but it was three or four hours before they 
succeeded. Our stomachs were craving for food. 
At I I p.m. somehow a fire was lighted, but it was 
I 2.30 a.m. before we were able to take tea. While 
my coolies were engaged, a fierce, hardy and 
cruel-looking Tibetan came to them and asked 
for fire. The fellow had a long Khukri (knife) 
hanging at his waist. He was drunk and occa- 
sionally stared at  us with a threatening look. On 
seeing him I was at once reminded of the Dakus. 
My suspicions increased when I heard him con- 
fide to my old coolie that he too was going round 
Mount Kailas. I considered the man a spy of the 
Dakus on his usual rounds. The fellow took fire 
and went away. . . . 

Provisions for a week, a tiger's skin on which 
to sleep, and clothes-that was all I had. None of 
us could rest that night, as wind and hail blew 
over us. My guide slept in the Lama's Gumpha. 
At 5 a.m. I came out of the room and found the 
sky quite clear. My Tibetan guide came to call 
us at  6 a.m., for we were to begin the Pradak- 
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shins (round) of Kailss that day. We commenced 

The Pradakshinl of KailPs is thirty-two miles 
long. On each of three sides of Mount KailPs 
flows a river, and on the north side runs a small 
water-way issuing from the mountain. At the four 
corners at the foot of the mountain are the Gum- 
phas of four Buddhist LPmPs. These LPmas are 
householders, similar to the priests in places of 
pilgrimage in India. They trade in wool and 
keep sheep and yaks. They lodge pilgrims in 
their Gumphls too and sell provisions, e.g. tea, 
sattu and fuel. 

The Indus, taking its source from Lake MPnas, 
flows from the south at the foot of Kaills to- 
wards the west. To the north-east of KailPs, at a 
height of 19,000 feet above sea-level, lies Gauri- 
Kund, a lake, issuing from the east of which is the 
Brahmaputrl, flowing along the foot of Mount 
KailPs. Both the Indus and the Brahmaputrii 
are slender at the source. Mount Kailgs is said to 
be about 30,000 feet in height. 

At Darchin I learnt that eight Diikus lurked 
in the vast vales north-west and north-east of 
Kailh, in order to waylay pilgrims, Bhutia tra- 
ders and Tibetan KhampPs. I started, however, 
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in the morning, meditating over the lotus-feet of 
my Master. 

At 9-30 a.m. we reached the western Gumphg 
on the river-side, and there took tea. In our fur- 
ther journey we met a number of rows of stones 
painted red. Buddhists regard these as sacred and 
pass by them to the right. The road was smooth 
and - lay alongside the river. At 2 p.m. we reached 
the north-western hill and valley. The place 
really looked perilous, with not a sound of bird 
or rustle of animal. We sat down for rest, and 
near us saw spread, as it were, a bed of yellow 
flowers of a kind that I had not seen since leaving 
the Himllayls. 

Not a single soul did we meet within this north- 
western valley, and I was relieved that we had 
had no encounter with the Dskus. The way 
round KailHs is calm and quiet, and no evil 
thought enters the mind. At 4 p.m. we reached 
the northern GumphH. We travelled continu- 
ously for ten hours until, feeling tired, we put up 
in the GumphH for the night. We took tea. I 
spread my tiger's skin and lay down for the 
night and, like a little babe, was soon lulled to 
rest on the bosom of Sleep-the gentle Mother. 

From this GumphP, Mount Kaills seemed 
very near, though in actual fact it lay several 
furlongs away. When I turned my eyes towards 
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the summit of KailHs, I was reminded of the 
scene I had witnessed while standing on the 
beach of Lake Rgkastgl in view of Kailzs. I went 
up to the terrace of the Gumpha and feasted my 
vision on the summit of Kailss. What a sublime 
spectacle! My heart flew into ecstasy at the monu- 
ment of exquisite beauty, and my eyes were 
full of the tears ofjoy. Again was I reminded of 
the dome of the temple of Shri Chidambaram. 
There it was the work of man; and here it was 
the sport of nature; the one was covered with a 
plate of gold, the other laden with sheets of 
crystal-clear ice shining like a silver summit. The 
dome of the temple of Shri Trimbakeshwara, at 
Trimbak, near NZsik, is similarly fashioned-only 
it is black. The three are so alike: only the colours 
are different. 

I sat on the balcony for four hours, watching 
the grandeur of the summit of Kailgs. The LiimZ, 
his disciples, the female inhabitants of his house 
and other people there, came up to me, stared at 
me and asked a lot of questions of my coolies, 
finally departing to whisper among themselves. 
We stayed in the GumphZ for the night and re- 
sumed our journey the next morning at 6 a.m. 

When we were to start, the LZmZ told me that 
a day or two previously a Tibetan Khampa was 
slain by the Dakus and all his sheep, two hun- 
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dred in number, and as many yaks, looted. I was 
told also that in a mine of rock-salt near by 
another trader had been compelled to surrender 
a flock of 5000 sheep. Occasionally these DHkus 
even waylaid the sheep and yaks in the entourage 
of Government officers like the Zampans and 
the Garpan. On such occasions these officers 
pursued them with 400 or 500 armed men, 
routed them, and secured possession of their 
booty. But generally DZkus keep away from 
Government officers. The Tibetan authorities 
pay little heed to this state of brigandage. There 
is no law regulating the use of arms in Tibet, and 
hence the Dgkus are all well armed. 

On leaving the Gumphii for my further jour- 
ney, I again came across the tiny and tender yel- 
low flowers which I had seen once before. I 
picked a few of these and kept them in my 
Avadhoota-Geetii. When I returned to DhuliH, I 
gave some of these flowers-at his wish-to one of 
my friends there as a present from KailZs. 

Now we were going by the eastern side of 
Kailzs. At noon we halted for tiffin on the banks 
of the Brahmaputrii. We resumed our journey at 
3 p.m. after tea. On the way my guide pointed 
to a cave facing towards the east, high up on the 
hill. He told me that it was the abode of a great 
Hindu Mahiitmii. I looked up to the cave and 
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found that it was 1000 feet high, and lay on a 
perpendicular ridge, with two glaciers flowing on 
both sides. There was no way whatsoever leading 
to the cave; but I passionately longed to have a 
sight of the Mahatma. Looking about restlessly 
for five minutes, I asked my guide whether he 
knew of any way leading to that holy cave. He 
replied that he knew none, but was willing to try 
if I went with him. We asked our coolies to wait 
in the adjoining Gumpha and we proceeded 
cave-ward uphill. We had not mounted a quarter 
of the way when the guide was overcome by a 
severe attack of stomach-ache; his head reeled so 
much that he could hardly look up. At once he 
fell on the ground. I thought at  first that he was 
feigning, but later on his face showed that he was 
in real agony. I stood still for a minute with my 
eyes closed resolving that as now was the hour of 
trial, I would not turn back until I had the 
Darshan (sight) of the great Mahiitma. Once in 
my heart of hearts did I bow down in adoration 
to my Master and the Mahatma whom I longed 
to see, and then set out with my face towards the 
cave. I told my guide to return to the Gumpha to 
the coolies, and there wait for me for six days, 
and if I did not return by that time, to leave for 
Taklakot and take their wages from the Bhutia 
merchant with whom I had left my money. I 
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asked him also to tell my coolies to post the card 
given to them at  the first post office they might 
meet in India. I bade him good-bye. He bowed 
down to me before leaving and expressed a pious 
wish that my object be fulfilled. 

As I was climbing with my face towards the 
cave, engrossed in thoughts about the Mahatma, 
I waved my hand backwards to him. 

The way was the most arduous that I had met. 
At about fifty yards from the mouth of the cave 
I had to climb over ice. I wore shoes like the 
Roman sandal, and socks. I t  was severely cold 
when I arrived at  the glacier of ice flowing near 
the cave. While crossing, I slipped three or four 
times and fell down, taking, however, the utmost 
caution not to slip towards the perpendicular 
precipice. I t  was only after great effort that I 
succeeded in getting across the glacier. Here a 
new difficulty faced me. The mouth of the cave 
lay, with no way leading to it, about seven feet 
up the side of a straight cliff. However, the more 
difficulties, the stronger grew my resolution. I 
looked minutely, and found niches carved out in 
the cliffjust sufficient to hold the toes. By the aid 
of these I managed to climb to the top like a 
monkey and reach the mouth of the cave. In- 
side it was all dark, and I wavered for a minute 
whether to go in or not. However, my resolution 
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got the better of this mood, and suddenly I 
plunged inside. No sooner did I set my foot in the 
cave than I fell down into a pit four feet deep. It 
was pitch dark; I could not see my way, and so 
began to crawl about. I proceeded slowly, feeling 
my way inch by inch. After a long while I felt my 
head dashed against something hard, which on 
examination I discovered was a human head 
with hair on it. A few minutes later I could see a 
faint light there. I perceived a human figure, and 
instantly bowed down, saying, 'TrHhi MZm, TrHhi 
MZm' (Bless me, Bless me), and lay prostrate. 
A human voice asked me, 'Who are you- 
how came you hither?' (Tum Kon haya-HyZ 
kaise AyZ?). Prostrate, I said, 'Lord, it is your 
Grace that has brought this servant of yours to 
your hallowed feet'. At this I heard a gentle laugh 
and the words reached my ears, 'Achhl, Vatsa, 
Uthake baitho' (My darling, get up). Then I felt 
gentle hands raising me to my feet. I sat up and 
opened my eyes. In the faint light of a lamp burn- 
ing in a corner of the cave, I saw a noble, full and 
serene figure sitting in PadmZsan (a Yogic pos- 
ture) on a tiger skin. Once more I bowed down 
in loving adoration, praying, 'Bless me, Bless me', 
and was lost in an ecstasy ofjoy. On coming to 
myself I gazed with intent eyes on that figure in 
front of me. What a fine and grand figure! The 
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Mahiitma possessed a tall, stout, hard, full yet 
comely frame of body; he was of a white com- 
plexion, with large eyes and wide eye-brows; the 
eyes seemed to centre in themselves all the radi- 
ance of the Universe, the Divine lustre of Brah- 
ma; the nose was sharp and aquiline; he wore 
short tawny hair on the head curling down to the 
shoulders; the beard was tawny, about four inches 
long; he had a graceful neck, a full broad chest 
and slender belly, with three folds across it. The 
Mahatma was naked; no ashes covered his body. 
A kamandalu and a tiger skin were all the riches 
in the cave. His age seemed to be about sixty. In  
all my life I never remember to have come across 
so perfectly beautiful and lustrous a person save 
my Master. The Mahiitml's face seemed to be 
the abode of serenity, joy, peace and light, a 
veritable fountain of love. How sonorous, gentle 
and sweet the words that flowed from those holy 
lips! Drinking in with my eyes for a moment the 
serene beauty of that face divine, I opened my 
lips in joy and asked the name and parentage of 
the great Mahatmii before me. I was asked not 
to put these questions; thereupon I lay before the 
Mahiitmz a few doubtful points of Dhyln-Yoga. 
Full and clear replies were vouched to my ques- 
tions. Again I asked questions in Marlthi and 
received the replies in the same dialect--chaste 
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and pure to the finest degree. The Mahatma told 
me that he knew all the languages in the world. 
We occasionally spoke in English also. On watch- 
ing the flow of conversation, I was struck by the 
fact that it proceeded strictly in the language in 
which it began, with no admixture of a single 
word from outside. I felt and was convinced that 
the individual before me was a great Yogin, com- 
plete Master of the powers of Yoga and a great 
'Brahma-VettlY-one who knows Brahma. May 
Shri Ngrayen bless all people with the sight of 
this MahZtma. 

I was in the company of this Mahatma for 
three days. I sat in the same posture day and 
night, living simply on water. Every morning and 
evening I placed a piece of ice in the kamandalu 
and set it before him. When the ice had melted, 
the Mahatma lifted up the kamandalu and lov- 
ingly asked me to drink it. How radiantly these 
large eyes beamed with love! I lived only on 
water, but my health was unimpaired and I felt 
intensely happy. Such was the Grace of the 
Mahatma. He took nothing. Whenever I looked 
at him, be it night or day, he was seated in Asana, 
absorbed in Divine Bliss. To drink in the beauty 
of that face-that was my only wish those three 
days. Every day we conversed together, some- 
times for two or three hours. 
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As I had nothing on which to sleep, the 
Mahatma gave me his tiger skin, himself sitting 
on the bare ground. Oh! what affection, what 
selflessness, what love perfect ! 

At night the Mahatma would lift my head 
and, taking it gently on his lap, go again into the 
Bliss Divine. Whenever I opened my eyes, I saw 
that I still lay with my head on the lap of the 
MahZtmZ-Love Incarnate-and he lost in Yoga- 
Nidra (Sama'dhi). 

On seeing me for the first time, the Mahatma 
addressed me as his 'darling', and rightly too, so 
I found it to be. The melodious chant of the 
Mandukya Upanishad I heard early one morn- 
ing while at Lake Manas, was none other than 
that of this great Mahatma, and the footsteps on 
the sand that led me on to the cave were his also. 
So much the Mahatma graciously told me. I t  is 
impossible to describe, even meagrely, the nature 
of our conversation during the three days I was 
in the company of this high-souled MahltmS. 

The days we spent together passed like three 
minutes, so full ofjoy did I feel. Surely such noble 
personages are very few on the face of this earth. 
I recall that the late Swami Vivekznanda said 
that, for reasons of their own, many Mahatmas 
work for the welfare of the world in the solitude 
of the recesses of nature, and have often brought 
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about great, astounding results. These great men 
come into the world unknown and pass away 
unknown. 

On the fourth day, early in the morning, I was 
ordered to depart. I bowed down to those hal- 
lowed feet. The Mahatma came to see me off be- 
yond the glacier and asked me to see his Guru- 
Bandhu (co-disciple of his Guru) at Teerthapuri. 
Once again I bowed at the sacred feet of the 
Mahatma, and wended my way down the hill to 
where my people-the coolies, Gurunlda and 
the guide-were awaiting me. They were happy 
at  my return, and Guruniidii regretted that he 
had not accompanied me to the Mahatma. I 
informed my coolies that I wished to go to 
Gaurikund, but none of them would agree. Ac- 
cordingly, I resolved to start alone early the 
next morning. 

Presently my coolies tried to dissuade me from 
my journey, but I was determined to go, come 
what may, and requested that they should wait 
for me, as before when I set out for the Darshan 
of the Mahltmii, for a week and then go back to 
Tiikllkot, take their wages from the Bhutiii mer- 
chant, and leave for India, posting my card at 
the first post office they met. 

After giving these instructions, I prepared for 
my visit to Gaurikund. I put on all the clothes 
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I had, bound woollen leggings over my legs, took 
the long steel-pointed staff, put on blue spectacles 
and thrust as many biscuits as I could into my 
pockets. I also took the Setul which I had 
brought all the way from Shri Rameshwara to 
throw into the Gaurikund. 

At last I proceeded towards the north-east, in 
which direction lay the Gaurikund. As I went 
alone, I had nothing to distract my attention and 
fell to repeating the name of my Master. This 
was the second time that I had to travel over 
sheets of ice, without even as much as a footpath 
to guide me. Streams of frozen water flowed 
down at intervals like glaciers. I walked on, 
buoyant with energy and hope, till 7 a.m., when 
I arrived at the beginning of the uphill journey. 
Here I ate a few biscuits and drank cold water, 
feeling quite fresh. The journey uphill was of the 
stiffest nature. Though I walked alone, not even 
a faint shadow of fear overcast my mind. I had 
to rest for a few minutes after every ten or twelve 
yards of progress. The ground of ice was ex- 
tremely treacherous, and I found my long steel- 
pointed staff of the utmost use. The cold became 
so intense that my fingers, nose and face grew 
red and breathing was painfully hard. At I p.m. 

Sacred sand from Shri RZmeshwara encased in a coco- 
nut shell. 
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I felt hungry and, sitting down on a rock of ice, 
ate a few more biscuits. 

As I resumed my journey and mounted further 
uphill, I found it harder still to breathe. I felt my 
limbs swelling up and nerves bursting out. At 
5 p.m. I climbed to the top of an ice-rock and 
looked around. Lake Rzkastzl and Lake Mznas 
were looking grand, and the ruddy mount Gervi 
Mindhatii was shining full. Amongst others, the 
rivers Indus and Brahmaputrii wound down 
through the extensive Tibetan plateau. 

From this hillock of ice, I pictured to myself 
the Virit-Swarup of God in the hills, plains, 
rivers and lakes around. The range of mountains 
beyond the two lakes represented the head, the 
two lakes the eyes, the separating mountain 
range the nose between, the plain dividing the 
lakes and Mount Kailis the stomach, the wind- 
ing rivers and rivulets the arteries and nerves, 
the two rows of mountains running from the 
Kailas his legs. Oh! what a grand picture of the 
image of God in nature. 

I was enjoying this scene when, with startling 
suddenness, I felt the rock below my feet tremble, 
and I knew I was sinking. 

I turned my eyes to look down, and with the 
knowledge that I was soon to be swallowed in 
the jaws of death, I staggered and reeled. The 
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place from where I fell must have been about 
2000 feet below Gaurikund. 

I came to my senses at g or 10 p.m. and found 
that, ditched in ice to my waist, I was lying flat 
on the brink of death, with a sheet of ice on my 
stomach. My plight was horrible. 

I opened my eyes again and saw the clear sky 
studded with stars above; but it was all dark. I 
could not guess where I was. With the long staff 
I freed myself from the hillock of ice over my 
body and stood up, my limbs aching and bruised. 
I knew not where to go. 

At last I decided that I must pass the night 
there till morning, so preparing a hollow ditch 
waist-deep in the ice with the help of the staff, 
and drawing the overcoat around my head, I 
huddled myself in it, drawing my knees up to 
my ribs. 

At least three times each hour I had topush 
away the snow from my overcoat. I had heard 
that shelter from cold and wind in icy regions 
could be got only by living in hollows of ice. I 
tried the experiment here, with some success; but 
by 'protection from cold', I mean only a slight 
protection. 

Snow fell till morn. I was the only being in 
that whole region, shivering in the ice-cold night. 
I looked at  my watch: it was 12 p.m. Somehow, 
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I passed the night. At early morning I ate a few 
biscuits and proceeded on the uphill journey. 
Being ignorant of the route, and not knowing 
whither I was going, I roamed about and found 
ultimately that I was making downhill. In my 
wanderings that day I could see neither Gauri- 
kund nor my camp where the coolies were stay- 
ing. Night came on and once again I had to 
huddle myself in a hollow of ice. In the morning 
I ate up all the biscuits I had, and again resumed 
my way downhill. Till evening I roamed, not 
knowing whither I was going. At a loss, I went 
on and on, until I came to the fo,ot of KailZs, 
where I had to pass the night. My stomach was 
crying aloud for food, but not a crumb of biscuits 
was with me. On the third day in the morning, 
as I walked along the foot of Kailiis, I perceived 
some of the marks I had met on the occasion of 
my Pradakshina. At this I heaved a sigh of re- 
lief. At I 2 a.m. I arrived at my camp. Exhausted 
by the journey, the cold and the mental strain I 
had endured, I fell down in a state of uncon- 
sciousness, till my coolies woke me up and gave 
me biscuits to eat and hot tea to drink-a kam- 
andalu full. . . . They were very much grieved to 
hear my experiences of this ice-trip. I then told 
them that the next morning I again intended to 
set out for Gaurikund at 3 a.m., and that they 
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should wait for me another week. At this my 
coolies implored me not to go on this perilous 
pilgrimage, and did their best to dissuade me. 
But I held fast and, as before, took with me bis- 
cuits, leggings and my staff. At 3 a.m. I started 
out, bidding good-bye to the coolies, and by the 
Grace of Shri NZriiyen, I reached the Gaurikund 
at 5.30 p.m. I t  was a clear day, but I marched on 
continuously, fearing lest a storm might burst. I 
halted only for a minute or two to eat biscuits. I t  
took me nearly fifteen hours to go over a height 
of only 5000 feet! 

Gaurikund stands at a height of about 20,000 

feet above sea-level, and is a natural lake about 
four furlongs in circumference. The peak of 
Kaills seems to be about ~o,ooo feet above this 
lake. Everywhere here was snow and ice . . . snow 
and ice. My lips became green and blue with the 
severe cold; my nerves seemed ready to burst, 
and respiration was extremely difficult. I was the 
solitary being in this place. Streams of ice from 
over the Kaills peak descend down into the 
Gaurikund. There was water in the lake, but 
above it stood a layer of ice five feet thick. The 
layer had to be pierced with the steel-pointed 
staff-then only water bubbled to the surface. 
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Bathing was an impossibility. I walked over the 
surface of ice twenty feet from the shore and 
pierced it with the staff. Water ran up as from a 
spring. I dipped my fingers to sprinkle it over my 
body; I felt as if a deadly scorpion had stung the 
finger-tip, or that it had been severed from the 
hand. The tiny drops of water turned into glob- 
ules of ice as soon as they were sprinkled. I threw 
into the lake my Setu brought from Shri R2- 
meshwara: in a moment it was coated with ice. 

Here, on this lake, my object which I had 
cherished all these long years was fulfilled by the 
loving Grace of Shri Sadguru, my Master. My 
joy knew no bounds. The Darshan of Shri Kailas, 
Lake MSnas and Gaurikund carried away all the 
strain and stress of the arduous journey; my 
heart was elated. I felt that my life's ideal was 
fulfilled. 

My ideal was to have a sight of the physical 
form of the Lord Dattatreya Himself, and to get 
myself initiated into the realisation of the Self. I 
was determined either to realise this or to die in 
meditation while sitting in Yogic posture. 

I began by looking in all four directions and 
then spread my tiger's skin on the icy floor of the 
lake, planting my staff on the right. I again 
looked at the sky and at  Mount KailHs, crying, 
'Victory, Victory to the Lord, my Master!' I 
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stood for a few minutes facing the north. After 
this I sat on the tiger's skin in the SiddhHsana 
posture, with my face towards the north. In 
short, I began to face the final ordeal. I t  was 
sunset. I closed my eyes and passed into medita- 
tion, all along trying to fix the mind steadily on 
a mental image of the Lord Dattltreya in the 
centre between my eyebrows. 

The first night I experienced terrible hard- 
ships. Bitter cold, piercing winds, incessant snow, 
inordinate hunger and deadly solitude combined 
to harass the mind; the body became numb and 
unable to bear the pangs. Snow covered me up 
to my breast and, till after midnight, I was fight- 
ing desperately with my mind. My body helped 
my mind, and I thought both of them were bent 
on defeating my object, but self-confidence, de- 
termination and my unbounded love towards my 
Master conquered them in the end. 

I succeeded in subjugating the invulnerable 
enemies and was steadily riveted to my medita- 
tion and, as a consequence, lost consciousness of 
the body and of the world outside. I t  is so difficult 
to say anything further when I had passed beyond 
these things. 

Every moment increased the intensity of my 
yearning to see my Master, and it was while I 
was in this state that I thought I heard a voice. 



I did not leave my meditation. Later on I found 
that the image which formed the subject of my 
meditation grew more and more dim. Yet I re- 
fused to allow my mind to leave its point of con- 
centration; instead I fixed it there with added 
determination. 

'0 my child! 0 my dear!' I heard these words 
thrice, but did not open my eyes, for the mental 
image of my Master was still there between the 
eyebrows. I wanted to see the Lord Dattatreya 
in physical form, and naturally it was impossible 
for me to be satisfied with His voice alone. More- 
over, no sight of a physical form was possible 
until the mental one had disappeared. As I was so 
keen about the physical sight, I did not leave 
my meditation, though I heard the call three 
times. 

At last, all of a sudden, the mental form dis- 
appeared. Automatically my eyes were opened 
and I saw, standing before me, the Lord Dattl- 
treya, my Master, in his physical form. At once 
I prostrated myself on the icy ground like a staff 
and placed my head on His lotus-feet. 

Three days had passed like three moments for 
me! My Master lifted me up like the Divine 
Mother and hugged me to His breast and car- 
essed me all over the body. Thereafter He gave 
me the mantra (sacred words) and initiated me 
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into the realisation of the Self. What a great bliss 
it was! I cannot describe that joy, as it is beyond 
any description through words. 

' The Master preaches through His silence, 
And all the doubts of the disciple are solved.' 

Thus says a Sanskrit poet. You can take as much 
enlightenment from these lines as you find in 
them. 

Here, my Manas (mind) merged into Antah- 
karana (heart) ; the Antahkarana with the Manas 
merged into the Chitta (mind-stuff); the Chitta 
along with Antahkaran and Manas merged into 
Buddhi (intellect); the Buddhi with Chitta, 
Antahkarana and Manas merged into Ahankar 
(egoism); and the Ahankar along with Buddhi, 
Chitta, Antahkaran and Manas-all merged 
into the Absolute Brahma! I found myself re- 
flected everywhere in the whole Universe! I t  
was all one harmony-full of Wisdom, Infinite 
Love Perennial and Bliss Eternal! Where was 
the body, its tenements and the 'I'! I t  was all 
Satchidiinanda (Truth, Wisdom and Bliss). 

The Lord Dattstreya, my Master, after having 
blessed me, lit the sacred fire and asked me to 
perform the sacrificial ceremonies. After this he 
initiated me into the Giri order of Sanyiisins and 
named me 'Hamsa'. I had nothing to offer Him 
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except a biscuit, which I placed in His bowl. He 
ate half of it and gave the rest to me as prasdd 
(sacred food). Then the Lord told me to ask for 
a boon. I was silent in the beginning, but when I 
was told this a second time, I asked Him to grant 
me one in the words of the great devotee Pralhld: 

'Let my heart always feel the same attachment 
towards Thee, though divested of its harm, that 
the undiscriminating soul feels for worldly objects.' 

My Master placed His hand in blessing on my 
head and said, 'Let it be so!' and smiled at me. 
Thereupon we both started out to reach my 
camp. 

I had taken nearly fifteen hours in climbing 
to Gaurikund, but in the company of the Lord 
I took only as many minutes to reach the 
camp. 

On the evening of the fourth day I returned 
safely to my camp. My coolies rejoiced at seeing 
me again. The next morning, at 5 a.m., we left 
for TeerthHpuri, arriving there two days later. 
Teerthgpuri, lacking in habitation, lies to the 
north-west of KailZs, the river flowing between. 
The river has its source in Lake RZkastZl and 
flows westward. There is a hill of Bhasma (sacred 
ashes) at  Teerthlpuri. Here, in a cave, I saw the 
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Sage about whom the Mahatma had spoken to 
me on Mount Kailas. Seeing me from a distance, 
he came towards me. I bowed down prostrate at 
his holy feet, but he raised me, calling me 'child' 
and affectionately leading me to his cave. I asked 
Gurunada and my coolies to lodge in another 
cave near by and went with the MahHtmii, who 
seemed a little older than, but in other respects 
much like, the Mahatma on Kailas. He had the 
same sweet voice, the same peace and serenity 
beaming on his face, the same Light of the Abso- 
lute radiating from his eyes, and the same full 
yet graceful stature. The Mahatma asked me to 
close my eyes and sit in meditation, saying he 
would do likewise. He asked me what more I had 
to gain. I made no reply. As required, I sat in 
meditation. 

I stayed here for three days in company with 
this Sage, and during that time experienced the 
joy and bliss of Sant-samFigam, the company of 
a saint. I here remembered Yogini Shri Satranji 
BZi, at whose lotus-feet I had the good fortune to 
sit for some days at  BrahmZvarta, when I was a 
lad of eleven years. I did not see till then, and 
have not seen even till now, a woman so full of 
love, peace and joy, so graceful and lustrous. 

On  the fourth day I took my leave of the 
MahHtmH of Teerthlpuri, bowing down at  his 
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hallowed feet. The great Soul came to see me off, 
when Gurunada and the coolies had a sight of 
him. 

We started for GBrtok, reaching there after two 
days' journey. Giirtok is the capital of Western 
Tibet and the seat of the Garpan. I t  is sparsely 
populated, more so even than Taklzkot, and the 
population, too, moves away in winter. Near by 
was the town of Le, whence the road led to Tar- 
tary. GBrtok is exceedingly cold. ThHkur Jaya- 
chand was the Agent of the British Government 
here. 

After a couple of days' stay at GHrtok, we took 
our return journey, not via GyFinimZ, but by the 
middle route to THklPkot. I kept good health 
during this journey, save that I had two strong 
motions at Barkhztarjan. I was, of course, much 
reduced in body. On our way back to THklBkot 
we suffered much hardship in the neighbourhood 
of RiikastHl. 

The tract between GBrtok and Barkhgtarjan 
is uninhabited and dreary, and we had the mis- 
fortune to meet a storm. The wind blew hard in 
our faces and choked our breathing; dust rushed 
into the eyes, nose, mouth and ears. The sky was 
overcast with thick black clouds. Barkh~tarjan 
lay at  a distance of five miles. I t  was 4 p.m. 

For a hundred yards we struggled valiantly to 
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push on, but could not make any real progress. 
The wind blew like a hurricane-so fiercely that 
when we took one step forward we were com- 
pelled to retreat two. Everywhere there was dust, 
and nothing but dust. The whole atmosphere was 
so full of it that nothing could be seen in any 
direction. We were walking across a plain, con- 
sequently we had no hopes of getting any shelter 
anywhere, and when it became impossible for us 
to walk, our position became helpless. On account 
of the velocity of the wind, we were forced to 
move towards the south, instead of going to the 
east. 

As a last resource we knelt down and, drawing 
our legs close up, thrust our heads between them. 
Then we placed our hands on them and fell flat 
on the ground. Heaps of sand rolled over us; the 
wind continued to blow with unabated fury. We 
remained in this position for over three hours. 
Then the storm abated a little and we resumed 
our journey. We reached Barkhitarjan at 9.30 
p.m. after marching through the wind-storm for 
about twelve hours. 

At Barkhitarjan I managed to secure lodging- 
place in the post office at  two annas for the night. 
I took tea only, and being exhausted, retired for 
the night. The next morning, feeling better, 
I resumed journey at  5 a.m. for Tiiklikot in com- 
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pany with a Tibetan L2m2 who was going to 
Khocharnath for the purpose ofpurchasing hides. 
He had an ass for carrying the goods. 

At 7 a.m. we halted near a watering-place, and 
until I I a.m. the Tibetan fellows-the Lam2 
and my guide-were eating their meals. I sat in 
the sun, with no umbrella, looking here and 
there. Gurunadii and the coolies slept, covering 
themselves in their blankets. 

I t  was here that I met three young Lamas 
from Lhass2, on pilgrimage to Kailgs. Each wore 
a long red felt cap, a red felt Bakhu over the 
body, Dokchya on the feet and carried in their 
hand a spear with banner attached. One of them 
was the Master (Guru) and the two others his 
disciples. Nearing us, they began to repeat some 
verses from Buddhist scriptures, and held forth 
their begging bowls. At this my coolies gave 
each of them a handful of sattu. The Lam2 ac- 
companying me also gave a handful. 

At 12 noon we resumed our journey. Soon 
afterwards the sky was overcast with clouds and 
I feared a hail-storm. Indeed, we had scarcely 
reached the foot of the mountain on the north- 
western shore of Rakastal when hail began to 
beat heavily upon us. In the forefront was my 
guide with his lean, half-starved ass. Just behind, 
I walked on, musing within myself and watching 
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the storm. Ten yards in the rear came Gurunada, 
worn out and languorous. By his side walked the 
coolies, helping him along. 

We had just reached midway when the storm 
achieved its height. We all stood close together, 
our heads bent down. GurunZdZ at once col- 
lapsed on the hail-bed on the ground. His eyes 
turned pale, and stooping down I forced into his 
mouth the whole of the medicine given me by 
Morpankhi BHwZ. He felt better after a few 
moments, and the Lama and my coolies raised 
him up. But he could not stand on his legs nor 
take a single step. 

Deeming it wiser to march on rather than stay 
in the storm, GurunadZ was borne on the shoul- 
ders by the Lama and one of my coolies, and we 
resumed our march. The guide undertook to 
lead both the asses. 

We eventually reached the top of the moun- 
tain. The storm was still furious. Riikastsl and 
Manas came in sight; in the distance Kailzs 
could still be seen hazily. 

Though a storm raged, it was a beauteous 
sight. But I could not lift my head towards the 
sky, for the hail poured down like shells. Below, 
the ground was covered in a mantle of pure 
white, just as if it were sprinkled over with sheets 
of camphor. To the right was Lake RLkastal, the 
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hail splashing in the water and setting afloat 
circle after circle of lively wavelets, with the fine 
drops of water dancing over them like pearls. 
The hollow bubbles on the surface of the water 
looked like so many illuminated glass lamps. All 
around was a perfect spectacle of white land with 
the blue lake in the centre. I t  was a gorgeous 
panorama. 

Turning towards Lake MLnas, I saw that half 
of it was lit up in the sun, the other half reflecting 
dark clouds and looking grimly serene and sombre. 

I was charmed by this beautiful spectacle of 
nature, and walking on, slowly pondered over 
the Glory of God-Lord of Nature. My men had 
gone ahead of me-so rapt was I in this scene. 
Indeed, they had reached the downhill path 
while I was still at the summit. 

The storm abated a little, and soft, downy snow 
began to fall, which we had often to brush off our 
clothes because it so soon condensed into ice. 

At 5 p.m. we arrived at the foot of the moun- 
tain on Lake RLkastHl. We rested for a while, and 
then, locating a crevice in a rock sufficiently large 
to accommodate all of us, we decided to stay 
therein for the night. 

I t  was only after great efforts that we eventu- 
ally succeeded in lighting a fire by flint and cot- 
ton. The prickly shrubs were wet and refused to 
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ignite. We managed to take tea, however, at 9 
p.m. and retired to sleep. I did not rest well that 
night. 

Early the next morning I awakened my fellows 
and asked them to prepare tea. At 8 a.m. we re- 
sumed our journey along the eastern shore of 
RZkastZl. The sky was still cloudy, but no storm 
burst until we came to the flat plateau at the 
summit of the hill on the southern shore. I t  was 
noon, and the sun shone bright. Kailas and 
Gerva MandhTitZ could be seen full and clear. 
For the last time we looked at Mount Shri 
Kailas, and marched on. 

We had not gone more than a few furlongs, 
however, when my guide suddenly fell to the 
ground. Anxiously I enquired what was amiss, 
and he made gestures to say that he had a severe 
headache; water was trickling profusely from his 
eyes, and he could not hold up his head. I gave 
him black pepper and jagree, but it was of no 
avail. At last he urged us to proceed on our way, 
promising to follow as soon as he felt sufficiently 
well. We had not gone far when we saw him 
trudging towards us from behind. 

At 2 p.m. a fierce northward gale blew into 
our faces. As we had to proceed southward, we 
suffered a good deal. Our mouths grew parched, 
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course, being a native of the place, did not feel 
the effects of the storm so severely as we did. Be- 
sides, we were done up by the continuous journey 
for the last month and a half. I had grown very 
weak. 

At 7.30 p.m. we reached a small village called 
Rung-Wung. 

All of us suffered many hardships on the way, 
but my Tibetan guide was the worst victim. He 
was attacked by high fever, and could not walk 
on alone without the aid of others. We escorted 
him to Rung-Wung, with the help of my coolies 
and the Liimg, and put up near a running stream 
of clear water. We took food here and lay down 
for rest. Gurunada and the Tibetan guide were 
groaning aloud. I sat by the side of each for a few 
minutes and then retired for the night. 

Both felt better the next morning, and at noon, 
after food, we resumed our journey for Tsklakot 
at  2 p.m. By evening at  6 p.m. we reached the 
same cave on the banks of the KarnHli River as 
we had lodged in one night about a month and 
a half back. Here the Lama left us for Khochar- 
nath. The Tibetan guide also left us and went 
away to his place with his ass. 

We four-myself, Gurunadl and the two 
coolies-proceeded onward for TBklZkot. At 7 
p.m. I reached the place and put up in the tent 
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of my friend the Bhutia merchant. On the way 
I had a strong motion and consequently felt very 
weak. Accordingly, on arriving in the tent, I lay 
down quietly for half an hour. The BhutiZ gave 
me pepper and sugar-candy to eat and cold water 
to drink; thereupon I felt much better. I was 
then accommodated in another tent near by. 

When I left for MZnas Sarowar there was 
but a sparse population in TZklZkot. Now, how- 
ever, I found nearly six hundred tents pitched. 
Several BhutiL merchants from Vyiisa, DarmZ 
and ChowdZs Pattis had come from India with 
articles of trade-woollen cloths, groceries, corals, 
pearls and grain. The whole city of canvas 
teemed with loads of goods piled in rows, and 
was alive with zubus, yLks, horses and sheep. 
The trade season had just begun, and there was a 
regular thoroughfare of HuniL, Jumali, and 
Bhutiii traders. For four months-July, August, 
September, and October-the markets are in 
full swing at TLklLkot and GyZnimZ, and much 
business is done. At TZklLkot customs duty is 
levied on articles of trade. The BhutiZs of JohLr 
Patti resort to GyZnimg for trade, for the place 
is nearer to them by the usual route-the Johar 
Pass. The inhabitants of JohZr Patti seem to be 
more advanced in culture than those of Vyasa 
Patti. 
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After a day's stay at TgklZkot, I went to 
Khocharnsth, twelve miles to the east. On the 
way I passed two or three villages with only four 
or five houses in each. We saw also a few green 
trees-the first that had met our eyes in Western 
Tibet. At Khocharnsth there is a temple con- 
secrated to Shri Rama. This large and old temple, 
with a rampart round it, is built in the Buddhist 
style; it is located on the banks of the Karniili. A 
Buddhist Lama carries on worship there in the 
Buddhist fashion. 

The river has no Ghat (flight of stone steps) 
leading to it, as in the case of most Hindu places 
of pilgrimage on river sides. The images of Shri 
RZma and Seets Devi are each six feet high 
and are made of bronze, the seat-the throne- 
being also of the same metal. The art-work on the 
throne is precious. There is also a Buddhist library 
in the temple, which, besides, contains images of 
Ravana, Ksli Mats, and other Gods and demons. 

We stayed in the temple for the night, and the 
next morning returned to TZklZkot. That day 
at TiiklHkot there was a procession of Buddhist 
religious scriptures encased in 600 painted boxes 
-one in each-carried over the head by women, 
each carrying a box, ceremoniously dressed for 
the purpose and marching in regular rows. To a 
stranger like myself it was a pretty sight. 
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I was at  Takliikot for two days. At evening in 
a grocer's shop I met the Zumpan, who accosted 
me, and after formal greetings remarked that the 
Tibetan climate seemed to have agreed with my 
health. He asked me to stay with him for a year, 
if I wished to go to LhBssa, and then accompany 
him after that. He assured me the tour with him 
would be quite comfortable for me. I thanked 
him for his goodness, but declined the offer, as it 
was impossible for me to stay at Tgklakot for a 
whole year. 

At 5 a.m. I resumed my journey from Taklakot 
up to Kalapani, on a zubu hired for one rupee 
and four annas. I intended to go by the Lipu 
Pass, where I arrived at I 2.30 a.m. This pass lies 
on the confines of Tibet and India. Standing 
here, I turned my eyes once towards Tibet and 
then towards India, contemplating the scene for 
some minutes. This pass is I 7,000 feet high, and 
is much easier and more pleasant than the Tinker 
Ghat (Pass). When I went into Tibet it was full 
summer in India, and now, when I came back, 
autumn had already set in. In this season the 
Himalayas present a beautiful sight. On my way 
to Kalapani, changing scenery met my eyes. I 
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saw beds of wild roses bloom-pure white, pink, 
red and yellow. I feasted my eyes on this flower- 
garden. Other variegated wild flowers also 
bloomed in abundance. The deodiir, oak and 
bhurjapatra trees had put on green foliage. 
Fields of rice, mundhwa and java were waving 
green. My eyes devoured the luxurious verdure, 
as during the last month and a half not a leaf nor 
bud had relieved the dreariness of my sojourn in 
Tibet. The grand and sublime beauty of Mount 
Kailiis and Lake Manas and the luxuriant ef- 
florescence of nature in the HimiilayZs are 
riveted in my memory, fast and undying. When- 
ever I get a remembrance of these gorgeous 
scenes, my heart throbs with joy and flows in 
adoration to the Almighty. 

Coursing through the full-bloomed HimZlayan 
hills, I crossed a river and took a short uphill 
journey. Here the saddle on which I sat slipped 
off the zubu's back and I fell. Happily, I did not 
roll into the river. At 6 p.m. we reached K212- 
pZni, in a thick forest-still, quiet and sombre. 
Here is the source of the Kiili-Gang2 and near it 
an image of Devi (Goddess). We lodged in a 
thrashing-hut in a field. The place where we had 
put up was intercepted by a network of streams. 
Tall deodHrs stood round, and tender vines hung 
from them in the manner of green curtains. My 
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coolies prepared chapZti and masura (lentils). 
We took our meals with great pleasure. After- 
wards I went for a stroll in the woodland by the 
river-side, enjoying the beauty of the forest and 
high mountains and meditating on my Master. 
The coolies were smoking at ease underneath a 
tree and were talking in their own hill dialect 
about the tour and their respective homes and 
families. I joined with them in their chatting for 
a few minutes, and then strolled away. It was 
dark now, and a thin drizzle had begun. I re- 
turned to my hut and lay quiet on my blanket. 
At 5 a.m. I rose and asked my coolies to prepare 
tea. In the meanwhile I lounged in the forest 
near by. KHlZpZni is about twenty-five or thirty 
miles from TZklZkot. We left for Garbiygng at  8 
a.m. after tea. 

Two roads led to GarbiyZng, one across the 
Kdi-Gang8 through Nepalese territory, and the 
other via Gunjee alongside the hitherward bank 
of the river. The former route is the shorter by 
three and a half miles. At two miles from KBIB- 
piini we crossed the river by means of two teak 
beams thrown across the banks. Here the stream 
of the river is narrow. 

Nature in the HimalayHs puts on her best 
dress in the autumn. I t  is considered risky to 
travel here in these days. The way from KHlB- 
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plni lay alongside the River KZli-Gangs through 
groves of deodlr, oak and bhurjapatra trees. I 
was passing through this part in the morning; 
cold and refreshing gales blew; on both sides rose 
green fields of waving corn-maize, mundhwg 
and wheat; streams coursing down from hill to 
dale flowed on every side; below, the Ganges 
reared smooth and deep; the birds on the tall 
trees and in the green fields blithely warbled and 
hopped about; on the ridge occasionally could be 
seen the musk deer with its unsteady, moving 
eyes; pure milk-white clouds slid easily from hill 
to hill. The hour was quiet. I walked ahead, 
humming and musing to myself, the coolies fol- 
lowing me. Joy welled forth in my heart. I stood 
underneath a tree gazing for a few minutes at the 
Ganges, serenely flowing below. In a moment I 
was lost in the ecstasy of meditation and flew 
into the Land of the Soul. I sat in this state for an 
hour and a half, after which, on looking about, I 
found that my coolies were smoking near by 
under a tree, gazing at  me. I felt extremely happy. 

At I 1.30 a.m. we reached ChhBngru, where 
there is a Gurkhlli police station. The policemen 
had seen me before and pressed me to stay there 
for the day. I agreed to their wishes. After meals 
I reclined for an hour in the afternoon and left for 
Garbiylng at  5 p.m. The very same day Kumlr 
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Jagatsing Pal, the political PeshkZr, had come up 
to Garbiyiing, and I lodged in the bungalow with 
him. We stayed together for five days. All my ac- 
quaintances at Garbiyiing rejoiced at  my return 
from the pilgrimage safe and sound. They had 
not heard a word about me for the last seven 
weeks, 

I accompanied Kumiir Jagatsingji in his tour 
to Kuti, Navee, Gunjee and other places. I now 
sent away one of my coolies; the younger fellow 
was with me up to the Kiithagodiim station. As 
1 accompanied the political Peshkiir Sahib, my 
journey was a pleasant one. I used to be accom- 
modated in a tent near his camp. Kuti is twenty 
miles from GarbiyZng, at a height of about I 3,000 
feet above sea-level, with a rough road leading 
to it. There are about a hundred and fifty houses 
at Kuti, and some of the Bhutiii traders there are 
very wealthy. The scenery at Kuti is fine, and we 
stayed there for three days. About fifteen miles 
to the west is Juling-Kiing. As I wished to see 
this place, we four-myself, the PeshkLr's nephew, 
a ChaprZssi and a Patwsri-set out on horseback 
at 7 a.m. The road was rough and hilly. We 
trotted on slowly, and it was five hours before we 
rode into Juling-Kiing. The place looked like a 
miniature of Shri Kailiis-Manas. The lake here 
is about a fourth of the size of Miinas, and the 
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mountain is 18,000 feet high, as compared with 
KailBs, 30,000 feet in height. There are two fields 
of rice and mundhwa which are said to be natural 
growths; they looked so fine that one would sup- 
pose they were the results of the labours of the in- 
dustrious husbandmen. We then saw the famous 
glaciers of Juling-Kang. To the west of the lake 
over the hills extends a plateau for half a dozen 
miles. I t  was now all green with verdure and 
blossoming with wild flowers. We were riding our 
horses, at  times at a trot and at others a gallop, 
till one hour after noon. The11 we dismounted to 
take our bath in the lake. After this and the daily 
religious observances, we took a light repast and 
reclined on the soft, tender grass, admiring the 
charms of the place and adoring the wisdom of 
the Creator. In  the meanwhile our horses grazed 
in the green meadows near by. 

At 2 p.m. we started back for Kuti. The Pat- 
wHri and myself rode fast and were soon ahead of 
the others. MBdhavlal, the PeshkPr's nephew, 
came on foot uphill, leading his horse by the 
reins: the animal seemed quite exhausted. A few 
paces behind was the Chaprassi on horseback. 
Then MadhavlSl's horse suddenly slipped off its 
feet and rolled down and down. MZdhavlPl tried 
his utmost to stay the animal, but was himself 
being dragged down. The ChaprHssi whistled to 
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us, and we all galloped back and with some 
difficulty managed to stay the frightened animal 
from slipping further; otherwise the rider and 
the horse would have finished in the river. At 
midway we changed animals and galloped on 
until, at 5 p.m., the PatwHri and myself reached 
our tents at Kuti. I rode continuously that day 
for ten hours, and at night my limbs, especially 
the thighs, ached abominably. On our way to 
Garbiyang from Kuti we halted at Gunjee, where 
I heard the singing and witnessed the dancing of 
Bhutiii girls. Our tour to Kuti and back to Gar- 
biyang took us about ten days. 

We stayed at Garbiyang for five days more. I t  
was raining day and night. I told the Peshkzr 
SBhib that I wished to stay at Garbiyiing on the 
confluence of the rivers till autumn was over and 
then go downhill in winter. He suggested that 
Askot was a better place for my purposes, and 
there too, a couple of miles away, was a con- 
fluence of rivers. He further suggested that the 
journey to Askot would be comfortable in his 
company. I agreed to the proposal, and on the 
fifth day we started at 5 p.m. for Askot, halting 
at short intervals. I t  was raining heavily. I was 
now quite comfortable, having nothing to worry 
me regarding my touring arrangements. It  took 
us eight or ten days to reach Askot. As we 
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reached the lower hills, I felt the heat, being 
accustomed to the extremely cold climate of 
Tibet for the last two months. Thus I did not 
grumble when I had to march in the rain. On 
arriving at  Askot the Peshkrir made all arrange- 
ments for my comfortable stay there. 

At about three miles from Askot lies a small 
hill, just on the confluence of the Kali-Gangri 
and the Gori-Ganga, with a thick forest of teak 
and deodar near by. A strong double-lined tent 
was pitched for me underneath a tall deodar; 
and the ground was swept clean for three yards 
round it. A large mat on the ground, a chrirpiii 
(cot), a wooden stool and lamp was all the fur- 
niture in this tabernacle. When the sky was clear, 
from this place the perpetual-snow range could 
be distinctly seen. The forest was a frequent 
haunt of the bear, the tiger, the deer and other 
wild animals. I stayed in this quiet and solitary 
hermitage for a month and a half; passing my 
days happily in meditation. The place was 
named 'Hamseshwar'. The Peshkrir Sahib very 
kindly looked to all my bodily comforts during 
this period of meditation, and so I soon regained 
my health. Autumn was now drawing to a close, 
so I told the Peshkrir that I wished to go to the 
plains below. He suggested that the Inspector of 
Post Offices was to come there from Almorz 
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within two days, and that I should go down in 
his company. Accordingly I accompanied Mr. 
Trivedi, the Inspector, on the third day to Al- 
mor8, bidding good-bye to the Peshkar Sahib, 
who was much grieved at our parting. 

We went to Almora by a route quite different 
from that via Pithoragad and Lohaghat. Nature 
is more lavish in bestowing her charms here than 
over the LohHghat route. On the third day in the 
evening we reached AlmorB. Mr. Trivedi ar- 
ranged to get my steel trunk and money from 
Mayzvati to Almora, as I was in need of them 
both. They came about three or four days later. 

AlmorH is the principal town of the district 
and has a sanatorium. Pine-trees are specially 
planted on the hill here by the Forest Depart- 
ment, as being conducive to health for consump- 
tives undergoing treatment in the Consumptives' 
Home. These trees also add greatly to the beauty 
of the place. I stayed at AlmorZ for a fortnight 
with Rgi Sahib Pundit Manorath Bhatt, the post- 
master. 

The autumn was over at last. I had regained 
my health too, so I thought of proceeding fur- 
ther. But the Punditji pressed me to stay for a 
month; I begged to be excused, said that I had 
to go, but would accept his hospitality on some 
future occasion. 
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At Almora I found a number of acquaintances 
and passed a happy time. Starting from AlmorB, 
I reached the KZthagodlm station the third day 
in the afternoon. Here I sent away my young 
coolie, who had been with me during the last five 
months. He was sorely grieved at the parting. . . . 

I t  was October, and the heat at the foot of the 
hills was oppressive. I took train and halted at 
Bareilly for a day. Thereupon I took the Punjab 
mail and went straight to Bombay. 

At AlmorZ I had shaved my head clean of hair, 
and also parted with my beard, which had grown 
luxuriantly during the last few months. I t  took 
me six months and seven days for this pilgrimage. 
During this period I suffered from ill-health only 
once, and that for a day only. I had to spend, in 
all, one hundred and seventy-five rupees-nearly 
thirteen pounds. I t  was the Grace and Grace 
alone of my Master that carried me safe and 
sound through this pilgrimage of peril, danger 
and difficulties to fulfil my ideal. 

From Bareilly to Bombay I was on the train 
for forty-two hours. I reached Victoria terminus, 
Bombay, on I I October I 908, and was received 
at  the station by three or four friends, who 
rejoiced exceedingly at  my safe return. I stayed 
for a fortnight with them in Bombay, and then 
returned home to Dhuliz. 
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Thus was my pilgrimage brought to a close. I 
have laid the incidents of my adventures on the 
way to Shri Kailiis-Manas before you, gentle 
reader, to the best of my ability and in a spirit 
of deep humility. The narration proceeds from 
love, and with love accept it, gentle reader. 
With prayers to the Almighty that the Sun of 
Glory may shine luminant on the Land of India, 
my Motherland, and her children, and the 
Sangtan Dharma,' I lay down my pen, bowing 
in loving adoration to the lotus-feet of my 
Master, the Lord Shri Dattiitreya. 

Eternal Religion, as Hindu religion is called. 

T H E  E N D  
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